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Dedication

To the people I interviewed, to my committee,
To the place where the sea and sky meet,
and to Lee and my friends and colleagues on this road:
I have learned so much from you.
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Abstract
Restoring Relationships: Indigenous Ways of Knowing
Meet Undergraduate Environmental Studies and Science

As places to engage with changing and complex ideas, institutions of higher
education offer a logical site for bringing Indigenous ways of knowing together with
environmental studies and science. However, profound differences between Indigenous
and Western knowledges, as well as ongoing colonialism, cultural biases of science, and
the nature of mainstream academia, have discouraged this endeavor. Recent
developments in undergraduate pedagogy now point the way. Using critical inquiry and
qualitative methodology, this comparative study developed recommendations for practice
based on current undergraduate teaching practices that bring Indigenous ways of knowing
together with environmental studies and science across a diversity of institutions and
disciplines.
Seven faculty and two Elders were interviewed about their perceptions of
benefits, challenges and pathways in this work. Participants represented science and
environmental studies disciplines at a tribal college and public and private colleges and
universities in New York, Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Ontario, and Nova Scotia. The
study confirmed the value and relevance of Native American and First Nations world
views in relationship to the North American environment and underscored the need to
protect the integrity of both Indigenous and Western knowledges when bringing them
together. Key elements in the resulting pedagogical model are: 1) a central vision of
restoring relationships “for everybody”; 2) a guiding principle of bringing knowledges
ii

together while maintaining the integrity of each, such as Albert Marshall’s (Mi’kmaq)
principle of Two-Eyed Seeing; and 3) four teaching elements—activating knowledges by
making mainstream assumptions visible and finding Indigenous voice; generating
protocols for border-crossing between knowledges; revisioning the teaching/learning
process to develop critical mind through co-learning, direct experience, multiple
intelligences, and activism; and becoming transformed. Further recommendations for
practice address issues of institutional change and faculty development.
Teaching based on this model helps address social justice issues for Indigenous
students and their communities through increasing the hospitality of academia to
Indigenous knowledge; contributes to defining mission and goals for the growing field of
environmental studies; provides critical reflection on the cultural bases and biases of
science; and lays a foundation for undergraduate education that better addresses the
complex environmental issues of the 21st century. 	
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A Note on Terminology
Since this dissertation addresses the interaction between different knowledges,
cultures and peoples, I have adopted several conventions for terminology, although in
practice, categories overlap, boundaries shift and change, and people move themselves
(or are moved) in and out. Where possible, I have referred to Indigenous people by the
name they use for themselves (such as Potawatomi, Haudenosaunee, Mi’kmaq), giving
this affiliation in parentheses after their name. Each people has a different history and
different values, traditions, ceremonies, and language, though some experiences and
values exist in common. This study honors individual tribal differences as much as
possible, while at the same time addressing an educational issue common to people of
many different tribal affiliations. When referring to several peoples at once, I generally
use “Native American” or “American Indian” for a U.S. context, “First Nations” or
“Aboriginal” for a Canadian context, and “Indigenous” for a broader U.S./Canadian or
international context. Even so, this array of terms leaves out names associated with
important North American Indigenous peoples—Alaska Natives, Métis, Native
Hawaiians, and others. I make my apologies here.
I have used the descriptor “mainstream” or “Western” to refer to knowledge
conventionally present in American and Canadian higher education courses and
programs. Since environment-related education encompasses not only science, but also
the humanities, social sciences, and arts, I focused on both environmental studies and
science.
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Chapter I
Introduction
This dissertation emerged from a personal experience more common than I
realized at the time. Late one night I came across M. Kat Anderson’s (2005) study of
California Indian basketmakers and their methods of gathering basketry materials from
roots and shoots of certain shrubs in the foothills of the Sierras. Through months and
years of observation, Anderson learned that the women’s gathering techniques served not
only to obtain materials for their basketmaking, but also to keep these shrub communities
healthy and fertile. Following longtime customs for selecting and cutting shoots, the
women effectively pruned and coppiced the shrubs. While digging for roots, they aerated
the soil and jostled seedpods that reseeded favored shrubs. Essentially, Anderson
concluded, through these and many other horticultural practices, the women were
“gardening” this plant community. In the process, they had produced “cumulative and
possibly permanent effects in plant associations, species distribution and composition,
and, perhaps, gene pools and genetic structures” of California plants (p. 336). When
changes in land use regulations impeded the collecting of plant materials, the shrubs for
basket-making declined and other plants multiplied, generating further evidence that
these plant communities had more closely resembled gardens rather than “wilderness.”
As a longtime “wilderness”-lover and backpacker in the foothills and Sierras of
California, I had known of California Indian presence there, since place names in Indian
languages cover the topographic maps, and Indian baskets and pots line the shelves of
gift shops and museums. Occasionally an arrowhead surfaced beneath my hiking boots,
or an alpine lake margin yielded a scattering of obsidian chips. I had met Native women
1

who demonstrated basketmaking at national parks. Yet though I recognized Native
American presence and knowledge of their environment, somehow I, like many other
Euro-Americans, had missed the fact (so clearly documented in Anderson’s study) of
Native American influence on this environment. And this fact matters. Much of current
land conservation policy, for example, rests on incorrect assumptions that the lush and
productive qualities of natural areas before colonization resulted from lack of human
intervention, whereas studies such as Anderson’s suggest that, on the contrary,
knowledgeable and careful human interaction by Native Americans had contributed
greatly to the healthy condition of the landscape prior to colonization.
Others before me have begun the re-examination of conservation and wilderness
policy in light of more accurate information on Native American practices. But the point
of my story extends more broadly. Anderson’s study opened the lid on a long-closed
box. What else did I not know about Indigenous knowledge of the North American
environment, I wondered? In what other ways does this knowledge gap matter, and to
whom? Who is being served and/or hurt by this knowledge gap? How could formal
education help change this learning deficit not only for myself but for others after me?
Once I started searching for Indigenous environmental knowledge, I realized that
my ignorance certainly did not derive from lack of available information. Ample sources
on Native American and First Nations influence on the North American environment
turned up in peer-reviewed literature, websites, popular literature, and conference
presentations. A rich territory of ideas, beliefs and actions emerged, most of which had
not played a role in my formal education.
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I came to understand that the centuries-long, cumulative interaction of Indigenous
peoples with the North American environment has led to belief systems, values, and
strategies particular to this context and therefore uniquely relevant to understanding and
caring for this environment. No other culture or people offers this history and depth of
experience. These belief systems, values, and strategies do not lie only in the past.
Today, Native American tribes and individuals play key roles on the environmental
scene, leading and participating in environmental advocacy and protection, management
and restoration, education and research. These actions take such forms as developing
sophisticated partnerships for environmental restoration and research, conducting
ceremony to honor relationships between humans and the non-human world, writing
novels and making art about environmental issues, articulating some of the ideas and
beliefs underlying these actions, engaging in collaborative research with scientists, and
much more. Such involvement deserves recognition not only as a matter of support and
social justice for Indigenous communities, but also for the possibility that these
approaches might enrich the array of options for all communities to meet the complex
challenges of the 21st century.
I also found that dynamics of social injustice have led to tribal reservations often
serving as sites for the environmentally damaging practices of an industrial society. Oil
and mineral extraction, hazardous waste disposal, military weapons disposal, massive
water withdrawals for hydro-power, and other practices have led to environmental
damage. Severe human health impacts include high cancer rates and cultural loss due to
decline of culturally significant species such as salmon, submergence of culturally
significant sites under dam waters, and destruction of sacred sites. Often decisions
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affecting these communities come from outside policy-makers who have little knowledge
of, or sympathy with, the cultural implications.
I found, entwined with these reports, arguments for why Indigenous ways of
knowing should be more present in higher education. Pleas surfaced for better-informed
environmental professionals whose actions affect Indigenous communities. Calls
resounded for ways of teaching science that respect Indigenous knowledge, so that
Indigenous youth will be less alienated from formal education and can better learn to help
with their communities’ environmental issues in a manner consistent with community
values. And the need also emerged for “new” approaches to environmental issues of the
21st century. While scientific approaches to environmental issues have done many things
well, their limitations are also becoming painfully clear. The complex challenges of the
day argue for better problem-solving through collaboration with a variety of approaches.
I believe that universities—as places to explore and engage with changing and
complex ideas—offer a logical and appropriate site for bringing Indigenous ways of
knowing together with environmental studies and science in undergraduate education,
and that this engagement deepens the learning for all students (and faculty). The question
then becomes, why does formal education rarely addresses this knowledge and what
could change this situation?
Several dynamics surfaced. Many fingers pointed to complications from social
and historical factors that stand as obstacles: profound differences between Indigenous
ways of knowing and Western knowledge, the ongoing presence of colonialism, the
cultural biases of science, the particular nature of mainstream academia. These factors
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suggest that engagement between Indigenous ways of knowing and Western ways of
knowing in science and environmental studies requires careful and complex thought.
Several developments have recently occurred to facilitate engagement between
these different knowledges. A number of Native and other scholars have articulated
underlying principles and values of Indigenous ways of knowing so that relationships
with mainstream knowledge become clearer. Teaching models have emerged for
bringing Indigenous ways of knowing together with environmental studies and science in
undergraduate education. The interdisciplinary field of environmental studies is
beginning to probe and question underlying assumptions about the human/nature
relationship. Scholars are challenging fundamental assumptions in academic disciplines
that exclude voices from outside the mainstream.
The present study builds on this momentum by documenting and comparing
current practices for bringing Indigenous ways of knowing together with undergraduate
environmental studies and science. Based on interviews with faculty and Elders involved
in this work, this interview-based study takes the first comparative approach to the topic.
The seven faculty and two Elders who participated represent a variety of disciplines at a
wide range of institutions in the United States (primarily in the Northeast) and Eastern
Canada. The open-ended interviews, conducted in person, touched on a description of
the person’s course or program and the benefits, challenges and pathways of bringing
together Indigenous ways of knowing with environmental studies or science.
As a primary focus, the study sought ways of increasing the hospitality of
undergraduate environmental studies and science courses and programs to Indigenous
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world views.1 In a broader sense, the study confirmed the value of Indigenous ways of
ways of knowing, offered a wider vision for confronting the challenges of
human/environment relationships, and pointed to ways for addressing social justice issues
for Indigenous students and their communities through greater hospitality to Indigenous
ways of knowing in undergraduate environmental studies and science curricula. The
study provides guidance not in the form of a single, one-size-fits-all model, but rather in
the form of extensive description and analysis to guide energy and creativity for
developing a program or course for another context.
During the study, I happened to participate in a discussion at a university about a
new initiative to connect Native American perspectives with the science curriculum.
Around the table sat faculty in the sciences and in the Native Studies program, an outside
guest speaker who was doing this kind of work at his institution, and an assistant dean or
two. Bits of advice, anecdotes, questions, and strategies crossed the room. The Native
Studies faculty spoke from their long experience in building relationships with Native
students and communities. They cautioned about classic pitfalls of cross-cultural work
and advised on ways of communicating in this area. Going back through thirty years of
collective teaching experience, they named a handful of Native students who had
graduated in the sciences at that institution but whom the science faculty had not
recognized as Native. The scientists talked of their interest in bringing in more Native
students and changing some of their courses to include Native knowledge. They spoke of
their concern about entering new territory and what it might mean for their careers at the
university and in their field. They spoke of realities of costs and enrollments and recent
1

I am indebted to Rauna Kuokkanen (2003) for the concept of “hospitality” to describe
this relationship.
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requirements by major funding organizations for grant-funded projects to address
diversity issues.2 Above all, they wanted to know how to get started. It is my hope that
this study proves useful to such groups.

2

The National Science Foundation, for example, has declared “strong commitment to broadening
participation” from underrepresented groups such as “women, underrepresented minorities (African
Americans, American Indians including Native Alaskans, Hispanics and Native Pacific Islanders), and
persons with disabilities” (http://www.nsf.gov/mps/dmr/diversity.jsp, accessed 4/15/11).
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Chapter II
Conceptual Framework
Background
This chapter provides a short glimpse into the nature of Indigenous ways of
knowing and the factors that complicate bringing Indigenous and Western knowledges
together especially in the context of environment-related education.

What are Indigenous ways of knowing?
Indigenous ways of knowing encompass large and highly integrated areas of
content in which ideas, values, and actions merge. Gregory Cajete (Santa Clara Pueblo),
an early and ground-breaking leader on Indigenous science education (Cajete 1994, 1999,
2008), uses the term “Indigenous science,” describing here its depth and breadth of
content. His term “map of reality” highlights the unified, integrated structure of this
content:
…everything from metaphysics to philosophy to various practical technologies
practiced by Indigenous peoples both past and present…. [It includes] astronomy,
healing agriculture, study of plants, animals, and natural phenomena….[It also
extends to] spirituality, community, creativity, appropriate technology that
sustains environments, and other essential aspects of human life….the nature of
language, thought and perception, the movement of time, the nature of human
feeling, the nature of human knowing, the nature of proper human relationship to
the cosmos, and a host of other questions about natural reality. Indigenous
science is essentially a tremendous inheritance of human experience with the
natural world. It is a map of reality drawn from the experiences of thousands of
human generations that gave rise to a diversity of technologies for hunting,
fishing, gathering, making art, building, communicating, visioning, healing, and
being (Cajete 2008, pp. 490-491).
In his earlier work Look to the Mountain: An Ecology of Indigenous Education
(1994), Cajete describes the foundation of Indigenous education in human relationships
8

with the earth, the spiritual ecology, and the mythic, visionary/artistic and
affective/communal elements. Cajete’s description of Indigenous science encompasses
far more than Western science typically does. “The nature of proper human relationship
to the cosmos,” “spirituality,” and “community,” for example, are unlikely topics for
science courses, although interdisciplinary environmental studies programs do at times
touch on these subjects. The project of bringing Indigenous ways of knowing together
with environmental studies and science in undergraduate education thus takes as a
starting point the fact that these worlds do not map directly onto each other. Louise
Grenier (1998) suggests another example of such disparities:
For example, the modern concept of wildlife management suggests the control of
a species by humans. The idea of humans controlling the environment is
considered by some indigenous groups to be an interference with the natural
order, which from their cultural perspective is unacceptable (p. 94).
In their interview for this study,3 Mi’kmaq Elders Murdena and Albert Marshall
from Eskasoni Reserve, Nova Scotia, talked about the source of Mi’kmaq ways of
knowing, the purpose, the ethics governing use of knowledge, and the nature of the
learning process. Above all, they spoke of their sense that knowledge is “a spirit,” and
that having this knowledge entails responsibility. Albert Marshall began by crediting his
ancestors as the source of the knowledge. He assured me that the knowledge he and
Murdena Marshall would share with me came from the “outer layer” of traditional
knowledge, which exists “for the benefit of all,” and that the knowledge passed down
from his ancestors “was always meant not only to transform me” but also to be shared
with others “for the benefit of all.” He described his sense that many people today
(Aboriginal or not) do not feel whole—they have an idea that there is something more
3

Interview, March 22, 2011.
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than the materialistic life, but they do not know what it is. In bringing knowledges
together at the university, he hopes “to be able to impart as much of what we know so
that everyone—mainstream, minorities, whoever—their minds will be triggered, so their
critical minds will be challenged, then I believe they will have this sense of being whole
again.”
Mr. Marshall spoke of “critical mind” as not just an intellectual ability but also
the ability to sustain oneself physically, spiritually, and emotionally. Critical mind has
lain dormant for awhile, but it is needed once again not only for survival in the face of
“tricks” from Nature such as climate change, but also to help people feel whole again.
Critical mind involves recognizing how interdependent and interconnected people are,
and making sure that one’s actions will not compromise future generations, not just in
terms of physical survival, “but also to enjoy the beauty of the human nature, of the
natural world.” Mr. Marshall spoke of responsibility to enter into the spirit of
collaboration and employ the gifts that the Creator has given us, for the benefit of all. In
turn, “if we can spend some time taking care of Her [the Earth or Mother Nature], then
everything else will come into place—our wellness, whether it’s physical wellness, or
whether it’s economic wellness.”
This knowledge “not only takes you into another level of consciousness but it’s a
daily reaffirmation of how much we are interdependent and interconnected and
intertwined with everything and everyone.” Knowledge is “a spirit,” he stressed, not an
object. Mr. Marshall used the metaphor of a river of knowledge, which exists and will
continue to exist as long as there is a need for it (i.e., the knowledge is not created by
humans). Each day, Mr. Marshall says, “I extract whatever I will need today, and allow
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that river of knowledge to flow, flow, flow downward or onward. Because on that river’s
journey there’s more people downstream, and they will do the same thing.”
Mr. Marshall spoke of knowledge transfer, or the teaching relationship, using the
metaphor of how the ash tree discharges her seeds: “If that seed senses that the
environment is not just right, that seed will not germinate.” That is, one has a
responsibility to impart the knowledge, but not to make it germinate. He rejects the
notion of education as needing to “program the human mind in a certain way before that
person can become self-sustaining.” Rather, “all we’re doing is trying to instill in their
minds that they too have something to contribute into this whole learning process, and
that whatever they bring to the table is just as valid. It may not be as fine-tuned as we
would like it to be, but this is where the age comes into play.”
Rather than thinking of himself as a teacher, Mr. Marshall thinks of his role as
that of “knowledge navigator,” who is “helping them to navigate through all this
confusion, and still be able to implant in their minds, something that would help them
become a much more contributing member, not only for themselves, their families, but
for the whole world.” With critical mind as the goal, he tries to instill confidence in
learners that they have something to contribute; and “if I totally believe that everybody
out there has something to contribute, then I have to open myself as well. Every time I
engage in a relationship with a person, I’m going to learn something. That’s what I mean
by a knowledge navigator.”
Mr. Marshall stressed that the Earth is alive and needs to be nurtured and taken
care of. He spoke of the responsibility to make sure that “my actions now will not
compromise the ecological integrity of the area, nor will I compromise the future
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generations and their abilities to sustain themselves. Nor will I compromise the future
generations’ ability just to be able to appreciate Nature for what it is.”
In the Marshalls’ description of Mi’kmaq ways of knowing, I see at the outset
several elements of difference from Western science, or even from the interdisciplinary
vision of environmental studies programs. The Marshalls spoke of knowledge as “a
spirit,” that is, not as something that humans create (the foundational assumption of
Western science and education), but rather as something pre-existing from which humans
benefit. And the earth is “alive,” a perception counter to the notions of Western science.
Bringing Indigenous and Western knowledges together around undergraduate
environmental studies and science thus involves addressing different conceptions of
meaning or purpose (ontology) and sources and nature of knowledge (epistemology).
Linda Tuhiwai Smith (Maori) in Decolonizing Methodologies (1999) renders visible the
issues of purpose and knowledge that have long haunted the troubled interface between
Indigenous communities and Western scientific research. “Research” represents one
particular form of seeking knowledge. Smith dissects who gets to define the purpose of
research, what is considered valid methodology and valid knowledge, and who
determines the relationship between researcher and researched. Her work clearly reveals
the unequal power dynamics at work in the relationship between Indigenous communities
and Western researchers. Her work generated a flood of change (still continuing more
than a decade later), with dozens and dozens of tribes developing Indigenous research
protocols to govern research done in their communities, and calls for change at the
federal level of research protocols to better protect Indigenous communities (Akwesasne
1996, Rogers and Petereit 2005, Quigley 2001).

12

Two Arctic studies that brought Indigenous ways of knowing together with
science in the context of weather and ice prediction document differences and similarities
in methods and purposes of acquiring knowledge. The first study (Norton 2002),
undertaken in an atmosphere of mutual respect after decades of earlier collaboration,
brought scientists together with Iñupiaq whalers in Barrow, Alaska, to investigate
prediction techniques for sudden breakoffs of nearshore sea ice, phenomena that
presented great safety hazards for both whalers and bowhead whale census teams as they
ventured on or around the ice. The study sought exchange of techniques between “local
experts at fine-scale ground truthing” and scientists with remote sensing instrumentation
and satellite imagery. While scientific investigations often seek to develop norms or
statistical central tendency in order to generalize to other situations, this study instead
focused on unusual ice events because of their impact on survival of both Iñupiaq whalers
and researchers. Also, in this setting, “average conditions” are rarely observed.
Whalers and scientists differed in terms of the kinds of data they collected.
Because of relying on satellite imagery, the scientists focused primarily on length and
width of ice floes, the two dimensions visible in this data source. The whalers eagerly
supplemented their own observations with satellite imagery, but in addition they noted
development of ice over time (a measure of strength vs. brittleness) and in the vertical
dimension, including seafloor topography, so as to better estimate how currents and
whales move around the ice and how ice floes might swing and break. (Norton confessed
to skepticism about accuracy of some observations until a time-lapse film corroborated
the kinds of ice motion the whalers had described.) The scientists assumed that
observations needed to be time-focused in order to be statistically reliable and useful for
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explanatory models, while the whalers recalled past events in great detail but did not
necessarily date them, assuming such events would occur again.
Krupnik 2002 documented similar differences in data collection and research
objectives. In this study, members of two Yupik communities from St. Lawrence Island
in the Bering Sea carried out observations of sea ice and weather for one year in the
Yupik way, using the Yupik language, with subsequent English translation. At the same
time, polar scientists conducted their own weather studies. The scientists deliberately
avoided any scientific framing of the Yupik observations. Positioned as a heritage and
cultural preservation effort as well as data collection, the study generated enthusiastic
community support:
This project is so important, because we have thought many times about
documenting our knowledge about ice and sea ourselves but we did not know
how to get it started. This is very important for our children and grandchildren,
and for all our next generations, so that they would know what we used to do
from our fathers and forefathers (Chester Noongwook, Savoonga, 2001, cited in
Krupnik 2002, p. 161).
Krupnik noted that “To the Yupik people of today, this knowledge is their special
treasure, the best of their scholarship, and a pinnacle of many generations of experience
and achievement in their harsh Bering Sea environment” (p.184).
As in the Norton study, the experienced Yupik weather observers were reluctant
to talk about averages and central tendency, as the scientists were wont to do, since they
more often observed change and alternation between states. The Yupik hunters did not
use precise timing, and the age of the observer was the closest analogy to a reliability
index. They made predictions using key indicators based on wind and ocean currents
(rather than temperature and atmospheric pressure). For example, they might infer far-off
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ice conditions from the appearance of the sky, or the strength and direction of currents
from the type and source of debris floating in the water. Their language contained
an extremely sophisticated system of wind terminology that identifies some ten or
twelve types of winds by specific direction and other features. Each wind is
known to bring a certain type of weather, snow, or ice movement. By identifying
or referring to the wind, an observer can make a quick judgment of the situation
and even make a basic forecast of upcoming conditions (p. 174).
Krupnik noted that because hunters presented their predictions and observations as
narratives (rather than as statistics and charts), non-Indigenous observers might conclude
that their knowledge is intuitive and holistic. However, Krupnik said, “Yupik ice and
weather watch is not scanning for every environmental signal possible but rather a few
key factors” (particularly those related to maritime hunting), and those factors are precise
indicators, learned over time, that summarize a complex and extensively observed set of
relationships.
Table 1 below summarizes Norton’s and Krupnik’s perceptions of how
Indigenous observers differed from polar scientist observers in both purpose and method
of predicting Arctic weather and ice movement.
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Table 1. Comparison of Indigenous and Scientist Approaches to Weather and Ice
Prediction
Norton 2002

Aspects of the
approach
Purposes

Iñupiaq Whalers as
Ice Watchers
Predict unusual ice
events that present
safety hazards

Observation
methods

Fine-scale ground
truth (plus satellite
imagery when
available)
Length and width of
ice, vertical
dimension,
development over
time
Observations not
precisely dated

Indicators
observed

Temporal
dimension

Krupnik 2002
Indicators
observed
Observation
methods
Purposes

Temporal
dimension

Yupik Hunters as
Weather Watchers
Winds, currents, ice
movement
Field observation;
talk to other people,
listen to other
people’s mind
Accurately predict
near-term shifts in
weather to maximize
hunter safety
Not precise timing
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Polar Scientists as Ice
Watchers
Improve safety by
predicting central
tendency and
averages; generalize to
other sites
Satellite imagery

Length and width of
ice

Time-linked
observations,
statistical reliability in
order to generalize to
other sites
Scientists as Weather
Watchers
Temperature,
atmospheric pressure
Instrumentation

Predict trends and
averages over time
Precise timing

As a result of the collaborations, authors of both studies concluded with high
regard for Indigenous knowledge. Norton asserts that “If our experience with a topic as
challenging as anomalous behavior of nearshore sea ice is representative, TEK
[Traditional Ecological Knowledge] is richer than most newcomers can grasp” (p. 152).
When study participations were asked, for example, “to choose the alternative that would
make them feel safer out on nearshore sea ice: (a) web connections to satellite imagery
and Weather Service ice forecasts, or (b) an Iñupiaq companion traditionally
knowledgeable of local ice conditions,” preference for an Iñupiaq guide was unanimous
(p. 151).
These studies illustrate the depth and rigorousness of this Indigenous knowledge
of weather and ice. The observers offered predictions not as casual opinions or guesses,
but as the result of detailed, daily observations over a lifetime, coupled with the
knowledge passed down to them by their ancestors. As Krupnik said, the closest analogy
to a reliability index was the age of the observer. The knowledge came from direct
experience, tested over and over in real-life examples. The knowledge was constantly
and rigorously evaluated, prediction by prediction, by community members who staked
their lives on the accuracy of these predictions—and would have stopped listening to
these weather observers had their predictions failed in accuracy. This knowledge is thus
not to be confused with opinion or casual belief but is rather a body of coherent,
rigorously tested, observation-based findings developed over multiple generations and
under constant re-evaluation and assessment—or, in Western terms, it is a science.
Krupnik cautions against assuming facile solutions for bringing knowledges
together. For traditional and scientific knowledges to be compatible, he observes, a great
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deal of further mutual adjustment is needed. “To my mind, the gap [between
knowledges] is too big for an easy scanning from ‘other science’ and it is obvious at
every meeting that brings academic scholars and native experts together” (p. 187).
Equally, Krupnik questions the usual dichotomies that categorize Indigenous knowledge
as intuitive in contrast with the analytical or objective approach of science. The two
senior Yupik participants (widely regarded in their communities as experts), Krupnik
finds, “fully demonstrate the very best qualities that are commonly associated with the
scholarly mind: analytical perception, an inquisitive drive for continuous observation and
recording, the eagerness to cross-check their data with other people’s views and
references, and openness to what Conrad Oozeva [one of the senior participants] called
‘your scientists’ usual question marks’ (p. 184).
In bringing Indigenous and scientific knowledges together, Krupnik sees a need
for participants to operate with both types of knowledge. In his experience, the Native
elders often do so more effectively than the polar scientists:
Traditional knowledge is assumed to be intuitive, holistic, qualitative, and orally
transmitted while the academic or scientific knowledge is primarily analytical,
compartmentalized, quantitative, and literate….while there is some truth to these
differences, Native elders and environmental experts can effectively operate with
both types of knowledge, and they often do it more skillfully than polar scholars
[p. 184].
Norton, too, resists neat categorizations about differences between Indigenous and
scientific knowledge. Finding that the Iñupiaq emphasis on “the local” is consistent
across several communities, he speculates on the possible presence of a central code of
TEK4-related ethics and a universal set of TEK methodologies for research. If such exists,
he feels, it would contradict a frequent criticism of Native perspectives that they are too
4

TEK = Traditional Ecological Knowledge.
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local and specific and would instead support what Native people often say about their
own culture, that it is highly abstract and evolved.
Parlee et al.’s (2005) study further documents complexity of Indigenous
knowledge. The authors note that “Western science…has been slow to recognize the
complex and diverse values that Aboriginal people associate with their lands and
resources” (p. 128). In the study, researchers asked seventy-five Gwich’in women from
the community of Fort McPherson, Northwest Territories, Canada, why berry-picking
was important to them. Berry-picking is a major event, with the harvest area extending
over an area of 40,000 km2 in 2003. From the women’s responses, the researchers
identified nine values: individual preference, individual well-being, family well-being,
social connectivity, cultural continuity, land and resource use, stewardship, selfgovernment, and spirituality. The women did not identify commercial value of berries as
important. Some of the women’s comments were:
“It feels good to be out there.”
“It is part of our way of life.”
“It’s good for our family and the community to be sharing and working together.”
“It’s important to be out there using the land and resources.”
“We need to take care of our land and resources.”
“It’s our land.”
“The Creator made this land for us.”
These social and spiritual beliefs, including the idea that the Creator will take care of the
community and that the people need to take care of the land, are difficult to discuss in
academic terms, the researchers noted, but they are fundamental to the relationship
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between Aboriginal people and the land. The researchers also observed that “These
values that women have for land are not fixed in time and space; they are fragile in so far
as they depend on a healthy land-base.” Thus, the healthy land-base is essential to health
and well-being of the people, and the berry-pickers express an understanding of this
connection. In a similar way, as Krupnik (2002) points out, the Yupik weather watchers’
understand that their “treasure”—their knowledge of ice and weather that ensures the
safety of hunters on the ice—depends on continuing the Indigenous language that
contains within it the terms and understandings of this knowledge. Thus both the land
and the language are essential to the knowledge.
This understanding of the intrinsic connection between knowledge, on the one
hand, and land and language on the other hand, embodies the concept of sovereignty, or
“the power of a people to govern themselves” (AIRPI, n.d.). The concept of sovereignty
pervades the intersection and interaction between Indigenous and Western/mainstream
ways of knowing. Leanne Simpson (2002) (Anishinaabe) highlights this critical
understanding: “The protection of our knowledge is intrinsically linked to the protection
of our territories and the protection of our rights” (p. 32). Simpson critiques Western
academic TEK researchers for their frequent failure to acknowledge the connection
between the loss of TEK and the past policies of cultural genocide, the boarding schools,
the loss of land and language, assimilation policies, and the importance of selfdetermination and recovery of national territories (Simpson 2004). This linkage of
knowledge with sovereignty performs a crucial role in the basic question as the heart of
this study—how to bring together Indigenous and mainstream ways of knowing together
in undergraduate education in environmental studies and science. While science often
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separates “knowledge” from its political context, Indigenous ways of knowing embed this
connection deeply within them.
Emerging from the above studies is a sense that 1) frequently-cited dichotomies
between Indigenous and scientific ways of knowing are not always accurate, and 2)
politics pervades the relationship between knowledges, since Indigenous knowledge is
intimately connected with sovereignty or protection of territories and rights. Deborah
McGregor (2002) (Anishinaabe) points to a further issue, that of the difference between
knowledge as an object and knowledge as a process. Like Simpson, McGregor critiques
the definition of TEK as a body of information that can be collected. Rather, TEK is “a
collective process to live in, participate in, be a part of, and collectively to make” (p. 8).
The focus is on relationships “between knowledge, people, and all of Creation (the
‘natural’ world as well as the spiritual). It is viewed as the process of participating fully
and responsibly in such relationships, rather than specifically in the knowledge gained
from such experiences” (p. 8). “At its most fundamental level, one cannot ever really
‘acquire’ or ‘learn’ TEK without having undergone the experiences originally involved in
doing so” (McGregor 2002, p. 9).
Differing conceptions of the relationship between humans and nature emerge as
central to differences in Indigenous and Western ways of knowing. Anthropologist
Frédérique Apffel-Marglin (1998a) discusses the contrast between Western beliefs that
separate humans and nature, and Andean peasant beliefs as expressed by members of
PRATEC, a collective of Andean peasants. PRATEC’s founders—Eduardo Grillo and
Rinaldo Rengifo Vasquez—were part of the first generation of Peruvians from a nonelite, peasant background to have access to university training. Active in development
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activities as professionals, they left these professions after realizing that development was
“profoundly alien to the native peasantry” and that native agriculture and culture, on the
contrary, were appropriate, alive and vibrant. Grillo describes this relational sense of
closeness and interaction between humans and nature:
For humans, to make chacra, that is to grow plant, animals, soils, waters,
climates, is to converse with nature. But in the Andean-Amazonian world, all, not
only humans, make and nurture the chacra—all nurture. The human chacra is
not only made [or nurtured] by humans; all, in one way or another, participate in
the creation/nurturance of the human chacra: the sun, the moon, the stars, the
mountain, the birds, the rain, the wind…even the frost and the hail. (1998a, p. 24).
Rengifo too explains this relational sense, using physical and sensory terms:
One converses with the mouth, the hands, the sense of smell, vision, hearing,
gestures, flowerings, the colours of the skin, the taste of the rain, the colour of the
wind, etc. Since all are persons, all speak. The potatoes, the llamas, the human
community, the mountains, the rain, the hail, the huacas [deities] speak (ApffelMarglin 1998a, p. 26).
Apffel-Marglin describes this sense of reciprocal relationship between humans and nature
as a conversation:
The Andean peasant does not experience her gazing at the rising of a particular
constellation…as a unidirectional act on her part. Rather it is experienced as the
constellation and the gazer being united in a conversation. These conversations
lead to wisdom rather than knowledge; wisdom emerges from the body-world
interface; it is not an intellectual, conceptual, or symbolic ‘knowledge’ or set of
‘beliefs’ held in the mind….in the Andean world there is no dualism between
humans and the world (Apffel-Marglin 1998a, p. 32).
Apffel-Marglin contrasts these views of mutuality and reciprocity with Western beliefs in
the separation of humans and nature. The Western beliefs date back to the Enlightenment
period (and earlier) and lay the foundation for viewing nature as an inanimate object
available to humans for exploitation.
I close this section on Indigenous ways of knowing by touching on debate about
defining “Indigenous” in the context of a modern world or lifestyle. Apffel-Marglin
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(1998a) provides a perceptive and credible critique of how the “Indigenous vs. Modern”
binary is false. She criticizes “the essentialist manner in which culture has been depicted
in most ethnographies, namely as coherent, whole, ahistorical, seamless and with no
internal conflict or contradiction” (p. 8). Essentializing, or authoritatively declaring who
is and who is not “authentic,” takes away the right of Indigenous peoples to define
themselves and instead places that privilege in the hands of anthropologists.
Furthermore, as cultures change over time, essentialist approaches dismiss “modern”
traits as lacking in authenticity. An example of such an approach would be to state that a
tribe that calls for salmon restoration as part of “the culture” is disingenuous if also, say,
operating a casino.
Apffel-Marglin offers instead Grillo’s understanding of how culture can change
while at the same time retaining identity. He “uses a deliberately embodied language to
speak of the incorporation of foreign traits by Andean peasants, saying that they ‘digest’
alien elements, incorporating what they can use and excreting what they do not need or
want” (p. 12). Engaging in modern activities (driving cars, listening to portable radios,
etc.) “cannot necessarily be read as signs of these Andean peasants’ ‘modernization’ or
‘hybridization’...these are the result of conversations and mutual engagement and not the
signs of a fundamental transformation” (p. 12).

Native American involvement in environmental matters
In this section, I expand on my assertion in Chapter I that Native American are
highly involved in contemporary environmental issues. I also show how this
involvement links with questions of sovereignty and cultural survival—factors to reckon
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with in how Indigenous and Western knowledges are brought together, especially in the
context of land- and environment-related education.
Tribal reservations cover over 56 million acres in the U.S, an area nine times the
size of the state of New Hampshire.5 Reservations exist in almost all parts of the U.S.
The federal government has officially recognized 562 American Indian and Alaska
Native tribes in the U.S., with a number of additional tribes in the process of seeking
recognition. Many enrolled tribal members live on reservations, and others live offreservation, often in cities.
Two basic points of fact help in understanding Native American involvement in
environmental issues. First, all of North America was once tribal land. At the outset of
any discussion of environmental issues lies the fact that the essential argument between
Native American and settler peoples relates to land—that is, to the dispossession of
Native peoples from ancestral homelands and the use of genocide and cultural erasure to
facilitate takeover of the land. Stuart Harris (2000), a member of the Confederated Tribes
of the Umatilla Indian Reservation and a critic of federal environmental risk assessment
policies, explains how recent and strong the memories are:
The traumatic history of federal actions against tribes is still recent history for
many tribal nations and tribal members experience remnants of federal
extermination and assimilation policies literally every day….We do not want risk
assessors to underestimate how serious this is to tribal members and tribal staff.
Many or most tribal members can name ancestors who died defending their rights
and homelands, and the current generation of tribal scientists honors this by
vigilantly protecting the rights and resources on which their culture and identity
and existence depend (p. 525).
Resolution to armed conflict and land disputes often resulted in treaties between
Indian Nations and the U.S. federal government (handled at the level of nation-to-nation
5

Bureau of Indian Affairs, http://www.doi.gov/bia/, accessed November 11, 2008.
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heads-of-state negotiations as befits two sovereign nations), in which tribes gave up large
areas of land but retained rights to subsistence hunting, fishing and gathering both on and
off reservation lands. While such treaties are still in force, however, Perry and Robyn
(2005) note ways in which local and state officials from the 1960s to the 1980s
“consistently acted in ways that restricted those rights” (p. 591). Subsistence fishing
rights lay at the heart of the spear fishing conflicts and their stigmatization and violence
in the Great Lakes region in the 1980s and 1990s. In Perry and Robyn’s view, fighting
for these last remaining rights becomes an act of cultural survival.
Another important dynamic in Native American involvement in environmental
issues stems from the “unique nature of tribal land tenure and tribal culture,” which
means that tribes cannot “simply relocate to new areas when their lands become
contaminated, their water polluted, or their wildlife resources decimated” (Wolfley 1999,
p. 303). This “back-against-the-wall” situation can result in extensive restoration and
advocacy efforts.
In response to environmental damage, many tribes and individuals have
undertaken major environmental advocacy and restoration efforts (Moore 1998; LaDuke
1994, 1999; Battiste and Henderson 2000; Begay 2001; Clow and Sutton 2001, Wilson
2002, Long, Tecle and Burnette 2003; Albert and Trimble 2000). Through casino
revenues, the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation (CTUIR) in
Oregon has built a natural resources department larger than that of the state of Oregon
(Cronin and Ostergren 2007).6 This department provides jobs while contributing to

6

The Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Reservation in Oregon, for instance, numbers
about 2,500 members. In 2005 its natural resources department employed 108 people, of
whom 47 were CTUIR members (CTUIR 2006). A member of the Oregon Department
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restoration of salmon and salmon habitat. In turn, salmon restoration efforts revitalize
cultural ceremonies and re-establish cultural pride and identity, which then strengthen
advocacy on behalf of the rivers and the salmon. The CTUIR and other Columbia River
Basin tribes have joined in complex and sophisticated alliances for restoration and
protection of the watershed. Members of the CTUIR and other tribes have combined
technical skills with cultural knowledge and advocated with federal agencies for more
culturally sensitive assessment of hazardous waste impacts on human populations that
pursue subsistence lifestyles (Harris 2000, Harris and Harper 2001).
The Akwesasne Task Force on the Environment formed in 1987 to address
environmental problems facing the Mohawk Nation community of Akwesasne, including
industrial pollution by ALCOA, General Motors, and Reynolds Aluminum. Task Force
projects include advocacy, education, research, and restoration. Earlier, in 1984, under
the direction of midwife Katsi Cook (Akwesasne Mohawk), the Mother's Milk Project
began to document and monitor levels of PCBs and other industrial pollutants in the St.
Lawrence River in order to protect “the first environment,” that of the womb (Arquette
2002). In another instance of river cleanup, the Penobscot Nation of Maine is
collaborating with a large public and private coalition to remove dams on the Penobscot
River to restore fish passage (McGowan 2008).
For some tribes, surviving in the modern world has inspired new applications of
longstanding values and understandings. The Menominee Nation has developed
internationally-recognized sustainable forestry practices that provide income for the

of Fish and Wildlife noted that the CTUIR has been able to “fill in a lot of gaps that the
state of Oregon hasn’t been able to do” (Cronin and Ostergren 2007, p. 98).
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community while sustaining the forest and improving its health. This effort combines
ethics of mutual caretaking—sustaining the forests in turn takes care of the people—and
a willingness to subordinate short-term profit to long-term gain. Such models provide
valuable insights for non-Native sustainable development (MTI 2003).
Native writers, poets and artists have influenced thought and heart on
environmental issues, weaving into their creative works a sense of relationship to the land
(Tapahonso 1987, Harjo 1994), intertwined with political realities such as dispossession
from homeland because of the flooding to make way for Hydro-Quebec (Hogan 1995) or
the discovery of oil on tribal land (Hogan 1992). Visual artists such as Jaune Quick-toSee Smith, James Luna, and others have spoken through their art to issues of
dispossession from the land and takeover by industrial purposes (Rushing 1999).
Many sources document how the colonial legacy lives on in the practices and
policies of governmental agencies. Hornborg (1994) shows how Indigenous world views
lose crucial elements of meaning when forced to fit into standard legal categories. When
a granite quarry was proposed for a Cape Breton mountain sacred to the Mi’kmaq nation,
the environmental impact assessment process allowed for Mi’kmaq input but required
translation of Mi’kmaq perceptions of the mountain’s sacredness into “Valued Ecosystem
Components” (Hornborg 1994, p. 250). In resource management, Stumpf (2003) argues
that wilderness designations do not make sense to tribal peoples because “[t]he idea of a
natural ecosystem without human intervention runs against many tribal traditions” (p.
63), by interfering with the reciprocal relationship between humans and the land.
Internationally, Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) has received
recognition for its value in ecological understanding and resource management (United
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Nations World Commission on Environmental and Development 1987, Convention on
Biological Diversity 2001). In Canada, the value of TEK has been acknowledged in the
requirement that it must be incorporated into certain environmental decision-making
processes (McGregor 2004). In the U.S. and Canada, many scientists have collaborated
with holders of TEK (Krupnik and Jolly 2002, Berkes 1999, Berkes and Davidson-Hunt
2006, Nadasdy 2003).
Several studies examine key myths and counter-myths relating to Native
Americans and their environmental involvement. Cronon (1995) discusses the myth of
the pristine wilderness in his well-known essay “The Trouble with Wilderness.” Krech’s
Myth of the Ecological Indian (1999) argues against the perception of Indians as
somehow instinctually “ecological” (an argument that unfortunately has also served to
inhibit scholarly examination of connections between Native Americans and
environmental issues). Harkin and Lewis’s (2007) volume reexamines this argument and
its legacy.

Current state of practice in bringing together Indigenous and Western ways of
knowing in environmental studies and science
The examples above suggest the relevance of Native American ways of knowing
to a wide range of environment-related curricular areas such as conservation biology,
resource management, environmental restoration, sustainability, environmental advocacy
and organizing, environmental history and literature, environmental health, and
environmental regulation. A comparative study does not yet exist of the degree to which
such courses and programs in different institutions acknowledge Indigenous ways of
knowing. However, some indication of the state of practice appears in recent studies
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documenting low enrollments of Native American students in the sciences (Babco 2005,
USCCR 2003, Carter and Wilson 1994, ACE 2002). The problem begins in lower grade
levels and persists at the college level. Enrollment of Native American students in higher
education remains low, and even lower in the sciences. As Table 2 shows, while the
participation of African-Americans, Hispanics, and Asian/Pacific Islanders in graduatelevel science and engineering has slowly increased over the past decade, American Indian
and Alaskan Native participation has remained static and at the bottom of the chart:

Table 2. Graduate Enrollment in Science and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity

Source: Babco 2005, p. 8.

Few current science faculty identify as Indigenous, and the low numbers of
American Indian and Alaskan Native graduate students in the sciences suggests that
change in that statistic will be slow. At the same time, as Gregory Cajete (2008) notes,
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“The need for expertise among Native people in the area of science has never been
greater because of the scientific and technical literacy and skill needed to effect selfdetermination in tribal resource management, health, and economic development” (p.
488).
Barnhardt and Kawagley (2008) point to one reason for the low enrollment—the
frequently negative impacts when Indigenous students receive their education solely in
the form of an alien paradigm:
Students in Indigenous societies around the world have, for the most part,
demonstrated a distinct lack of enthusiasm for the experience of schooling in its
conventional form—an aversion that is most often attributable to an alien
institutional culture, rather than any lack of innate intelligence, ingenuity, or
problem-solving skills on the part of the students (p. 227).
Carol B. Brandt’s (2008) study documents the struggle of a Native American
college student to learn within a scientific paradigm that conflicted with her traditional
upbringing.
Well, in our Navajo way of thinking, I was trying to tell my mother about the
atom and molecules, and all this and she looked at me like I was crazy. And I’m
like, “you know, this is what I’m learning!” You have to go through so much
explaining. “Here’s our body, the organ systems, the heart. Within our heart are
tissues…[w]ithin that are cells and…[t]here are molecules that make up the cells,
and within that are the atoms.” It can’t be seen! But that’s our whole makeup!
And she’s looking at me like: “No, first man and first woman made us. Like
this” [she holds her hands out in front of her, grasping invisible stalks. “I don’t
know what you are learning there!” “But that’s what I’m learning that all living
beings are made like that.” And she’s looking at me like I’m crazy, because our
Navajo creation story is similar to Adam and Eve. There was a stalk, stalk of
corn, from That, the Great Spirit breathed into that stalk of corn to make first man,
and from that first woman was made also. That’s why corn pollen is very
important in our practice. She says, “We were made whole then and there, how
does what you are telling me figure into this?” So I’m trying to explain it!
While this student was able to draw on her own resources and those of her family and a
few people at the college in order to navigate the task, the study portrays a discouraging,
baffling and lonely process of crossing back and forth between knowledges:
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In each of our interviews, Deborah mentioned her effort with “believing”
Eurocentric science, and her problems with science as a traditional Navajo
woman. In her traditional way of knowing, evolution did not exist. There was no
translation in Navajo for this Eurocentric science concept. A troubling experience
for her was her introductory biology class that spent a month on the topic of
evolution.
“How do you believe in something? You are trying to believe in
something that the evidence is there, the hard evidence, the physical
evidence. You see the slides and it’s all there, and yet you are brought up
with this simple view of how we have been made. Then sometimes this is
what I tell myself, this is the way that White men believes, but this is the
way I believe. I’ll learn all I can. What I’m learning from my non-Navajo
world will help my people health wise. But what I’ve been brought up
with, it’s there. I’ll always believe my creation story.”
When she talked to her professor, he told her, “You’re going to have to
compromise something here,” a dismissiveness that lasted as a serious impediment to her
engagement with Eurocentric science. While he did not explicitly say what should be
compromised, Deborah understood “that she should abandon her traditional worldview.”
In the course of my study, I heard a number of firsthand stories about similar dismissals
of students’ world views when they did not correspond to the dominant academic
paradigm. Because of the power differential between Eurocentric and Indigenous voices
in academia, conflict between worldviews will likely continue leading to the same
outcome of dismissal, unless serious efforts are made to change.
In response, several scholars are articulating the need for change, clarifying the
issues, and developing models and approaches for linking Indigenous ways of knowing
with undergraduate environmental studies and science. In 1994, Dan Longboat (1998)
developed a model for Indigenous environmental education, which is now the basis for
Trent University’s current program in Indigenous Environmental Studies. Robin
Kimmerer (2002) calls for interweaving of traditional Native knowledge into biological
education. Karim Aly-Kassam (Kassam 2008, 2009a, 2009b, 2010a, 2010b; Kassam et al.
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2010) describes his human ecology approach. A series of articles from the Integrative
Science Program at Cape Breton University in Nova Scotia details pedagogy for the
approach they call Two-Eyed Seeing (Hatcher and Bartlett 2009, 2010; Hatcher et al.
2009a, 2009b). These individuals took part in the interviews for this study, and their
work is discussed in Chapter IV. Joni Adamson (2001) describes her approach to
teaching Native American literature and environmental justice. Gregory Cajete (1994,
1999, 2008) has written and taught about Native science education since the mid-1990s.
Oscar Angayuqaq Kawagley and Ray Barnhardt (Kawagley and Barnhardt 1999;
Barnhardt and Kawagley 2008) have written and taught extensively about Native
knowledge and education.

Dynamics at this intersection of knowledges
As a social institution for exploration of complex ideas and critical thinking,
higher education represents an appropriate place for Indigenous and mainstream
knowledges to come together around environmental issues. However, this site of inquiry
and teaching is rocked with the impact of several longstanding dynamics:
(1) conceptual differences in knowledges, as discussed above, render facile
translation impossible;
(2) the difficult history—colonialism, cultural erasure, genocide—has impacts to
this day, and colonialism is still very much present;
(3) the belief systems of science, including beliefs in the universalism of science
the separation of humans from nature, and the sense of nature as an object, present
obstacles;
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(4) the nature of Western academic culture both impedes and assists at this
intersection.

The history and present-day fact of colonialism
The above description of Native American involvement in environmental matters
(above) suggests some of the ways in which the colonial agenda continues in the present.
In terms of education, this agenda has taken the form of using educational institutions to
erase Native culture. In the boarding school years, federal laws forced Indian children to
attend residential schools away from their families, where they were punished for
speaking their language and observing their cultural practices. Parents could no longer
pass the knowledge on to younger generations, and some chose not to do so later for fear
it would subject their children to the humiliation they themselves had experienced
(Jackson and Chapleski 2000). Although official federal policy no longer mandates
boarding schools, the experience created a rupture between generations that has caused
suffering that continues today. Distrust of educational institutions persists among
Indigenous peoples today, as well as a lack of awareness and knowledge among nonIndigenous students and teachers.
Ann Intili Morey (1997) finds that faculty of European descent have limited
insight into their own cultural attitudes:
Often faculty of European descent are unaware of their own values and beliefs,
are unable to describe their own culture, and do not see how their cultural
perspective influence their teaching and impact students. Many of these faculty
perceive and may appreciate the ethnicity and culture of students of color and
other nontraditional students, and at the same time do not perceive their own
cultural lenses (p. 269).
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This lack of awareness may lead faculty to avoid filling their own learning gaps and to
actively or inadvertently discourage students from speaking from a Native way of
knowing. Discouraging responses include remarks such as “That’s folklore,” or “That’s
myth,” or deliberate or unwitting ignoring of Indigenous perspectives. Joni Adamson
(2001) found that when she taught Leslie Marmon Silko’s Ceremony (1987) to Native
students, she had not fully appreciated the novel’s theme of contested land:
I might begin by drawing students’ attention to Tayo’s mystical connection to
nature and his journey to wholeness, but my students would redirect our focus to
the ways in which American Indians have been stereotyped for far too long by
environmentalists and by others as the people with an ancient wisdom that alone
can save the planet. Discussions of Tayo’s symbolic battle with the “Destroyers”
to save the earth were transformed into discussions of the novel’s depiction of the
literal radioactive poisoning of the Four Corners communities where many of the
students live (p. xv).
Belief systems of science
The belief in the separation of humans from nature, a foundational element in
science, conflicts directly with Indigenous beliefs in relatedness of all beings. It results in
dismissal of spiritual, emotional, and relationship aspects, and dismissal of dreaming,
storytelling, and ceremony as sources of knowledge. Further, report Barnhardt and
Kawagley (2008), in science the belief that humans are separate from nature separates
ethics from the learning process. The real-world, survival nature of Indigenous learning
also places Indigenous and mainstream educational approaches at odds over assessment
of student learning:
[In mainstream education] competency is often assessed based on predetermined
ideas of what a person should know, which are then measured indirectly through
various forms of “objective” tests. Such an approach does not address whether
that person is actually capable of putting that knowledge into practice. In the
traditional Native sense, competency has an unequivocal relationship to survival
or extinction—if you fail as a caribou hunter, your whole family may be in
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jeopardy. You either have it, or you don’t, and it is tested in a real-world context
(p. 234).
Finally, and most importantly, the belief that science rests on universal, absolute
truth rather than on culturally-constructed beliefs leads to dismissal of other knowledges,
as exemplified in Brandt’s (2008) case study above.

Western academic culture
The structuring of Western academic institutions into separate disciplines poses
challenges for the more holistic approach of Indigenous ways of knowing (though recent
efforts toward interdisciplinarity in some institutions may help). Each discipline defines
what does and does not belong in its realm. In literature, for example, the notion of
literary genre can act to exclude Native American writers. Joni Adamson (2001) credits
her American Indian students at the University of Arizona and in Tohono O’odham high
schools with helping her see the exclusionary nature of defining environmental literature
or nature writing as essays based on detailed nature observation (e.g. works by Henry
David Thoreau, Edward Abbey, Terry Tempest Williams, Annie Dillard). This
definition, Adamson says, privileges those writers who believe in separation of nature
from culture. It excludes Native writers who do not believe in separation of nature from
culture or in the value of “wilderness” isolated from community.
Other problematic aspects of mainstream academic culture include the often
uncomfortable relationship with spirituality, privileging of the intellectual over other
ways of learning and expressing, and of book learning over learning from direct
experience. And though academic traditions such as tenure provide some protection for
those who wish to bring other knowledges to their teaching, tenure practices rarely
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recognize accomplishment in Indigenous ways of knowing, thereby excluding protections
for important voices from outside of Western academia.

Theory
The last several decades have seen many attempts to address cross-cultural issues
in academia. Some approaches have focused on changing the students, and others on
changing the curriculum or changing faculty attitudes. Some have focused primarily on
how change would benefit minority students, and others on how everyone would benefit.
This brief look at models and approaches aims to clarify and justify the framing of the
research question for this study (discussed below) and the study methods.

Critical education theory and Red Pedagogy
Critical education theory (Freire 1993) takes into account the dynamics of power
in educational settings and suggests avenues for disrupting those power dynamics.
However, Bowers (2003) and others have criticized this approach because of the natureculture split that exists at its foundation, since it grew out of an industrial society
analysis. In Red Pedagogy (2004), Sandy Grande (who identifies as mixed-blood) brings
critical education theory and Indigenous pedagogy into a critical synthesis, which she
calls “Red Pedagogy.” Critical education theory, she says, offers a way to help theorize
the role of power and domination in schooling and to locate pedagogies that work to
disrupt the structures of inequality (p. 6). However, critical education theory as applied
to Indigenous education falls short because it fails to move beyond the Western humannature dichotomy. Red Pedagogy, on the other hand, theorizes humans as part of nature
as sovereign entity. Also, Grande says, critical education theory fails to deconstruct
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adequately the relationship between democracy and Indigenous sovereignty. As a result,
critical education theory alone does not lead to pedagogies that are sustainable in the
global age, capable of redirecting relationships between human consumption and
capitalist exploitation, and capable of challenging the continuing colonization of
Indigenous land and resources.
Grande calls for ongoing interaction between Indigenous scholars, educators, and
critical theorists to create a new Red Pedagogy. Such an approach would reground the
discourse on Indians and the environment to place more emphasis on sovereignty and the
threat of capitalist and consumerist culture to Indigenous lands and resources. Her theory
provides a way of examining educational models and approaches to see how well they
address these contradictions, and as such provides useful grounding for this study.

Cultural competence approach
The cultural competence approach (Cross et al., 1989; Isaacs & Benjamin, 1991;
Drevdahl et al., 2008) has existed for years with particular prominence in education,
healthcare, and management fields. This approach utilizes training and workshops to
increase cultural awareness and competence among educators, healthcare providers, and
managers toward students, patients, employees or others who are ethnically, racially or
culturally different from the mainstream. Writing in the context of healthcare, Drevdahl
et al. (2008) critique this approach for being oversimplified and undertheorized, treating
culture like an object or check-off list, engaging in essentialism, and failing to address
underlying social and economic factors that affect health. The study authors argue that
larger economic, educational, and political and social factors have more of an impact on
health than do cultural concerns.
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Sherene Razack (1998) too sees inadequacy in a cultural differences or cultural
competence approach and calls for engagement with underlying knowledge structures. It
is not that a cultural differences approach is wrong (“for people in reality are diverse and
do have culturally specific practices that must be taken into account”), but it leads to “a
superficial reading of differences that makes power relations invisible and keeps
dominant cultural norms in place” (p. 9). Instead, Razack says, we need to focus on
understanding “not only who can speak and how they are likely to be heard but also how
we know what we know and the interest we protect through our knowing” (p. 10).
Education for social change “is not so much about new information as it is about
disrupting the hegemonic ways of seeing through which subjects make themselves
dominant” (p. 10).

Multicultural course transformation
Ann Intili Morey and Margie K. Kitano (1997) offer a comprehensive and
pragmatic model of multicultural course transformation in higher education based on ten
years of experience in systemic educational change at San Diego State University. They
engage extensively with transformation of the underlying knowledge structures and
power relations in higher education courses. They see power relations as controlling how
academic institutions are structured, how they select and support students, what is
studied, and who is on the faculty—their backgrounds and interests, the topics they are
rewarded for pursuing, the professional associations and conferences that offer
intellectual support, the viewpoints faculty introduce through readings, assignments, and
course topics, and the way in which viewpoints are discussed and validated in class.
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This approach seeks change in the power relationships by changing the
construction of knowledge. Critical education theory sees knowledge as socially
constructed, and “truths” depend on power relationships in society (Kitano 1997, p. 27).
Morey and Intili hope to change these relationships to benefit all students, faculty, and
administrators—not just those from ethnically or racially diverse groups. They describe
this work as equally relevant “for highly diverse and homogeneous campuses because a
transformed course provides a broader, more intellectually honest view of the discipline
and better prepares all students for world citizenship” (p. 1).
Multicultural course transformation involves rethinking course content,
instructional strategies, assessment procedures, and classroom dynamics. It is best done,
Kitano says, in disciplines with socially constructed knowledge, but it can be done
elsewhere by discussing how the methods are constructed—for example, what role do
individual and collective interests play in the evolution of scientific knowledge? How are
problems selected and for whose benefit? Do all scientists seek the same kinds of
explanations or ask the same kinds of questions?
Kitano views course transformation as tending to proceed in three stages:
1) Exclusive course: Maintains traditional, mainstream perspectives. Uses a
teaching style that emphasizes students’ acquisition of knowledge. Classroom
interactions are limited to question/answer discussions with the instructor controlling
discussion, and no attempt is made to encourage participation by all students. Social
issues not directly related to the discipline are not discussed.
2) Inclusive course: Presents traditional views but adds alternative perspectives;
may include analysis of the reasons for historical exclusion. Uses a wide array of
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teaching methods to support active learning; evaluation methods take into account
individual differences in expressing knowledge.
3) Transformed course: Challenges traditional views and assumptions; encourages
new ways of thinking; reconceptualizes the field in light of new knowledge, scholarship,
and ways of knowing.” Instructor and students share power to the extent possible.
Encourages personal growth as well as academic growth, utilizes student experience and
includes self-evaluation and projects that contribute to real-life change (Kitano 1997, p.
23).
Both faculty and students need support in this process of change. Kitano notes
Tatum’s (1992) finding that the introduction of issues about oppression “often generates
powerful emotional responses in students…If not addressed, these emotional responses
can result in student resistance to oppression-related content areas” (p. 2). Creating clear
discussion guidelines, providing opportunities for self-generated knowledge (such as
journals), offering a framework that students can use for understanding their own process,
and exploring strategies to empower students as change agents can help with this
reaction. Faculty can benefit from having an institutional leader experienced with
multicultural change who creates a voluntary collaborative learning community. Such a
community might include faculty workshops and seminars, visiting scholars, sabbaticals,
release time, informal peer assessment of courses, and recognition.

Developing “hospitality” in academia
Rauna Kuokkanen (2003) (Sami) also focuses on faculty learning as a key
element in change. Lamenting the disinclination of the academy to engage with
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Indigenous knowledge, she identifies mainstream privilege on the part of faculty
members as a stumbling block to change. She quotes a non-Indigenous faculty member:
In my experience, when Indigenous perspectives are genuinely included in the
curriculum and the classroom, the epistemic and pedagogical changes involved
are huge. I believe that is why so many otherwise forward-looking faculty resist it
or don’t manage to “get around” to it—because of implicit recognition that their
epistemic and pedagogical power will be eroded (Pamela Courtenay-Hall,
personal communication, quoted in Kuokkanen 2003, p. 272).
Kuokkanen calls for a principle of “hospitality” in the academy, based on a
willingness to change—to extend one’s own worldviews and critically examine one’s
assumptions and presuppositions. Referring to Chakravorty Gayatri Spivak (1990),
Kuokkanen says that Indigenous people need to continue to accept their responsibility to
educate others, and non-Indigenous people need to “unlearn privilege,” do their
homework, and accept their responsibility to educate themselves to be able to teach
effectively in this area.
Kuokkanen notes that including Indigenous culture but without using their voices
or ideas privileges mainstream expertise and undervalues Indigenous perspectives. At the
same time, she sees problems with most of the ways in which Indigenous voice is brought
into the academy. Using writings by Indigenous scholars and writers or encouraging
listening to Elders is inadequate when listeners do not have sufficient understanding of
the world view and cultural conventions to comprehend. Elders’ teachings “can be highly
metaphorical and complex and not understandable to those who have no previous
knowledge” (p. 273).
Relying on academic Indigenous Studies programs to carry the effort is
problematic in that these programs themselves are often marginalized within the
university structure and are not able to seriously challenge exclusionary practices in the
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academy. Increasing the number of Indigenous faculty and inviting Native faculty as
guest speakers is helpful but sanctions the ignorance of other faculty members and may
divert the attention of Native faculty from their communities’ priorities. Some
Indigenous scholars feel it is impossible to teach their epistemologies as well as
inappropriate to try to do so, because they will be misunderstood. Finally, in the
classroom, inherent difficulties exist in addressing the needs of both Indigenous students
and “ignorant non-Indigenous students” in the same course or program, due to
differences in their level and type of knowledge.
But while these issues remain and make hospitality in academia an uncomfortable
process, Kuokkanen believes that hospitality needs to continue. The question is how to
avoid a superficial reading of Indigenous culture that keeps power relations invisible. In
part, the acknowledgement of continuing problems such as those listed above is a way of
making power relations visible. She believes that it is not helpful to say that one cannot
teach on Indigenous issues because one is not Indigenous; rather, non-Indigenous faculty
have a responsibility to inform themselves so that they can do an effective job at this
aspect of their teaching. Both sides have a responsibility to participate, and universities
and colleges are appropriate sites for developing mutual respect.

Culturally-based science education
Gregory Cajete (2008) proposes a culturally-based approach to education that is
supportive of the student’s cultural orientation and helps Native students bridge the
divide between cultures. Cajete identifies the origin of the approach as selfdetermination:
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The idea of a culturally-based approach to science education for American
Indians is a new development in a long and tenuous history of American Indian
education and reflects an evolution of thought related to self-determination,
community education, and a renaissance of American Indian identity (p. 487).
Cajete defines “enculturation” as happening when the student finds the teaching
and learning of science supportive of the student’s cultural orientation; otherwise (and
more often), it is assimilation (p. 491). He poses the essential question: “How can
students from Indigenous cultures learn non-Native subjects such as science without
being assimilated harmfully by the underlying value structure?” Border-crossing is
needed but it is difficult and there is little help. Student transitions generally are of four
types:
•

congruent, smooth;

•

different world, requires management of transition;

•

diverse worlds, hazardous; and

•

highly discordant worlds, causes students to resist transitions, and transitions
become virtually impossible (p. 492).

This typology of student transitions between cultural worlds helps frame the issues an
instructor needs to address in the classroom when different knowledges are present.
Carol Brandt (2008) turns to the concept of “discourse” to explain transitions
between cultural worlds. She urges a fundamental shift in epistemological perspective
from “a staunchly universalist view of Eurocentric science” to “science as a community
of practice.”
When Eurocentric science is presented as an ultimate truth with the strength of
empirical data behind it, the language we use in our teaching reflects these ideas
to the exclusion of students’ lives and lived experience.
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Summary
Barnhardt and Kawagley (2008) observe that for years, educators concerned about
low numbers and low graduation rates of Native students in lower grade levels and
college focused on changing the students rather than the schools. More recently, they
report, this analysis is shifting to a focus on how Western educators need to change:
[T]he tendency in the earlier literature on Indigenous education, most of which
was written from a non-Indigenous perspective, was to focus on how to get Native
people to acquire the appurtenances of the Western/scientific view of the
world….Until recently there was very little literature that addressed how to get
Western educators to understand Native world-views and ways of knowing as
constituting knowledge systems in their own right….(p. 226, emphasis added).
The approaches described above share a common focus on changing the
institution, the curricular content, or the faculty rather than the student, and an emphasis
on digging deeply into the nature of Indigenous/mainstream interactions to identify
power dynamics at work. These approaches helped frame the research question and
methodology to avoid perpetuating dismissal of Indigenous views, and allow the power
dynamics to emerge in the analysis.

Implications for this study
The research question
I framed the research question as: How can Indigenous ways of knowing come
together with undergraduate environmental studies and science? This phrasing avoids
verbs such as “be included in” or “be integrated in” in hopes of finding ways to bring
these knowledges together without perpetuating the cultural erasure and exploitation
noted above.
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Goals, objectives, and methodology
The present study fill a gap for a systematic, comparative study of teaching
practices across different institutional settings, departments and disciplines, type of
students, and program designs. The timing was right for a comparative study, as a
conversation is currently happening in conferences, individual writings, and informal
meetings among faculty who are engaged in this work. Broader conversation also
continues to take place in environmental studies programs as to mission and identity, to
which this study may contribute (Vincent and Focht 2011).
The goal was to provide guidance for change in academic practices as well as for
further research. The specific objective was to locate and document examples of bringing
Indigenous ways of knowing together with science and environmental studies in
undergraduate education. I sought teaching practices across different kinds of
undergraduate institutional settings and disciplinary and departmental affiliations related
to an environmental focus, in order to:
•

Identify whom this work benefits and how;

•

Identify challenges and pathways;

•

Relate the results of the study to existing theories and models for cross-cultural
change in academia;

•

Make recommendations for professional practice; and

•

Point the way toward future research in this area.
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Chapter III
Methods
The perspective from which I speak
As a researcher, I came to the topic with a perspective as a white, middle class,
older, rural/suburban, mainstream, non-science-based woman, and as a graduate student
experiencing firsthand the phenomenon under study (though at the graduate instead of
undergraduate level). The study originated in my valuing of Native American
perspectives on environment and environmental issues, based on years of reading,
listening to, and talking with Native scholars, authors, and leaders, but at the outset I truly
did not know how to bring Indigenous and Western ways of knowing together. My goal
was to conduct the study in a respectful way and to use the privileges of research and
academia to bring about positive and pragmatic change. In the course of the study, I
experienced the benefits, challenges, and pathways that I was hearing about in the
interviews and kept this experience in mind as a point of reference in the analysis.

The research question and definitions
This study addressed the question, How can Indigenous ways of knowing come
together with undergraduate environmental studies and science? To answer the question,
I interviewed faculty and Elders who were actually doing this kind of teaching on a daily
basis. Two faculty members who are engaged in this kind of teaching, and with whom I
spoke prior to the study, felt a systematic study would be of value in lessening the
isolation in which some of them work, as well as perhaps beginning a needed debate
within the environmental teaching fields on larger educational issues.
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I focused on the undergraduate level because of its importance as a foundation for
learning. I included both environmental studies and science to accommodate the broad
range of disciplinary affiliations (sciences, social sciences, arts, humanities) under which
environmental topics are taught. Such disciplines and fields might include biology,
natural resources, conservation, environmental literature, religion, environmental
philosophy, environmental education, environmental history, environmental sociology,
geography, Native Studies, and the like.
The fact that this study was about knowledges argued against providing pre-cast
definitions of Indigenous ways of knowing or mainstream ways of knowing. In most of
the interviews, participants spent considerable time describing their sense of the
assumptions and nature of these ways of knowing, since their teaching necessarily
involved guiding their students through these issues. In the case of “Indigenous ways of
knowing,” I had read and heard many times that knowledge is not a “thing” but a set of
relationships—again, making definitions a complex endeavor. In essence, entire courses
were dealing with these definitional issues. Rather than providing the people I
interviewed with my own definition, I left it to each of them to define it as he or she saw
best. Based on sources discussed in Chapter II, I did not limit my own understanding of
“Indigenous ways of knowing” to metaphysics, philosophy, and values or the like but
rather also included actions, behaviors, needs, rights, and interests. Also, I did not equate
Indigenous ways of knowing with ethnicity, as the relationship is more complicated than
that. I refer the reader to p. vii (“A Note on Terminology”) regarding use of the term
“Indigenous.”
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The research paradigm: a phenomenological and critical inquiry using qualitative
methods
This topic was characterized by complex, shifting, and often contradictory layers
of meanings and viewpoints, values and assumptions, as well as a lack of simple or
known answers. As Morse (1991) explains, a qualitative research methodology is wellsuited to exploring this kind of topic. Qualitative research problems are often
characterized as follows: (a) the concept is “immature” due to a conspicuous lack of
theory and previous research; (b) there is a notion that the available theory may be
inaccurate, inappropriate, incorrect, or biased; (c) a need exists to explore and describe
the phenomenon and to develop theory; or (d) the nature of the phenomenon may not be
suited to quantitative measures (Morse 1991, p. 120, cited in Creswell 2009, p. 99). In
addition, the qualitative methodology helped with understanding the phenomenon as a
social process. Maxwell (1996) points out several characteristics of social processes for
which qualitative methodology is a suitable means of exploration, most of which applied
to the topic at hand:
•

Understanding the meaning of events for the participants involved,

•

Understanding the context within which participants act,

•

Identifying unanticipated phenomena and influences and generating new
grounded theories about the latter,

•

Understanding the process by which events and actions take place, and

•

Developing causal explanations.

The rationale for seeing “experience” as a useful and valid source of information
for such a topic comes from the philosophical perspective of phenomenology, or
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knowledge derived from experience. Rudestam and Newton (2007) describe a
phenomenological study as one that “usually involves identifying and locating
individuals who have experienced or are experiencing the phenomenon that is being
explored” (p. 106). Because I was interested in an in-depth exploration of issues and
dynamics, I limited the sample size and conducted face-to-face, open-ended interviews in
which the participant could provide detailed and thoughtful responses.
Besides the phenomenological basis of this study, the inquiry takes a critical
orientation. Crotty (1998) describes critical inquiry as follows:
In the type of inquiry spawned by the critical spirit, researchers find themselves
interrogating commonly held values and assumptions, challenging conventional
social structures, and engaging in social action. Fuelling this enterprise is an
abiding concern with issues of power and oppression. Critical inquiry keeps the
spotlight on power relationships within society so as to expose the forces of
hegemony and injustice (p. 157).
To reiterate from Chapter II, issues of power surround the site of inquiry. The legacy of
using educational institutions as an instrument of cultural erasure lingers, with few
Indigenous faculty teaching in higher education and even fewer in the sciences, low
enrollments of Indigenous students especially in the sciences, routine absence or
dismissal of Indigenous perspectives, and low levels of knowledge of, or exposure to,
Indigenous ways of knowing on the part of mainstream faculty and students. In the
sciences, a belief in science as “truth” predisposes science education to exclude other
ways of knowing. Assumptions of other disciplines often exclude Indigenous ways of
knowing, as, for example, definitions of “environmental literature” often dismiss
Indigenous literature because of different assumptions regarding the separation of
humans and nature. Finally, teaching methods typically entail mainstream rather than
Indigenous assumptions and values.
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For these reasons, a critical approach to the study offered an avenue for
highlighting these power issues and understanding how faculty negotiated these
conditions. The critical orientation affected the framing of the research question, the
participant selection, and the analysis of the interviews. In framing the research question,
for example, I soon realized that the question was not just how to make Indigenous ways
of knowing present in the classroom, since they might already be present but rendered
invisible by being ignored or dismissed. Also, the issue was not the “inclusion” or
“integrating” of Indigenous ways of knowing into mainstream ways, but rather finding a
way of treating both knowledges as valuable while maintaining the integrity of each, as I
was told in many different ways. A critical orientation figured in how I coded and
analyzed the interviews to render power issues visible.
Since ethnicity and culture permeated the study topic, I noted the
recommendations of Greene at al. (2007) on conducting grounded theory research with
attention to racial/ethnic diversity. They classify research problems in terms of four
different levels of the importance of diversity—primary, complementary, peripheral, and
absent. This study gave primary importance to racial/ethnic diversity in topic,
respondents, and data analysis. In accordance with Greene et al.’s recommendations,
during the coding and analysis I paid special attention to statements and silences about
ethnic and cultural contexts. An area that could have been more explicit during the
interviews was the impact of my whiteness on the interview process.

Participant selection
Of the many perspectives potentially relevant to the topic at hand—including
those of students, Elders, faculty, and administrators—I chose to focus on the experience
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of faculty (along with that of Elders who are actively working with faculty) in developing
pathways for bringing Indigenous ways of knowing together with undergraduate
environmental studies and science. These individuals work on the front lines of
addressing the conceptual and pragmatic issues central to this project.
The primary selection criterion was direct experience in bringing Indigenous ways
of knowing together with undergraduate environmental studies or science. This
experience could have been in the classroom as an instructor or faculty member, or as a
faculty member/researcher involved in shaping the program, or as an Indigenous
community collaborator who helped teach the courses and/or had extensive involvement
in shaping the course or program. I looked for closeness to the educational experience
and conscious and explicit attention to making Indigenous ways of knowing visible and
present, as evidenced by writings, websites, course descriptions, job title, teaching topics,
and the like. The inclusion of two Elders who had collaborated extensively in shaping
and teaching one of the programs proved to be invaluable. I also sought long-term
(though not necessarily tenured) faculty rather than adjunct faculty on the assumption that
they would have more in-depth experience to share. However, in retrospect, a mix might
have been helpful, as much of the teaching of Native American issues in environmentrelated courses is done by short-term adjuncts or fellows whose experiences too provide
relevant insight.
I located people to interview through reading of their work, asking them to
recommend other people, hearing them speak at a conference, or asking other faculty
with an interest in this topic to make recommendations. I limited the sample size to allow
time for in-depth reflection on each person’s approach. The sample does not represent
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“all” faculty engaged in this work. In the course of the study, I learned about a number of
faculty elsewhere who are exploring these issues; I regret that I was unable to include
them also.
I also sought as wide a distribution as possible in terms of types of institutions,
disciplinary or departmental affiliations, student bodies, and other factors. I focused
primarily on the Northeast, since it is where I live, but soon extended the geographic
range to eastern Canada and a tribal college in Wisconsin in order to broaden and
diversify the sample.

Participants in the study
This small sample covered a wide range of types of institutions, including a large
Ivy League land grant university, a small private Ivy League college for women, a tribal
college, a small progressive publicly-funded university in Canada, a private but
government-funded university in Canada, and a professional school within a large state
university. The student bodies varied as well. Two of the programs served primarily
Native American or First Nations students, while others comprised mainly white students
with minorities of Indigenous students. Some students were “privileged” and others not.
The tribal college, located on a reservation, was founded and governed by the tribe;
several other institutions had close connections with a nearby Native American or First
Nations community.
All nine individuals were either faculty or Elders in close collaboration with
faculty at academic institutions (see Table 3). The Elders, a husband-wife team from the
Indigenous community near a university, had been very involved in the program from the
beginning, both in shaping it and teaching. The sample comprised five women and four
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men, including three First Nations people, one Native American, one person of mixed
African American/Native American/white heritage, three white people, and one person
who did not identify ethnicity.
Departmental affiliations included biology, environmental studies, sustainable
development, an Integrative Science program, and two affiliations between an Indigenous
or Native Studies program and a natural resources program. Some faculty taught only at
the undergraduate level, while others also had graduate students; the interviews, however,
focused only on the undergraduate level. Indigenous perspectives were present through
Indigenous faculty, Indigenous students, collaborative teaching with Elders, research in
Indigenous communities, and/or tribal control of the institution’s educational mission and
focus.

Most people taught primarily at the individual course level; some also engaged in
program development work such as developing degree programs or specializations,
setting up collaborations with other institutions, developing curricular frameworks for
community colleges, bringing college-level courses to Reserve communities, or doing
research in Indigenous communities.
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Table 3. Participants in the Study
Participant/institution Type of institution

Program/course

1) Cape Breton
University: Dr. Cheryl
Bartlett; Dr.
Annamarie Hatcher;
Albert and Murdena
Marshall (Mi’kmaq)
2) College of the
Menominee Nation:
Dr. William Van Lopik

Private, governmentfunded, four-year
institution in Nova
Scotia; near Mi’kmaq
reserves

Integrative Science Program
in the B.S. Community
Studies program

Tribal college in
Keshena, WI, on
Menominee reservation

Sustainable development
course required for all
students

3) Cornell University,
International
Professorship in
Indigenous and
Environmental Studies:
Dr. Karim-Aly Kassam

Large, Ivy League, landgrant university in Ithaca,
NY

4) State University of
New York –
Environmental Science
and Forestry School:
Dr. Robin Wall
Kimmerer (Citizen
Band Potawatomi)
5) Trent University,
Indigenous
Environmental Studies
Program: Dr. Dan
Longboat
(Haudenosaunee)

Professional forestry
school of large university
with a land-grant
mission, in Syracuse, NY

Courses in
human/environment
interactions in Indigenous
communities, affiliated with
American Indian Studies
Program and Department of
Natural Resources
Courses in Native Americans
and the environment,
ethnobotany, and others

6) Mount Holyoke
College,
Environmental Studies
Department: Dr. Lauret
Savoy

Small, private Ivy League
college for women in
South Hadley, MA

Small, publicly-funded,
progressive university in
Peterborough, ON
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Joint B.A., B.Sc. and
Diploma programs in
Indigenous Environmental
Studies, which is affiliated
with Department of
Indigenous Studies and
Environmental and Resource
Science/Studies Program
Courses in environmental
history and environmental
literature

Interview procedures
The interviews took place over a three-month period in 2010. After receiving
Institutional Review Board approval, I contacted each person to explain the project, ask
for additional information to see if he or she was appropriate for the study, and if so, to
ascertain interest in participating and make arrangements. All agreed to participate. I
also asked permission to record the interview and sent a project description along with a
consent form (see Appendix 1). I conducted the interviews face-to-face in the person’s
office, except that I met with the two elders at their home. In one case, a doctoral student
from the faculty member’s department sat in on the interview and played a helpful role
in editing the transcript and profile.
In most cases, the consent form was not signed until the actual interview. One of
the Elders declined to sign the consent form although he was very willing to participate in
the interview. He felt that the knowledge he was going to pass on to me had come from
his ancestors, that he did not “own” it, that it was his responsibility to pass it on for the
benefit of all, and that it would then be up to me how I used it. For these reasons, he did
not feel comfortable signing a consent form passing “the right” to use the material from
himself to me, since it was not “his” in the first place and since it was his obligation to
pass it on for the benefit of all. The IRB granted a waiver of the requirement to
document consent “for cultural reasons.” This experience served as a reminder to me of
differences between my Western academic perspective and an Indigenous perspective.
Afterwards, I transcribed each interview and sent it to the person for review,
correction, and indications of any passages that should be deleted and not used or quoted
only anonymously. As requested, I did not repeat verbatim any traditional stories told in
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the interviews. I followed up by telephone and email, sending a draft of the program
profile (see Chapter IV) for review along with a brief summary of findings, and asking
for comment. I was able to conduct followup conversations with all but three of the
individuals, and I made changes as requested to delete sensitive information or polish
syntax in quoted passages. In most cases, the program profile was based primarily on the
interview(s) but in one case, at the suggestion of the interviewee, I also relied on his
publications.
I also asked for suggestions of how this study could be most useful and how to
follow up on it after completion. One participant asked to use the interview transcript as
the basis for an article describing his approach; others suggested an e-mail discussion list.

Interview questions
Because of the exploratory nature of this topic, open-ended interviews were
preferable to closed-ended surveys or interviews. I conducted the interviews in a
conversational way, asking basically the same questions of each person, but varying the
wording at times, using follow-up questions as necessary, and following up on comments
or tangents that seemed fruitful. Rather than asking what they thought was the best way
to do this kind of teaching, I sought to learn how they themselves conducted it. The
interview questions were:
•

What is your experience in bringing Native American/First Nations ways of
knowing into your undergraduate environment-related courses?

•

What benefits do you perceive?

•

What challenges do you encounter?

•

What pathways have you found for doing this kind of work?
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Analysis and reporting
I analyzed the interviews thematically to create thick description and discern
patterns of practice. While the task of making sense of interview data is in many ways a
distinctly intuitive process, several concrete steps enhanced the intuitive process. Initial
line-by-line coding (Charmaz 2006) resulted in codes for key elements in this kind of
teaching. In the second phase of analysis, I grouped line-by-line codes into five broader
themes, following Rudestam and Newton’s (2007) questions that integrate processes and
power dynamics in order to understand a social process:
•

How does the process develop over time?

•

What are the noteworthy events in the process?

•

What facilitates the process?

•

What hinders the process?

•

Who are the key participants in the process and what are their roles?

•

What are the outcomes?

Finally, I developed a conceptual model based on the broader themes as well as
recommendations for practice.

Limitations and delimitations
This study provides a conceptual framework, recommendations for practice, and
suggestions for further research. I focused at the level of conceptual foundations and
relationships of knowledges more than at the level of specific curriculum content, not
because the latter is unimportant but because the conceptual plays a key role in shaping
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curricula. However, specific examples of curricular content occurred throughout the
interviews and are presented in later chapters.
Systematic recording and transcribing of the interviews, line-by-line coding, and
follow-up conversations for comments and corrections enhanced the accuracy of the
analysis. In some cases when a person spoke from a paradigm not familiar to me, it was
weeks before I began to understand the import. I did not always achieve full
understanding, but brief followups corrected some errors. I discarded many early
assumptions and conclusions; the analysis given here has benefited from this evolution.
Because each program developed in response to a unique set of contextual factors,
I present the distinctiveness of each person’s contribution in the individual profiles
(Chapter IV). At the same time, common elements appeared throughout the
conversations, which I have synthesized to the best of my ability in the composite model
(Chapter V). Access to both versions of the data is intended to help readers check my
results and come to their own conclusions. Producing a one-size-fits-all model
generalizable to all settings was neither possible nor desirable, given the range of types of
institutions, departments, programs, courses, faculty, and students. The intent was rather
to present the uniqueness of each program while constructing an overall framework that
could serve as a guide for practice in another setting.
In the course of this research, I went through many stages of my own
understanding—idealization, romanticization, essentializing, failing to see the political
context and ignoring the contested terrain, confronting my own stereotypes that led me to
anticipate rejection from Indigenous people whom I interviewed, embarrassment at my
failures of understanding of a new paradigm, puzzling over how to hold multiple frames
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of reference at once. I encountered both resistance to, and support for, my topic from
friends, colleagues, faculty, and students with whom I spoke about the project. As a
mainstream student exploring Indigenous knowledge in an environmental studies
program, my experience bears on the trajectory that mainstream undergraduate students
may also encounter as these knowledges come together. In the analysis phase, I returned
to this experience as one guide for examining the data.
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Chapter IV
Program Profiles
Participants in the study spoke eloquently about their students and their courses
and programs, their personal motivations and pathways, and the value of these
approaches as well as the challenges. The stories were inspiring, intriguing and at times
humorous. Some spoke about a pathway of personal growth that became reflected in
their teaching. For some, the journey had been challenging, a journey in which the role
of Indigenous mentors had been of great importance. Others expressed gratitude for the
support they had received from key people at their institutions, and for the privileges of
academia that allowed this work to proceed. Sometimes the conversation was less about
a personal pathway and more about the concept or paradigm behind their work, the
pedagogical approaches they used, and the benefits they saw for their students and others.
In most of the interviews, I heard a sense of the need to learn—to teach oneself, to find
mentors, to “decolonize” oneself in some cases—as well as genuine appreciation and
excitement about the steep learning curve required for this work.
I was struck by the degree to which the interview process was a decolonizing
experience for myself, as I confronted unacknowledged assumptions behind my own
thoughts and comments, or came to see conventional research practices in a different
light. I encountered a profundity of thought that moved me once to tears (duly captured
in the recording); and I found richness of concepts that generated weeks of pause as I
tried to assimilate them and move my mind in a new pattern.
I begin this chapter with the words of Mi’kmaq elder Albert Marshall, a close
associate with the Integrative Science Program at Cape Breton University, as he warns of
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the frailty of the human mind in interpreting the words of others, and explains how TwoEyed Seeing attempts to compensate:
I think we somehow tried to understand the frailty of the human mind. And one
of the biggest challenges we have with our human minds, of course, is our ego—
that when we hear something, we try to add on something that kind of fits into our
ways of understanding things. But when you're weaving back and forth [between
two ways of seeing], you record as received and try to weave that into another
concept, which will be the English concept, as I said, without compromising the
integrity of the knowledge from either/or.
The analytic aspect of a dissertation presents many opportunities to compromise
the integrity of the knowledge of the people interviewed, through the various acts of
interpretation, fragmentation and re-synthesis. The reader is invited to draw his or her
own conclusions by comparing this chapter with Chapter V and thus correcting for the
errors of interpretation that I have inevitably made.
The profiles (listed in Table 3 in Chapter III) cover:
•

Program affiliation (institution, department, discipline)

•

Program scope (course, concentration, minor, collaboration with other
institutions, etc.)

•

Institutional context (type of students, affiliation if any with Indigenous
community, type of institution, discipline/department, background of
faculty member)

•

Course/program elements (paradigm of how two ways of knowing come
together, pedagogy, source of Indigenous voice, relationship with
Indigenous community)

•

Benefits and challenges encountered

•

Purposes and meanings of the work
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•

Program pathway (beginnings, current stage, future plans, key challenges,
evolution of program)

•

Faculty/Elder information: background, role, perceptions of challenges
and value of this work
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1. Profile: Cape Breton University, Integrative Science Program
Dr. Cheryl Bartlett, Director of the Institute for Integrative Science and Health,
Cape Breton University
Dr. Annamarie Hatcher, Assistant Professor in Integrative Science, Department of
Biology, Cape Breton University
Albert and Murdena Marshall, Mi’kmaq Elders, Eskasoni Reserve
In the 1990s, Dr. Cheryl Bartlett, then on the science faculty at Cape Breton
University (CBU), noticed that there were almost no Aboriginal students in the sciences
at CBU, though other departments attracted many Aboriginal students from the several
Mi’kmaq Reserves in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. She began asking her
Aboriginal colleagues at CBU why:
It was Murdena Marshall who suggested to me with a laugh that there was
probably something to do with how we taught science! And to make that
explanation very very short, it was probably something to do with the fact that the
Mi'kmaq people had been here for thousands of years, and during that time surely
to goodness they’ve learned a great deal about the water, plants, animals, the sky,
etc., and isn't that what biology is about? And if indeed that is what biology is
about, well, then, why don’t you see any of the Mi’kmaq knowledge within the
science curriculum?
…The other thing that Murdena pointed out to me was that in addition to not
including any of the Aboriginal knowledge in the science curriculum, we also
tended to do something to Mother Nature that was very alien to the Mi’kmaq way
of looking at the world, and that’s that we took Mother Nature and we broke her
into a fragment called biology, separate from a fragment called chemistry, etc. To
fragment things like that was not at all the way an Aboriginal person would think;
rather, they would try to keep everything together. So with a laugh she said, “If
you can do something about that, maybe you’ll get a few students!”
After further discussion, Dr. Bartlett sat down with Murdena Marshall and Murdena’s
husband, Albert, around the Marshalls’ kitchen table and created a proposal for an
Integrative Science Program that would bring Aboriginal students into the sciences.
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Murdena Marshall is a spiritual leader for the Mi’kmaq people and has a master’s degree
in education from Harvard University. Albert Marshall is a Mi’kmaq traditional
knowledge keeper; he refers to himself as “just the runner” with Murdena being the
leader. The Marshalls live at Eskasoni Reserve, an hour from CBU, near the heart of the
Mi’kmaq homeland, which extends from northeast New England to the Canadian
Maritime provinces. The Mi’kmaq people are the original people of Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward Island, and parts of New Brunswick. Eskasoni, with about 3,800 members, is the
largest Mi’kmaq Reserve.

Two-Eyed Seeing
Albert Marshall offers the term Two-Eyed Seeing (or Etuaptmumk in the Mi’kmaq
language) as a guiding principle of the program, meaning “…to see from one eye with the
strengths of Indigenous ways of knowing, and from the other eye with the strengths of
Western ways of knowing, and to use both of these eyes together.” When I introduced the
standard research consent form at the beginning of the interview, Albert Marshall
explained his reluctance to sign:
… To us, knowledge is a spirit. It’s not an object. So how can you take
ownership of a spirit?
Although some of the knowledge is sacred, he said, the outer layer that he would be
sharing had been passed down from his Elders with the understanding that it was to be
shared “for the benefit of all.” His hope was that I would use it well, not just as content,
but to actually integrate the two ways of knowing. Given this understanding, we
dispensed with the consent form and continued with the interview.
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I spoke with the Marshalls together in their home at Eskasoni Reserve. Their
vision was large, and extended not only to viewing Two-Eyed Seeing as having a
transformative impact on students (Native and non-Native) but also as potentially
transforming relationships with the Earth. Their vision encompassed not only why to
teach Two-Eyed Seeing, but also the teaching process—who the learner is, the
relationship with the teacher, the source and nature of knowledge, how it is to be used.
These concerns are epistemological and ethical as well as pedagogical.
Albert Marshall explained Two-Eyed Seeing as a process of “weaving back and
forth…without losing the essence of the spirit of the knowledge that's being shared.” The
interweaving is a way of taking into account the frailty of the human mind:
…One of the biggest challenges we have with our human minds, of course, is our
ego—that when we hear something, we try to add on something that kind of fits
into our ways of understanding things. But when you’re weaving back and forth,
you record as received and try to weave that into another concept, which will be
the English concept,…without compromising the integrity of the knowledge.
Dr. Bartlett talked about the relationships between knowledges:
One of Albert’s understandings that I really agree with is that Two-Eyed Seeing is
not meant to take the Indigenous and move it into the Western. Nor is it meant to
take the Western and move it into the Indigenous. It’s meant for the two to
recognize that they’re both credible knowledge systems and to kind of weave
back and forth.
As an element of weaving back and forth, Dr. Bartlett came up with the notion of science
as “pattern-based knowledge:”
…how we see, assemble, and then transmit those patterns is really dependent
upon what intelligences, or as I call them, “pattern-smarts,” your knowledge
system is willing to privilege. So if you’re from Western science, if you’re only
willing to privilege mathematical smarts and linguistic smarts, you’ve got a
certain constrained way of recognizing and sharing your pattern stories. But if
you’re willing to sanction and to use a lot more of the multiple intelligences
(drawing upon Howard Gardner’s theory [Gardner 1983]), your stories, your
pattern-based stories are going to have a lot more in them.
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Given that every culture has pattern-based knowledge, she said, “Two-Eyed Seeing
quickly becomes four-eyed seeing, ten-eyed seeing, a hundred-eyed seeing,” because
there are multitudes of ways of knowing, each with its own strengths.
For Murdena and Albert Marshall, the opportunity to bring Two-Eyed Seeing to
undergraduate education was of the utmost importance, not only for their people, but for
“everyone.”
AM: I don’t know if hope is the right word, but I use it anyway. It’s to be able to
impart as much of what we know so that everyone—mainstream, minorities,
whoever—their minds will be triggered, so their critical minds will be challenged,
then I believe they will have this sense of being whole again.
Reconnecting with the earth (“Her”) is critical in this process. Again and again, Albert
Marshall expressed his belief in the importance of coming together and trying to “use the
gifts and the skills that the Creator has given us for the benefit of all, and most
importantly, to spend some time taking care of Her. Then everything else will come into
place, our wellness, whether it’s physical wellness, or whether it’s economic wellness.”
Getting the discussion going with the learning institutions, he believes, will “help people
reconnect with nature, because it’s through this reconnection that people develop
appreciation for Her, not exploitation.” His intentions in this work are transformative, to
“change their mindset from being exploitive to a point of appreciation. Because true
appreciation, you can’t help but to develop respect and love. Because it’s from true
respect that you’re going to curtail your actions, that you don’t further degrade.”

The program and courses
In 1999, after a contentious four-year approval process, the Integrative Science
Program opened at CBU, based on the notion of Two-Eyed Seeing and dedicated to
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bringing Aboriginal students into the sciences, although any student could enroll in the
courses. Between 1999 and 2007, the number of Aboriginals who experienced first-year
post-secondary science at CBU increased from nearly zero to 115.7 Students in the
program took four full-year Integrative Science courses along with more standardized
science courses. For the first five years, Dr. Bartlett and an Indigenous instructor, Bernie
Francis, taught the courses. Bernie Francis, a linguist, worked with the students to show
them how the knowledge is embedded in the Mi’kmaq language, and how the language
is, in effect, the textbook for Aboriginal knowledge; through traditional storytelling, he
brought in Aboriginal knowledge while Dr. Bartlett brought in the scientific knowledge.
In 2005, institutional funding and support declined and no longer supported the
presence of an Indigenous instructor. Dr. Annamarie Hatcher, who is originally from
Nova Scotia and took her PhD in marine biology at Western Australia University, joined
the Integrative Science faculty at CBU and continued the courses. Dr. Hatcher described
the full-year Integrative Science courses (known as MSIT courses, from the Mi’kmaw
word msit, meaning “everything together”). The Aboriginal knowledge, she said, comes
mostly in the lab sessions, whereas the lectures are more based on Western science. The
first-term course, “A Sense of Place, Emergence, and Participation,” deals with
“consciousness, world view, integrative science, …what is Western science, what is the
cultural context of science.” This course continues in the second semester:
…that’s where they learn more about their place, about the eels, for example.
One of the students says, “I’ve always gone eeling with my dad. We use the
traditional spear, we go at the traditional time, and that changes as a function of
season. But now I now why! That was a real eye opener for me, now I know
why”…. They’ll learn about the life cycle of the eel, about things that are
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Cheryl Bartlett, interview, March 22, 2010.
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important to them. About the life cycle of the salmon, why they come back,
where they go, that kind of thing....
This “sense of place, emergence, and participation,” as Dr. Bartlett explained,
encompasses much more than the term “sense of place” commonly used in environmental
studies approaches:
Murdena told us, "It’s sense of place, participation, and emergence." So not only
is this your place, it's from where you have emerged, your spirit, your
understanding, your…family, and you participate in that….[That phrase] is used
more in the sense that my spirit is tied to this particular ecosystem or landscape.
Who I am is reflective of, and particularly from, a traditional Aboriginal
perspective.
The “Ways of Knowing” course, also in the first year, begins with chemistry and
biology, centering on “big-picture understandings”—how questions are asked and
answered in those disciplines, plus traditional ways of knowing and how knowledge is
acquired that way. The second term moves into small-scale concepts—the cell, chemistry
of the cell, the periodic table, patterns in small-scale things. In the third year, “Cycles
and Holism” examines interactions:
We look at all the cycles and try to put them all into perspective in terms of time
frames, working from the rock cycle, to star cycle, right down to…the cycling
between energy and matter.
The “Wholeness” course caps the program in the fourth year. Originally highlighting
health and the human being, it is being revised to link human health and ecosystem health
through topics such as remediation projects and environmental impact assessment.

Source of Indigenous voice
Ideally, said Dr. Hatcher, the Aboriginal “eye” is present through an Indigenous
instructor at the front of the classes, but because there has not been an Indigenous
instructor since the early years, she asks students to visit specific Elders on the Reserves
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or to talk to their own Mi’kmaq family members, or to go as a class to visit Elders in their
homes or outside. Sometimes a workshop is organized in the community with Elders,
with the students participating in some way, or the community invites the class to an
event. Dr. Hatcher values these interactions despite the logistical issues involved and the
pressure of having to fit in with a particular curriculum when a speaker may in the end
decide to speak about something totally different.

Pedagogy
There were a number of comments on the nature of students today and the
programmatic implications. Dr. Bartlett spoke about the disconnect between many young
people and nature. Albert Marshall talked about the impact of no longer having to do
subsistence living:
When you’re subsisting within the environment, you have to rely on that brain of
yours to be able to adapt to whatever conditions that you are in at the moment, not
only to sustain yourself, physically, spiritually, emotionally and intellectually, but
also to be able to develop and fine-tune some part of your brain in which you'll be
much more prepared to face those challenges, whatever nature is bringing out.
So if people no longer have to rely on that portion of their brain to give them a
better chance of them surviving, because everything is pre-determined for you,
now what happens to that part of the brain?
If we can bring back our young people into critical thinking, then maybe, I say
maybe, we are reenergizing that part of our brain that was essential for our
forefathers, both native and non-native, to be able to subsist with nature.
Reenergizing critical mind involves, in part, affirming that each student has something to
contribute. Given this need, Albert Marshall sees his role as knowledge navigator rather
than teacher, “because if I totally believe that everybody out there has something to
contribute, then I have to open myself as well. Every time I engage in a relationship with
a person, I'm going to learn something. That's what I mean by a knowledge navigator.”
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He objects to the belief that “the human mind is such that it has to be programmed in a
certain way before that person can become self-sustaining.” Instead he tries to instill
confidence that they too have something to contribute that is just as valid.
It may not be as fine-tuned as we would like it to be, but this is where the age
comes into play—that one is seen as more experienced to living, that these young
people maybe sometimes lack….we're helping them to navigate through all this
confusion, and still be able to implant in their minds, something that would help
them become a much more contributing member, not only for themselves, their
families, but for the whole world.
Dr. Hatcher too emphasized that the learning is not one-way—that it’s “a co-learning
journey:”
What we see is that our journey is a co-learning journey, so it’s never me standing
up—I deliver information as requested, and I try to follow the curriculum, but I
don’t presume to tell them a lot about the Indigenous world view, except what
I’ve read. I can talk to them at length about what I’ve read. And that’s fine, they
like to hear that too. But they also need to hear from their knowledge keepers….
One of our students went to see her uncle in Halifax, because she knew he knew a
lot about the ocean and seashells….she brought in all those understandings from
her uncle—pictures, the old Mi’kmaw words for some of the species that no one
here knew.…
Dr. Bartlett distinguished between co-learning and Two-Eyed Seeing. Co-learning is a
way of teaching that emphasizes differences and common ground between ways of
knowing. Two-Eyed Seeing, however, emphasizes the strengths of each way of
knowing.
Murdena Marshall described how direct experience (touch, feel, smell, direct
interaction with nature itself) permeated an outdoor lab session for first-year students in
which she was involved:
You have to feel these things, you have to see them, you have to smell them, you
have to know how to dig them out and give names to all of them. And one of
those hot Septembers or Octobers, we took a group of students out….For most
First Nations students, it’s common knowledge for them to pick these medicines
for their grandparents or for their parents. I know how to pick a tisane but it’s
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hard to remember, and I tried to pass it on to my kids….We took a group of
students, both non-Native and Native, and we went to different trees, and we
looked at the habitat of different areas. When we got to an area where there’s
moss, we talked about the moss—what good is moss, what’s the Latin name, what
do we use it for. Well, the First Nations students said, “We used it for diapers, we
used it for insulation, we use it for medicines,” and someone said, “How do you
use it for medicine?” I said, “Just lift up the carpet of moss like this, and
underneath this carpet you will see integral yellow roots going in all directions.
And these yellow roots are very potent for infections.” And so not only did they
learn the scientific name and the scientific use of moss, but they also found out
how the First Nations have used moss even to this day. And they used it as
diapers before Pampers. But they’re still using it. It’s very vital for First Nation
people, our students, to know. If someone asks them “Yellow roots!”, they know
where to get them because they recognize the area.
Dr. Hatcher felt that a lecture format can work as long as there are lots of pictures,
including pictures of past students and how they used the knowledge, as well as stories of
things the students are familiar with, placed in a larger context. She found that the
students are very familiar with computers, and that interactive sites are very helpful. A
first step in developing courses is to identify topics that students see around them—water,
cloud patterns, and so on—always relating to what they hear, see, smell, touch. She
found that many Aboriginal students prefer to obtain information by experimenting and
doing, rather than by learning from books, but that the students did appreciate textbooks
as a reference after they had experienced something that raised questions for them.
Finally, she said, it was important to have an Elder who knows the local environment to
guide the class in the outdoor sessions.

Meaning and values, benefits and challenges
Dr. Bartlett spoke about the challenge of developing the program and how far
outside her scientific frame of reference this effort was:
CB: I never took a course in philosophy or sociology or anthropology. As a
master's student I didn't take any of those. As a PhD student I never took any of
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those. I was very poorly equipped to be working side by side in an initiative to
have mainstream science and Indigenous science be knowledge companions.
(laughter).
NR: So what was your learning curve?
CB: (laughter) In many ways I'd say it was a learning cliff!
She credited Murdena and Albert Marshall with support:
Had it not been for those companions of Murdena and Albert—who are the ones
who wanted it, and a few other key individuals in the Aboriginal community—I
would never have done it on my own, nor would I have ever persisted.
“The most profound advice” Dr. Bartlett received, she said, challenged academic culture:
Gregory Cajete [see Chapter II] is a very good friend of Albert and Murdena’s.
He came here as a guest and gave a public lecture, and then gave us some
suggestions as to how we might get going. …The most profound piece of advice
that he gave me was, first of all, just get going. Learn to do as you're doing it,
have faith in yourself, be creative and be courageous.
And of course, that flies directly in the face of those members of a departmental
committee, or an academic committee, who want to know what textbook you're
going to use, and how are you going to examine the students, and if there's no
peer-reviewed body of literature in this field, how on earth could you be teaching
this at the university level, and where are the PhDs in this area that are going to
teach it for you?...It’s really hard to respond to those by saying, “Well, could you
please have a leap of faith here?”
For Albert Marshall, the energy for this work comes from within:
… We’ve been at this now for what—ten, fifteen years? And I believe that the
challenges will never cease. But at the same time, one may wonder though,
where’s the energy coming from? And I believe it’s coming from within. As a
First Nation person, we truly believe that while we are here, the spirit of this
knowledge takes us into a lifelong journey, that we will never cease to learn, so
there is no need for me to try to absorb, comprehend, and to utilize every
knowledge that's out there. But rather transfer that into a metaphor which is, it’s a
river of knowledge, and I know this river of knowledge exists, and I know my
weaknesses as a human being make it impossible for me to absorb and to digest
this knowledge, all of it….So I go down to this river of knowledge every day, and
I extract whatever I will need today, and allow that river of knowledge to flow,
flow, flow downward or onward.
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He expressed quiet confidence that no matter what the new challenges, this river of
knowledge would be there for him and for others in the future, “because on that river's
journey there's more people downstream, and they will do the same thing. So this river
of knowledge, there's no beginnings, no end to it. It will continuously flow, as long as
there is a need for it.”
Responsibility to future generations weighs heavily in Mr. Marshall’s motivation,
and he contrasted it with the narrower ethical framework of science:
…the most motivating factor for me is that I don’t want my great great
grandchildren accusing me of …my inactions of today, in which they’ll probably
have to wear canisters on their back to get clean oxygen on a daily basis….That
certainly takes you away from what science has successfully done for us, and that
is to fine-tune the skills we have to constantly exploit, overuse the gifts that the
Creator has given us.
The Marshalls’ dedication to passing these understandings to the next generations shows
in many ways. The Marshalls’ children and now their grandchildren speak the traditional
language, a major accomplishment. One of their daughters is now implementing the
Two-Eyed Seeing concept at the Reserve school where she is the principal. Another
daughter helped to teach the Aboriginal component in one course.
For Dr. Hatcher, the rewards of the program have been many. What initially
intrigued her was that “the Mi’kmaq people are not embracing science,” whereas for
herself, “I love science. Science has been a real pleasure for me.” Although she came
with the idea of using her science background to be of some help, she soon found “that
I’m learning a lot more from them than they are from me. And so that’s what’s kept me
in it….I’m on the steep side of the learning curve again.” She has found that here,
teaching students from the Reserve, “I have to be their friend before they learn from me.
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This is a First Nations kind of philosophy. You have to develop a respectful relationship.
And so this is a whole new aspect of science.”
From Dr. Bartlett and Dr. Hatcher came stories about the impact of the program
on Indigenous students and their communities. Recently, Dr. Bartlett said, someone who
had interviewed Aboriginal graduates of the nursing program at CBU reported that the
Integrative Science perspective had been significant in helping them believe they could
do this, and believing that their people's knowledge was important. Dr. Hatcher
described the impact on another Aboriginal student:
After we had simply explored the medicine wheel…, she said that as a young
Aboriginal person she had been exposed to those teachings at some point,
probably in elementary school. But she and her fellow students all made a
mockery out of it, because they thought it was just something silly, and they
dismissed it. And she said that for her now to see it as something worthwhile
being discussed at the university level, it just overturned all that dismissal of her
own culture and who she thought she was. It changed her whole way of looking
at things.
The courses play a key role in bridging gaps between generations within the Mi’kmaq
communities. Dr. Bartlett spoke about Albert Marshall’s sense that the Elders need the
university in order to reach the young people:
Unless a young person hears something from the knowledge authorities, i.e., the
universities, they are going to dismiss it—it’s not authentic, it’s not real, it’s not
meaningful. So Albert says the Elders have to work with universities to
authenticate in the minds of the young people their own knowledge system….And
he's not saying that the universities have to authenticate the knowledge. What
he’s saying is that the universities have to help the Elders authenticate in the
minds of the young people the knowledge, right? So the Elders need the
universities, because the universities are what everybody looks to as the centers of
knowledge.
Dr. Hatcher felt the program was important because it helped non-Native students
and herself as a Western-trained scientist to see that there are different ways of knowing,
a rich cultural history and cultural resource here, and a different way of doing science.
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She spoke of Eurocentric sciences as “very arrogant:” “It was an eyeopener for me (and
I have a PhD in Western science) to see that it’s got a cultural basis. It’s not the truth, it
has a cultural basis, and it had a cultural evolution.” For Dr. Bartlett, the program made
her better able to see the strengths and weaknesses of Western science and change her
ways of operating so that “the spirit of something,” the subjective elements, is in her
thinking.
When I asked Murdena and Albert Marshall about the benefits of the program,
Mr. Marshall told a story about the ash tree to explain his notion of “benefit”:
With this knowledge transfer (if we can call it that, since we both agreed that
knowledge is a spirit, it’s alive), brings to mind a story of my favorite tree, which
is an ash tree—white ash, black ash, brown ash. That tree is very very unique,
because when that tree is ready to discharge her seeds, and if that seed senses that
the environment is not just right, that seed will not germinate. And I think, to me,
that also applies to everything we do today. As I said earlier, our actions today
need not benefit just us now but rather for the future generations. So once you
impart this knowledge, then it’s not up to you who and where this knowledge is
going to germinate at. You’ve done your part, you’ve done it from your heart,
and you’re doing the cultivation and everything else. But that seed will germinate
when She is ready.
Murdena Marshall saw benefits for everyone—students, teachers, institution:
MM: When you have created curriculum, and you have fed the students and seen
the reaction that they gain in this type of knowledge, which is not in the books
anywhere, it’s very gratifying for teachers. It makes you want to do more and
more and more. Also the institutions should benefit from this by gaining more
students, and graduating more students with different thought.
NR: So this kind of program, it’s really worth teaching, not only to Mi’kmaq
students.
MM: To everyone. It gives them that option of arguing either side. It gives
them critical mind.
She strongly affirmed that “The rules that we integrate within the science have to fit both
sides. Otherwise the thing will rot in its own grave, in its own spot. It will not move. It
has to move….”
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Evolution of the program
The Integrative Science approach has undergone major changes recently. The
MSIT courses are no longer being taught at the university as part of the regular four-year
program, at least for now. The Integrative Science program itself has been moved from
the School of Science and Technology to the new Indigenous Studies Department within
Unama’ki College (formerly Mi’kmaq College Institute), which is associated with the
university and is a one-year transitional program in Reserve communities for Aboriginal
students intending to go to university. Currently, the MSIT course “Ways of Knowing”
is the only MSIT course being offered. While the university has publicly adopted a focus
on Aboriginal knowledge within degree programs in nursing and education, neither
program is at present building on the experience from the Integrative Science program.
One factor in these changes was cited as lack of university support, for example,
on recruitment of Aboriginal students for the program. Dr. Bartlett mentioned that some
of the teaching had had to be remedial because of the weak science background of some
of the students, with the result that the “best and brightest” students tended to transfer out
and enroll in the regular science programs.” Dr. Hatcher quoted one Aboriginal student as
saying that he had not used the Integrative Science route because “We’re smart enough to
do the [regular] science route.” Also, she found, some of the Aboriginal students “were
on a mission”—they wanted to get through as quickly as possible to go back to their
communities and get jobs as nurses and educators.
With the drop in enrollment, Dr. Bartlett wrestles with whether to have changed
what was for her the basic purpose of the program:
We created [this program] because the Native communities here on Cape Breton
wanted more of their young people to get going in the sciences….And if we were
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suddenly to flood the courses with white students, what would that do to that
small group of Native students that we’re trying to help?
In hindsight, Dr. Bartlett feels, she would promote the Integrative Science approach to all
students rather than primarily to Aboriginal students. Such a change, she feels, would
help the Aboriginal students see the traditional knowledge as valuable. Other changes
she recommended were: 1) to have joint support from a science department and an
Indigenous studies department, 2) to secure university support for an Indigenous advisory
council for the program, 3) to secure university support for team teaching between a
scientist and an Indigenous knowledge-holder (unless an Indigenous person who was
well-versed in both traditional teachings and science were available), 4) to track success
of program graduates, and 5) to include an MSIT course in the second year as well as the
other three years.
One course of action currently being considered is to encourage mainstream as
well as Aboriginal students to take an Integrative Science course early in their program,
to enrich the ideas and thinking they are exposed to. Dr. Hatcher would like to see this
course taught at CBU under the name “Science Fundamentals,” along with the other three
MSIT courses.
Other initiatives include revision of the MSIT courses for delivery directly in
Reserve communities, which Dr. Hatcher is currently doing. The work has been
challenging; classes, she said, may be “a mixture of students who have done maybe a BA
or BSc and have moved back to their community, but in that same classroom might be
their mother or their father, who may or may not have had a Grade 12.” Some of the
reserves are several hours away, so at times she writes a lecture and has someone more
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locally-based deliver it. She brings in the Aboriginal voice by arranging for an Elder to
come or asking the students to visit knowledgeable people in their Reserve community.
Dr. Hatcher is also working to take Two-Eyed Seeing into a teacher education
course at CBU, into a diversity framework for community colleges, into a partnership
with an elementary school board to develop Two-Eyed Seeing activities for their
students, and elsewhere. The Two-Eyed Seeing concept is also making its way into
professional journals as well as conferences and joint presentations (Hatcher and Bartlett
2009, Hatcher et al. 2009a, Hatcher et al. 2009b, Hatcher and Bartlett 2010).
When I asked whether other science faculty were incorporating Two-Eyed Seeing
in their courses, the replies were in the negative, although some faculty had shown
interest in hearing about the approach. Dr. Hatcher and Dr. Bartlett did make use of
Two-Eyed Seeing in their other teaching, emphasizing more “big-picture
understandings.” Dr. Hatcher felt the Indigenous approach of seeing the small scale but
maintaining the ability to look at it in a holistic way would be of value to most science
students but that it is not the way that science is taught generally except perhaps in
environmental studies or environmental science. She felt it was “very easy for someone
to stand in front of a biology class and give all the courses right out of the textbook….But
it’s very difficult to stand up and say, ‘…Tell me what your observations are, and let me
explain them in terms of this model or that context. We’ll work with your perceptions of
the world and then we’ll draw from Western science to pull in some explanations where
we need to.’ …It takes a certain amount of experience for a professor to teach that way.”
Despite the current challenges, the CBU program has pioneered an approach. As
Albert Marshall advised, the important lesson is to take a step, “because this one step will
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certainly lead you to another step, and that can get you to a thousand-mile journey before
you know it.”
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2. College of Menominee Nation: Sustainable Development Course
Dr. William Van Lopik, CMN Faculty, and Academic Program Director for the
Sustainable Development Institute
As a tribal college chartered to provide higher education infused with American
Indian culture, the College of Menominee Nation is anchored in Menominee values and
history. The school is a private, fully-accredited, two-year institution, chartered by the
Menominee Nation in 1993, and open to all. Most of the students are American Indian,
and many are from the Menominee Reservation in Keshena, WI, where CMN is located.
From the beginning, CMN took as its guiding philosophy the six-part Menominee
sustainable development framework, which links natural environment, institutions,
economics, technology, human attitudes and behavior, and land and sovereignty. This
framework was based in part on the 150-year history of sustainable forestry, through
which timber from the Menominee forest supplies a local sawmill that provides key jobs
and income for the Menominee Nation while a healthy and diverse forest is sustained.
All students (regardless of their major) take the introductory sustainable development
course, and the college offers an associate’s degree in sustainable development. In 2007
the college extended its expertise and interest in sustainable development by sponsoring
an international conference on “Sharing Indigenous Wisdom: An International Dialogue
on Sustainable Development,” designed to explore successful models of sustainable
development that allow for the preservation of Indigenous lands, sovereignty and culture,
while also allowing economic development.8

8

See http://www.sharingIndigenouswisdom.org/.
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As in many tribal colleges, most of CMN’s faculty are non-Native. Dr. William
Van Lopik has taught the sustainable development course as well as geography courses
for the past eight years and is also an affiliate of the College’s Sustainable Development
Institute. As a non-Native faculty member, he was careful to say that he does not teach
Indigenous perspectives (“I wasn’t trained in that area, I never took courses in that area”).
Instead, he relies on the students to bring in the Indigenous perspective. Thinking of
other programs where Elders from an Indigenous community were part of the teaching, I
asked if he involved members of the community in his courses. He paused a moment,
then said, “You know, the students in class are not your traditional young kid students.
They are the community:”
I’ve had late fifties, early sixties, to twenty years [of age]. I’d say the majority are
probably mid- to late-twenties, early thirties. I’ve had tribal legislators in class,
directors of the housing department, teachers, lots of people in the class.
To bring their knowledge into relationship with scientific notions of
“sustainability,” he has developed a “reciprocal” kind of teaching, “where they learn
things from me, and I learn things from them. And a big part of it is helping the students
understand the value of what they know already”:
…what I found is to very much have in the classroom a reciprocal kind of
teaching. For example, I teach a course in sustainable development. I asked the
class…how would you translate [sustainable development] into your own
language? …Because this is a Western English term. Is there anything that is
comparable in your language? No one came back with one single word. They
came back with a whole phrase, a whole paragraph, of the whole notion of living
in harmony with the earth, not taking more than what you need, and caring for it;
if you care for it, it will care for you, and all those kinds of concepts. Which is
sustainable development in how I understand it. So then, they said, “Well, I know
all that stuff.” “Well, when we’re talking about sustainability, that’s what this is.”
So it puts it in context for them.
Obviously, he said, a lecture method of teaching does not work well for the reciprocal
kind of learning. In his classes, students explore together, for example, by working in
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small groups to create a poster of what sustainability looks like to them and using art to
express their understandings. Final papers on how the course applies to their own lives
demonstrate the unique perspectives from which the students write:
Someone had a baby during the course and looked at the whole issue of what you
do with the placenta afterwards. Usually hospitals will just toss it, it will be
waste. Taking that issue of sustainability—the importance of reusing, sustaining,
saving it—one paper was about the importance of the blood cells in the umbilical
cord. Another one talked about taking it home and putting it in the ground, the
significance of that, of grounding yourself, the child, to a certain spot.
Some of the nurses looked at biological waste and what to do about it. The
teachers looked at how they would integrate sustainability into their classrooms
for their students. One student is a housekeeper at a casino; he said, “Well, it’s
about the cleaning supplies we use, the procurement, what are we buying, the kind
of paper we buy, how much is going into trash, how many chemicals we use.”
He expressed great appreciation for the Menominee framework as a foundation for the
course, and how it helps students connect with sustainability and with their own history:
I had that framework to play off of, and I love that. It makes so much sense to
me. I tell students, “This is from your history. This is from the long history of
interaction with people, and the forest, and the environment, that’s what we’re
talking about. How can this model be applicable to environmental degradation in
West Africa? Or in exploitation of the rain forest in Amazon?” Because people
from those places come here, and they say, “We read about, and heard about, not
only the forest but the sustainability of the tribe.”
When I asked whether the students had much connection with their environment,
he said with a chuckle that “when you have students who come to class and they’ve been
out bear-hunting before they come to class, or fishing, or ice-fishing every day, they’re
very connected!” But, he pointed out, “They make a big distinction. You could have a
Native person who grew up in Milwaukee who is very disconnected. But here, growing
up in a rural area, they’re connected. Definitely.” At a satellite campus on the Oneida
Reservation in Green Bay, WI, where he teaches the same course, he finds that the
students are more business-oriented and gravitate more toward green business concepts
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such as sustainable agriculture, food sovereignty, food security, healthy eating. In
contrast, the Keshena students, he said, focus on clean water, clean air, freedom to
preserve the trees; but both are connected to the land. He contrasted this orientation with
that of a “resource development” perspective:
A lot of students go hunting. Or they cut trees. One student needed some
firewood and he cut down a tree. He laid tobacco down and thanked the tree for
giving of itself before he cut it down, because he sees it as a relative. Well, when
you start seeing the natural world in those terms you have a very different
perspective. You’re not thinking about exploiting it, for one thing. It’s providing
for your needs and you’re thanking for it, knowing it’s giving of itself. That puts
things in a very different perspective. And I learn from them about that….It’s the
whole kind of spiritual context that you don’t get in the other colleges, this
spiritual relationship that we have with the world.
The spiritual aspect of learning came into the school’s program more in the past when a
cultural advisor was on staff (which is no longer the case). CMN, explained Dr. Van
Lopik, like other tribal colleges, is caught in the push and pull of balancing the
uniqueness of the tribal perspective on education and the demands of standardized
mainstream higher education. This tension emerges around institutional accreditation
and the effort to make CMN courses transferable to other institutions should students
wish to go on in their studies elsewhere.
But it’s part of this kind of uncomfortable [tension] between being a tribal college
and trying to follow the ways, or integrating into the larger educational system.
You like to be unique, you like to be able to offer unique types of courses, but
then, are they transferable? What will someone at the University of Wisconsin
think about it? Will they take it or not? And then, if they don’t take it, should we
offer it or not?
The theme of community perspective and “outside world” emerged again as he
spoke about helping students understand the implications of what they know and how
they live, for the broader context and the broader society, as well as understanding their
own uniqueness. While the students are very connected to their environment, he said,
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their world is very small; most have not been out of state. He wants them to connect with
their own history, their own community, and other Indigenous communities. For
example, the students study a major success story in activism in which their parents were
involved, a 25-year battle against Exxon Mobil that stopped a cooper and zinc strip mine.
WVL: It was an incredible success story. They said, “Oh, I remember my dad
and my mother talking about that.” And we showed some examples, some
movies. I said, “Indigenous people are being threatened just like you guys were,
right now. What can you do about it?” They’ll get mad. I said, “That’s okay, be
mad. But then what are you going to do about it?” What I want at the end of this
class is for everyone to be engaged. To be an activist. To want to do something
to change the world for the better.
Dr. Van Lopik leads education trips to Chiapas. On the next trip, he said, the
students will learn about economic and political issues in coffee production and interview
people in the community about their observations of climate change. The focus on
climate change is related in part to a Tribal College Initiative on Climate Change, in
which CMN and four other tribal colleges will soon be piloting an introductory course on
climate change. The course is standardized but has a different emphasis at each school
depending on the context of their geography; at CMN, because of the Midwest temperate
forest emphasis, the focus will be on how climate change affects the trees, vegetation,
animals and cultural ways of doing things.
When I asked what he saw as the benefits of this kind of teaching, he spoke first
in terms of self esteem and cultural pride:
I can give you a quote from one of the administrators that told me—he said, “You
know, after they take your class, I see these students in the hallway, and before,
they’re just kind of walking around, you know, with their head down, but after
that class, they walk straight, they walk with their head up, because they feel more
pride in themselves, and in their culture.” It’s just helping them recognize the
value of what you’ve got, and there’s power in getting excited about who you are,
about your people, about your nation, about your culture.
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In practical terms, the students go on to become government or tribal leaders, find jobs,
or continue on to four-year institutions. The course also helps students become involved
in community service work that increases the social capital of the community; one
student, for example, started a community garden on the reservation, which, with the help
of the Clinton Global Initiative, now supplies produce to the community, free of charge.
Dr. Van Lopik expressed deep appreciation for his job and the privilege of
working there. Being in an institution where the tribe had already made the connections
between land, people, sovereignty, economics and so on was a real benefit to him. He
continues to feel awed and privileged at the responsibility of teaching the sustainable
development course. He credited his experience both in Central America and at CMN
with teaching him to respect the wisdom learned through life experiences:
This was really developed when my wife and I lived in El Salvador, during a very
conflicted time in El Salvador. What was really pounded into me at that time is,
“Just because you’re American, just because you have more money, just because
you have an education, doesn’t mean you are better than us, or know more than
us, or anything else.” I was reminded of that all the time there.
And I really believe it....Just by talking to people, hearing people’s stories, stories
of their lives, stories of their hardships, things that they have learned—this whole
idea of wisdom is very much different from intelligence or aptitude. Wisdom is
learned through life experiences….You can have extremely wise people—just the
wisdom with the relationship with the land, without showing the college degree
for it, you know, and that’s just as—if not more—valuable than whatever degrees
you might hold.
Without such respect for wisdom born of experience, the relationship becomes
unworkable:
If you come in with a ‘holier than thou’ attitude, they’ll know it, and you won’t
last long. I’ve seen it come here, a lot. People come and go, with the attitude,
‘I’ve come to people who are uneducated and poor and I’m here to lift you up.’
And with that, they know it and they’ll tear that down, and you won’t last long.
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Remembering one’s status as an outsider by not appropriating Indigenous knowledge also
remains key:
That’s something I have to be reminded of a lot. And especially if I’m asked to
speak somewhere….I really try to be clear that I’m not talking for anybody. I’m
not talking for any Native Americans. I can only talk for myself and my
experiences, because I don’t want to put words into somebody’s mouth. That’s
often done—the white people speak for Native people….It does put me in a weird
position. I work here, and it means a lot to me, but I’m not Native. You’ve got to
be able to draw those lines.
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3. Cornell University: International Professorship in Indigenous and
Environmental Studies
Dr. Karim-Aly Kassam, International Professor in Indigenous and Environmental
Studies
Dr. Karim-Aly Kassam credits the American Indian Studies Program and the
Department of Natural Resources at Cornell with “very forward thinking” when they
designated a joint position in Indigenous and Environmental Studies some six years ago.
The objective was to link Indigenous community and natural resource issues to create an
environment for addressing human-ecological concerns. Cornell University, a large,
public and private research university with a land-grant mission, is situated in ancestral
Haudenosaunee (Cayuga) territory in Ithaca, NY. Indigenous people including Native
leaders in surrounding communities come to Dr. Kassam’s classes to speak, and among
his students are Native Hawaiian, Haudenosaunee, and others. His research—in which
both undergraduate and graduate students are involved—is a key way in which he brings
Indigenous knowledge into his teaching. His research has focused on Indigenous
communities in the Arctic and sub-Arctic of Canada, Alaska, and Russia, as well as in
Afghanistan and Tajikistan and the south of India.
Since Dr. Kassam’s arena is international, there are logistical difficulties in
bringing people from these communities into the classroom. Dr. Kassam brings different
knowledges together in his teaching by bringing in the results of his research in these
communities, by offering a framework for understanding and valuing different
knowledges, by involving some of the students in the research projects, and where
possible, by having students engage in research in more local communities.
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Coming to the position three years ago with a background in development studies,
economics, planning, and natural resource policy, Dr. Kassam finds that the dualdepartmental affiliation enables him to teach from an interdisciplinary perspective that
links biological diversity and cultural diversity, rather than dividing nature and culture.
This approach of “biocultural diversity” (Kassam 2009a), is key to the study of
Indigenous communities, since “Most Indigenous communities do not perceive such a
division between their culture and the environment that they inhabit, and increasingly, the
scholars who work with [Indigenous communities] are beginning to share their view”
(Kassam 2008, p. 87). While the notion of biodiversity has typically been applied to
conservation of either biological life or cultural mosaics of human societies, less attention
has been paid to the mutual relationship between biological and cultural diversity.
Linking biological and cultural diversity, he said, enables exploration of “significant
challenges of the 21st century, such as environmental conflict resolution, resource
extraction, Indigenous land claims and rights, climate change, sustainable livelihoods,
food sovereignty, and dramatic socio-cultural change” (Kassam 2008, p. 87).
Through research in Indigenous communities, Dr. Kassam seeks “practical
outcomes that will meet the urgent priorities of village communities” (Kassam 2009b, p.
677). His studies provide more accurate information to organizations (such as
international development organizations) that work with Indigenous communities and to
educational institutions that do or could serve Indigenous peoples. By demonstrating
how Indigenous communities are actively pursuing sovereignty—of livelihood, of food,
of health care—rather than adopting “a vocabulary of victimhood” (Kassam 2009b, p.
688), the research also promotes greater respect for Indigenous communities. Respect for
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local knowledge is key in Dr. Kassam’s research methods. Local knowledge holders
participate in the translation and in the understanding through mapping, individual and
group interviews, and other methods of participatory action research as well as by
participating directly on the research team.
Several of Dr. Kassam’s studies, for example, call for revision of meta-narratives
about Indigenous peoples that have long guided development policy:
KK: In Afghanistan, for example, under 30 years of a global war that has been
localized, the meta-narrative is that if you are ethnically different, religiously
different, and your ecological professions are different, then you will have
conflict. And my evidence [reported in Kassam 2009b and Kassam 2010] is
indicating exactly the opposite—that nomads and farmers, Cain and Abel, who
are ethnically different, religiously different, are actually taking care of one
another, under conditions of war….Difference is allowing people to survive, as
opposed to differences causing conflict.
Similarly, a study of how medicinal plants are providing a health care option in the
Pamirs, when institutional health care is severely impacted by political instability, calls
for a more complex meta-narrative about the nature of Indigenous knowledge (Kassam et
al. 2010). Dr. Kassam argues that seeing science and Indigenous knowledge as an
oppositional binary is too simplistic. He calls instead for a normative concept of
“pluralism” that values diversity and seeks to safeguard it (Kassam 2010b).
Applied research in Indigenous communities, Dr. Kassam believes, also benefits
non-Indigenous peoples by documenting models of resilience, since Indigenous
communities have experienced considerable stress yet have managed to adapt and
survive. The Inuit, for example, have maintained resilience in the face of many stressors,
from epidemics to vagaries of the market, by adopting elements of the modern while still
remaining Indigenous. They still hunt, fish, and use skin boats (umiaks), as well as using
snowmobiles, helicopters, and GIS maps.
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Dr. Kassam brings the research findings and the theory that emerges from them
into his teaching. What is necessary, he feels, is a whole group of young people who
have background in many disciplines, and in his undergraduate courses there are, in fact,
students from many different majors. But, he feels, students also need practical
experience in applying such knowledge. To justify practical experience as part of
Western-based academia, he calls on such Western philosophical traditions as Aristotle’s
notion of “phronesis,” or practical wisdom (“knowing how”) as distinguished from book
learning (“knowing that”) (Kassam 2010a). He says, however, the two forms of
knowledge are not in opposition; knowledge grows out of a particular local context, and
at the same time, “empirical” observation is laden with theory, so the line between what
is empirical and what is conceptual is not distinct (Kassam 2010a). His students often do
research in local communities of Indigenous youth, of women, of homeless people, and
others. This experience helps transform students “from those who know about major
challenges of the twenty-first century to those who know how to respond to such
challenges in a particular socio-cultural and ecological context” (Kassam 2010a, p. 205).
Dr. Kassam’s hope is to “transform academic culture” through this pedagogical
framework. A framework that validates both “knowing how” and “knowing that”
enables consideration of Indigenous ways of knowing.
Applied research is also an important way for students (and faculty) to contribute
back, thus linking academia with ethics and social justice:
It is an issue of social justice for an academic to be involved in these areas.
What’s the purpose of protection of tenure, what’s the purpose of students coming
to universities, if students cannot apply what they have learned to societies? What
is the purpose of a land grant university, or a university that is being funded by
the state, if you cannot contribute back? And so it’s an issue of social justice.
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Applied research can be called activism, but it is activism first informed by rigorous
scholarship. These academic privileges allow academics to say to government and
corporate leaders what other people cannot say. The university context also makes it
possible to develop the necessary vocabulary and methods for working across cultures.
Dr. Kassam described the American Indian Program, and Cornell University as a
whole, as providing an enabling environment for this work. Individuals from local
Indigenous communities attend, speak, and engage scientists at Cornell, and relationships
with local Indigenous communities are slowly developing, based on understanding and
mutual respect. In general, Dr. Kassam feels, Cornell has a broad commitment to
working across cultures and with Indigenous communities. He recommended against a
top-down mandate for such activity, favoring instead a “broad articulation of what needs
to be done”:
I think to first put in some kind of institutional directive is unwise. I think the
institutional directive should be to encourage this kind of movement. So, for
example, Cornell has a commitment to diversity. Now, narrowly, this diversity
means gender and race. But what’s important to me is, now that there’s a
commitment to diversity, I’m really interested in diversity of knowing, that
transcends gender, that transcends race and ethnicity. And we must preserve these
ways of knowing because they have ecological knowledge associated with them.
So now this commitment and support for diversity can be broadened. The door
can be opened to something wider. That’s the role for the institution—to provide
this wide framework in which you can then start developing.
While practical challenges exist, the privileges of academia and the efforts of many
others in the past make the work possible, Dr. Kassam said. Practical challenges include
getting this work recognized in academia as legitimate, working with community leaders
who have many priorities and are overworked, and so on. “But here I stand, with all the
obstacles. It’s not impossible. And more importantly, here stand many others before
me.”
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4. College of Environmental Science and Forestry, State University of New York
(SUNY-ESF): Cluster of Courses
Dr. Robin Wall Kimmerer (Citizen Band Potawatomi), Professor of Botany,
Department of Environmental and Forest Biology
Dr. Robin Wall Kimmerer was quick to clarify that she did not always bring an
Indigenous perspective into her teaching. As an enrolled member of the Citizen Band
Potawatomi, she had found little welcome for an Indigenous perspective when she was an
undergraduate and had therefore studied primarily in the Western scientific model and
until recently had also taught that way:
For a long time I didn’t bring an Indigenous perspective into my teaching. As a
young college student of Indigenous heritage coming to the university to study
plants, I found that when I asked my botany professors about things I wanted to
know about plants, they would tell me, “That’s not science, and those are really
not legitimate questions.” Well, I dearly loved plants, and there was a point at
which I thought, “This is not for me. This isn’t a club I can belong to.” But
plants kept me going through it.
In retrospect, she felt, her background in Western science gave her “credibility in that
whole worldview that then enabled me to add something new.”
Dr. Kimmerer is now professor of Environmental and Forest Biology at the State
University of New York, College of Environmental Science and Forestry (SUNY-ESF),
and founder and director of SUNY-ESF’s Center for Native Peoples and the
Environment. She teaches a cluster of courses that relate Indigenous knowledge and the
environment and hopes that a minor will be established in this area soon. Change in her
teaching came after meeting Elders with plant knowledge that deeply impressed her:
…The knowledge that these people had so far exceeded my botany knowledge as
a PhD botanist—in substance, in ideas that I had never thought about before, of
different kinds of plant relationships. It was a whole new world, but at the same
time familiar. And that was for me a real turning point.
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She gradually added traditional ecological knowledge to her courses, and then developed
other courses in which she could teach from an Indigenous paradigm:
It’s all a matter of truth-telling. As scientists, we want to tell the truth, and so I
was adding the ethnobotanical information into my standard botany classes, but I
wasn’t telling the truth about the whole world view behind that way of relating to
the plants or viewing plants.
A way that I’ve changed my teaching, depending on the course, is to operate from
the Indigenous paradigm of plants (or any other biological beings) as people, as
persons—not human people (I’m not talking about anthropomorphizing them)
but as subject, not object, whereas Western biology is all about object—reducing
these complex living beings to little pieces. To me that’s dishonest. It leaves out
such a big part of the picture, and that’s what I try to bring back in the way that I
teach those courses now.
In a two-week field course on ethnobotany, she explains to the students, “I’m going to
teach this class to the best of my ability from what I think of as Indigenous pedagogy.
The way you’re going to learn these things is different. So we are going to start with a
prayer.” Students learn by doing, and “the plants are their teachers, not me. I’m the
interpreter.” She stresses to her students the uniqueness of the learning opportunity:
“You have spent 21 years in Western pedagogy, and that’s terrific. So have I.
You’re not going to get another chance any time soon to experience a different
learning style. So be mindful of the way that you’re learning.” I ask them to
really engage that process.
Students spend three or four hours digging spruce roots in order to really understand
spruce roots. In the process, she sees the students change:
It’s really quite remarkable what happens. It takes a couple of days—long, dawnto-dusk days—and they’re really changed. The students are much more willing to
engage the world as something more than object. All their framing has been
about naming things and structure and function. And that’s great—those are
prerequisites to being able to see and relate. But once they know the plants that
they can eat, and medicines they can make, and the way that that plant has a role
in their lives, they become much more curious. They become incredibly
compassionate to plants in a way that I think was unimaginable for them
before….
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Embracing this idea of plants as teachers is very hard for them at first. But the
more time they spend with plant material, saying “I just can’t get these fibers to
go into a string!” “Well, let’s think this through. What you really need to do is
try this plant, try that plant.” Pretty soon, they’re finding that I’m not teaching
them how to make cordage. The plant fibers are showing them how to do it. I
wouldn’t say that all of them get the “plants as teacher” idea from metaphor to
reality, but a lot of them do.
In the journal-writing that is part of the course, she encourages students to move beyond
the intellectual, since “in Indigenous ways of understanding, we think people have four
ways of understanding—one of them is intellectual, and physical, emotional, and
spiritual, and if you don’t use all of those, you don’t fully understand. So you’re free to
use all of those ways in the class.” She finds that this is liberating for students, and that
their journals start to include poetry and art.
In courses such as “Native Peoples and the Environment,” she does not teach
“from” as much as “about” an Indigenous viewpoint:
We talk in a very analytical kind of way—these are the attributes of this kind of
world view, these are the attributes of this kind of world view [gesturing]. And
then we take case studies from contemporary culture, and ask, “Why are these
people disagreeing with one another about the construction of this telescope on
Mount Graham? What’s the issue here?” It makes a difficult conversation,
because there is an epistemological barrier. We mean different things when we
say these things.
And the students are getting very adept at it. Some of them trouble me in the
beginning, because they go to the most simplistic view of “All is sacred” on the
Indigenous view, and “All is greed” on the other view. It’s a little more
complicated than that! But they gradually get those nuances.
She feels there is a time and place for everything, however. In a course such as
plant anatomy, which is by nature reductionist and objective, that is how she teaches it;
but when she teaches about plants and culture, she speaks from a different paradigm. She
tries to be very clear with her students as to which paradigm they are hearing. The notion
of moving between two paradigms helps students understand, since when people are
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accustomed to living in only one paradigm, another way of thinking can simply seem
strange:
Of course, when you’re in a paradigm, you don’t know that there’s another one.
And so it becomes important for me to help students adopt a different cultural
lens, so that they can reason their way through other issues in Indigenous and
Western thought. People’s behaviors become consistent and predictable, because
you know what cultural lens they’re looking through.
She finds it is powerful for mainstream students to have Native students in their
class, because these are living cultures. I asked how students responded to hearing a
story that is different from what is usually taught:
Mainstream and Native students will say, “How come I never knew this before?”
Even students for whom this is their culture will say, “Why didn’t I ever hear this
history before?” Well, it’s because most mainstream academics don’t teach it,
though some do.
I think they understand it in terms of the victors getting to tell the story. They’re
angry about that, but I think they understand why that is. Many of them transfer
from anger then to guilt, and we talk about what you do if you feel that injustice
has been done in some way in your name. And we talk about the ability in your
wildlife class to stand up and say, “What you’re saying about fishing rights in the
Columbia Basin is because there is a whole group of people who’ve been left out
of this equation.” So they’re able to become advocates in some way, and that
means a lot to them.
Such advocacy has been effective at times in persuading faculty to bring an Indigenous
speaker to class. The students know the knowledge is out there and have learned the
language to talk about some of the environmental justice issues. But Dr. Kimmerer was
careful to qualify her description of the impact, noting that some students are not
particularly affected, but in general, she has found, students are more skeptical about
everything that they hear.
Dr. Kimmerer expressed a sense of gratitude for the receptivity of her own
institution and that of Syracuse University (with whom SUNY-ESF shares a campus), as
well as for the support of the Onondaga community, several of whose members sit on the
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board of the Center. Dr. Kimmerer has made a special effort to listen to this community,
and when they asked for a summer camp to get Native youth interested in the
environment, she responded by setting one up. Members of her administration were very
supportive of starting the Center in 2006. Scholarship aid for Haudenosaunee students at
Syracuse University has resulted in substantial increases in the number of Native students
at SU, some of whom take Dr. Kimmerer’s courses. Support has also come from a
unique community group in Syracuse called Neighbors of Onondaga Nation, with which
the Center and others have affiliated; Onondaga and community-based speakers partner
in a year-long education series on environmental issues.
Based on the large number of speaking invitations she receives, Dr. Kimmerer
senses that people are really “hungry” for a cross-cultural perspective and a different
paradigm, maybe because of a realization that science has brought a lot of good but has
also brought us to some dead ends, for which different questions and approaches are
needed. A goal dear to her is having more Native students in the program, but “the
hurdles are immense.” Although she has been able to teach from an Indigenous
paradigm, it is still clear that “science is not a friendly place for Indigenous world view:”
So many of the science programs see the problem as getting more Native students
into science. But there’s nothing wrong with the students. They come from a
world view which is negated within the halls of the university. It says that
traditional knowledge is folklore. They say just what I heard as a college
freshman—it’s not science.
Because ESF trains a large majority of environmental scientists and policy makers in the
Northeast, she also wants to open the door for mainstream students to know (among other things)
treaty rights and to see treaty rights in environmental issues “not as a legal impediment but an
asset, a data stream, for better science and better resource management.”
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A challenge facing Dr. Kimmerer is to find her own mentors and to be able to
answer the difficult cross-cultural questions her students now put to her. For this reason,
she is planning to spend a semester doing cultural immersion work at a tribal college.
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5. Trent University: Indigenous Environmental Studies Program
Dr. Dan Longboat (Haudenosaunee), Director of Indigenous Environmental Studies
Program
Trent University, a liberal arts and science-oriented institution in Peterborough,
Ontario, offers North America’s first Indigenous Environmental Studies (IES) program.
In 1999, Trent began offering courses in IES, expanding to a degree specialization in
2002, and finally in 2009, offering a two-year Diploma or a four-year B.A. or B.Sc. in
IES. The program is affiliated with the Department of Indigenous Studies and the
Department of Environmental and Resource Studies and Sciences. Dr. Roronhiake:wen
Dan Longboat, who is Turtle Clan member of the Mohawk Nation, developed the
concept for the program (Longboat 1998) and is its founder and director. Besides having
a Ph.D. in environmental studies, he is known for his traditional Haudenosaunee
knowledge and has taught Mohawk culture at Trent. Recently he was awarded tenure as
a Dual Scholar, a designation meaning accomplishment in both academic and Indigenous
learning.
The IES program brings together social and scientific knowledge with Indigenous
knowledge. The focus is on Indigenous knowledge from the larger context of Indigenous
people living in place, whether in local areas or in international areas. The purpose, Dr.
Longboat explained, is to provide understanding of the realities of Indigenous peoples,
and at the same time, to bring about changes in behavior and values that will improve
these realities for Indigenous communities and for the environment as a whole. By
learning both science and cultural aspects, students are able to talk with communities and
interpret scientific information for their community, business, or government.
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Dr. Longboat described Indigenous knowledge as a knowledge system that is
“ancient in its origin, that is inter-generational, that is transmitted through a long process
of time, that has a very specific origin in its application to place.” An ancient trust for
human beings to care for the earth, and for creation, originated when all of nature—
animals, birds, plant medicines, other beings—told the People, “This is what my name is.
This is what I’m used for. These are the protocols and the processes and the ceremonies
that you use to enable me to be able to help you.” The IES program is one way of
revitalizing the ancient trust.
A Mohawk prophecy states that the four sacred colors of people in the world (red,
black, yellow, white), each of whom was given a unique set of instructions by the
Creator, would one day come back together on Turtle Island, to decide whether Life will
continue or not. Now, knowledge from all peoples is needed; it is not necessary that
everybody have the same knowledge. Key to the relationship between knowledges is that
the integrity of each knowledge must be protected so that it remains intact, in light of the
fact that Western knowledge systems have shown a propensity to want to dominate all
other knowledge systems. Each system needs to contribute to the integrity of the other
knowledge systems. Dr. Longboat visualizes this relationship through the metaphor of
two canoes traveling together down the same River of Life, both having responsibility to
care for the river. This metaphor was represented in a wampum belt made to symbolize
an agreement in 1611 between the Dutch and the Haudenosaunee.
Whatever Indigenous knowledge currently exists in people’s minds, Dr. Longboat
said, it is only part of what actually exists. Much knowledge could not be passed on
because of the necessity to survive under colonialism, the boarding school years, and so
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on. In recent years, as more and more traditional people and academic colleagues
become involved in discussion of knowledge, the articulation of the knowledge systems
has begun. Because the knowledge originally came from the plants, the animals, and
spiritual beings (rather than from humans), the knowledge is still there, waiting to be
accessed again.
The skill set that is needed today is more complicated than that normally
employed in academic institutions, which comes primarily from books, experience and
observation. Within Indigenous contexts, on the other hand, there are many more ways to
learn, including dreaming, dancing, singing, drumming, and visual art—all ways of
learning that are now being incorporated into the IES program. Since learning in the
Indigenous way comes from the plants, animals, the stars, it takes time and experience
and personal transformation. Dr. Longboat expects IES students to be changed by the
learning experience, so that the knowledge will move from being “head” knowledge to
being “heart” knowledge. The personal change may be visible in different ways—
picking up litter, changing a career, re-establishing a relationship with a mother or
friend—but the hope is for each student’s learning to become realized in active behavior.
IES students (who come from many different backgrounds) are asked to relate the IES
teachings to their own understanding and background. An important principle in the IES
program is that in order to insure human survival, information must move from being a
“commodity” (part of the “information economy”) to being knowledge for the benefit,
enhancement and sustaining of all, and from there, to becoming wisdom.
In addition to offering the two-year and four-year Trent-based IES programs, IES
develops partnerships with two-year institutions to give students a strong technical
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background in environmental skills, a broad holistic understanding, and familiarity with
cultural aspects. In the B.Sc program in Restoration Ecology, students take two years of
applied environmental studies and practical research at Fleming College, a two-year
college, then two years at Trent with labs and cultural, theoretical, administrative,
managerial and policy aspects.
IES also develops cultural components for partnerships between two-year
colleges and Aboriginal Education Institutes, which serve Aboriginal students who want
to take further education within their home communities. For example, an Indigenous
Community Health Approaches program at First Nations Technical Institute will cover
traditional medicines and Western medicine, disease prevention, the nature of curing, and
the notion of health. IES is also making plans for an Indigenous environmental
technicians program, an Indigenous alternative energy technicians program, and a water
technicians program, in which the Aboriginal Education Institute will provide the cultural
components and practicum placements with an Indigenous community, while the twoyear college provides the hands-on practical applications, and the university provides the
theoretical experience.
Each institution and community, Dr. Longboat points out, has expertise—a water
institute, a mining school, expertise around energy, plants, or health and medicine, or the
like—that can be capitalized on to do this work. By working together, these three
partners—communities, colleges, and universities—create “an exceptionally unique,
dynamic individual with a multitude of knowledge and skill sets. It is the Indigenous
environmental knowledge that is the value added...it’s the transformative aspect to
educational programming.” The environmental scientist or technician gains a broader,
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deeper, richer understanding of issues and is able to work with the community and the
people, translating ideas and concepts and knowing the science as well as the community
and culture.
The IES program also has an international component for student travel abroad
and faculty exchanges. As Dr. Longboat pointed out, the larger society can learn a great
deal from Indigenous communities everywhere about the impact of current ways of life,
because Indigenous peoples have become “the miner’s canary—whatever happens to
Indigenous Peoples will happen to larger society in a very short period of time” in
relation to environmental issues.
Dr. Longboat credited both the Indigenous Studies Department and the
Environmental Resource Studies and Sciences Department at Trent with support for the
IES program. The University administration has also been very helpful and has
welcomed the program as a complement to the interdisciplinary and innovative nature of
the university.
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6. Mount Holyoke College, Environmental Studies Program: Cluster of Courses
Dr. Lauret Savoy, Professor of Environmental Studies

Dr. Lauret Savoy teaches environmental studies at Mount Holyoke College in
South Hadley, MA. At this small, liberal arts college for women, one of the oldest in the
U.S., and often described as “elite,” Dr. Savoy teaches American environmental history,
“Reading and Writing in the World” (about nature writing and beyond), and “Landscape
and Narrative” (about many types of “sense of place”), as well as other courses. She
described her students, most of whom are young white women:
The students who come here, and the ones who take those courses are or want to
be politically active, and I mean “politically active” not so much in the sense of
working for a Congressperson, but more in making their lives a statement of how
what they do in the world influences everyone around them. So they come with
this sense of moral obligation.
On the other hand many of them, though not all, will say, “Well, when we do
this….” And I ask them who “we” are. Often the assumption is that “we” are
people who look like them and share their background. Often they’ve never
really thought about there being a larger “we.” Of course, they’re aware that
North America has many different cultures, has many different peoples, has such
ethnic and racial diversity. But they may not realize that their definition of “we”
is very exclusionary until they’re really asked to face it.
In order to break through these cultural assumptions, Dr. Savoy focuses on
moving past the traditional boundaries of what has defined history, nature writing, and so
on in the past. In “Reading and Writing in the World,” which she co-teaches with an
English professor, the focus is on expanding the definition of what nature writing is:
Nature writing by definition has been largely the precinct of white male authors,
and in more recent decades it has included people like Rachel Carson and Annie
Dillard and Terry Tempest Williams. But so much of the writing about people in
the world about us has come from other cultural traditions, including Indigenous.
Why aren’t those considered part of nature writing?
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Her course “Landscape and Narrative” considers the stories told of land and place, of
environment, of nature, and the stories we (in the largest sense) tell of ourselves in the
land. She finds that “it becomes essential to go beyond mainstream Euro-American
thought, to include Indigenous perspectives, Indigenous stories, Indigenous ways of
thinking, even Indigenous histories of ideas,” as well as the perspectives and stories of
other peoples.
In her American environmental history course, students are asked to really
consider what is history. “Is history what happened, or is it the story told of what
happened? What about the pieces of history that you may not have learned—do they just
not exist, do they not count? Do the peoples who were affected and who lived but aren’t
in the learned history, do they not count?” She finds that in many cases the students have
not thought about these questions. The course helps students look at these issues by
looking at history through the stories that are not told—for example, the stories of the
cultural legacy of enslaved Africans who learned to listen to the land and make the land
productive, or black Abolitionists, who, prior to the Civil War, were writing about the use
of arsenic in tobacco fields and advocating for the health of the land and the health of the
people working the land.
Part of teaching in this way, Dr. Savoy said, is “not telling students that they’re
wrong, but rather providing alternatives that they then explore. They come to their own
conclusions.” Indigenous literature such as N. Scott Momaday’s The Way to Rainy
Mountain helps the students explore different senses of time and space. The students find
that Momaday’s writing opens new ways of thinking for them:
A student might think, ‘I had no idea that you didn’t have to begin at point A and
end at point B or point Z, and that you didn’t have to make a straight line from A
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to Z—that instead you don’t need to make a straight line at all, that what I think of
as a line could actually be the pattern of a leaf on a tree, or a pattern in a cloud.
And that all of that is connected with language if I could imagine it in a different
way.’
As students open to different ways of thinking, Dr. Savoy finds that they become creative
in other ways, incorporating art, for example, in their assignments. Again, Dr. Savoy
emphasizes,
It’s really important in the way I teach, that they do as much of the exploration as
I do. If I’m standing up at a chalkboard saying, “Did you know that…” or just,
“This happened, that happened,” it will not be as important to them until they find
it themselves. I just try to provide opportunities for them to do that.
The benefit to the students is in their understanding what it is to “look again,” to see the
flaws in thinking that there is only one frame within which all human beings need to
interact, and if people don’t, they are deemed somehow less civilized, or just not good
enough. If the students then “go out in the world and live their lives with a greater
openness—whether it be raising their own children, or becoming teachers, or working for
non-profits, or whatever it is they do—they take that with them.” Dr. Savoy noted,
however, that although students find that some parts of their thinking are shifted, for
some of them,
many of the underlying values and assumptions where they began have not
changed. For example, many become very interested in Indigenous traditions, but
then still lump all Indigenous peoples into a single category….So there’s, let’s
say, a partial willingness, but a lack of understanding of what they’re interested
in, and a persistence in sticking to either some generalizations or stereotypes that
they learned in grade school and high school, which may be far from accurate.
For Dr. Savoy, teaching in this way is an opportunity for her to learn as well. The
relationship with the students is a reciprocal exchange, where there is a give and take, and
nourishment both ways. She finds that this teaching helps her reconsider some of her
own assumptions.
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Summary
The different ways of seeing described in these profiles offer rich guidance for
those who wish to bring together Indigenous ways of knowing with undergraduate
environmental studies and science. The unique context of each institution, department,
discipline, Indigenous community, and faculty and Indigenous mentors helps shapes each
approach. In Chapter V, I look across the different approaches to see commonalities and
differences.
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Chapter V
Analysis and Findings
The interviews provided insights about on-the-ground experiences with bringing
Indigenous ways of knowing together with science and environmental studies in
undergraduate education. In the analysis, I sought common elements of a conceptual
model as well as diverse elements of practice that varied from one context to another.
The analysis used a multi-step coding process associated with grounded theory analysis
(Charmaz 2006) to synthesize the interview data, identify themes, and maintain a
systematic approach closely grounded in the data. The first step, line-by-line coding,
identified common themes relating to key elements in the teaching experience and key
elements of the context in which the teaching took place. The second step grouped these
codes into broader underlying themes that described the process of the teaching. Finally,
in the third step I developed a conceptual model and recommendations for practice.

Line-by-line coding
Line-by-line codes were of two types: codes related to key elements in the
teaching process (Table 4), and codes related to key elements in the teaching context
(Table 5). To avoid repetition, I do not describe these teaching elements and contextual
elements here but instead integrate the information into the following section, “Broader
Thematic Codes.”
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Table 4. Line-by-line “Teaching Process” Codes

•

Paradigms for relationship between knowledges

•

Sources of Indigenous voice

•

Teaching methods: the teacher/student relationship, teaching critical mind,
teaching to the whole person, teaching from nature and direct experience,
connecting with activism, “border-crossing,” changing disciplinary
assumptions

•

Teaching goals, impact on students

•

Vision, meaning and purpose of this work

•

Motivations, challenges and supports for doing this work

Table 5. Line-by-line “Teaching Context” Codes

•

Students and their interests and backgrounds

•

Sources of Indigenous voice

•

The nature of the institution

•

Departmental/disciplinary affiliation

•

Learning supports for faculty

•

Faculty/Elder background

•

Larger forces at work in environment-related courses and programs
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Broader thematic coding
In this step, I grouped the initial line-by-line codes into broader themes that
described underlying processes, including norms, values and beliefs that shaped the
vision for the process; the kinds of actions, steps, or phases involved; the power dynamics
that either helped or hindered; key participants and their roles; and outcomes (Rudestam
and Newton 2007). Five broader themes emerged (Table 6).

Table 6. Broader Themes: Underlying Processes

•

Theme one: Vision, meaning and purpose: restoring relationships “for everybody”

•

Theme two: Activating knowledges: making mainstream assumptions visible, finding
Indigenous voice

•

Theme three: Generating paradigms and protocols for border-crossing and
relationship of knowledges

•

Theme four: Revisioning the teaching/learning relationship

•

Theme five: Becoming transformed (students, faculty, institution)

Theme 1: Vision, meaning and purpose: restoring relationships for
‘everybody’
Faculty and Elders spoke extensively about the meaning and purpose of bringing
knowledges together in teaching. While some comments came in immediate response to
my question about “benefits,” most people returned over and over throughout the
interview to a larger sense of the meaning and purpose of this work. While some faculty
described benefits in conventional academic terms (recruitment, graduation rates,
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employability), more often they cited students’ personal growth that went beyond
academics or career. Benefits were “for everybody,” not just Indigenous students, and
not even just students; benefits encompassed restoration of relationships within families
and communities, between peoples, and between peoples and the earth. These benefits
were entwined and interconnected at a number of levels. Positive change was not
universal, however, as some students were not greatly affected, and the process also took
time to counter years of prior learning.
I sensed a slight resistance to my question about the benefits of doing this work.
In retrospect, I came to understand that too often, colleagues and administrators had
asked faculty and Elders to justify their program or courses in terms of measurable
outcomes such as recruitment, retention, and graduation rates, that did not seem to
capture the meaning or purpose. The question of “justifying” a program based on its
“benefits,” while valuable in some contexts, begged the larger question of who decides
whose knowledge gets included or excluded in higher education, and what those
decisions (or non-decisions) say about underlying assumptions. For some people, my
question about “benefits” may have seemed odd because enlarging the vision of the
universities to include Indigenous world views so obviously benefitted all—universities,
scientists, Indigenous people, mainstream people, the Earth, whomever. I think of Albert
Marshall’s belief that the knowledge he had received from his Elders was intended to
transform him and in turn he was to pass it on “for the benefit of all.”
Faculty and Elders felt Native American or First Nations students gained
confidence and self-esteem from seeing their “common” knowledge elevated to a
position of being taught in the university. Some students moved from mockery to respect
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for their own culture. For one Aboriginal student, a science class session on the life cycle
of the eel deepened his appreciation and understanding of traditional knowledge:
I've always gone eeling with my dad. We use the traditional spear, we go at the
traditional time, and that changes as a function of season. But now I know why!
That was a real eye opener for me. Now I know why.
Personal changes of this sort connected with wider change by helping Indigenous
students see their parents and communities in a more respectful light, thus helping to heal
painful ruptures within families and between generations. Dr. Bartlett reported Albert
Marshall’s sense that the university setting is helping Elders and Indigenous communities
“authenticate in the minds of the young people the knowledge, since the universities are
what everybody looks to as the centers of knowledge.” It is not that the university is
authenticating the knowledge, but rather it is providing a context in which the Elders can
authenticate it for their young people so that the knowledge is passed on. Bringing
knowledges together in higher education helps link generations of Indigenous people,
which in turn helps Indigenous ways of knowing survive.
Faculty reported that students often moved into advocacy or activism because of a
new or broader understanding of “relatedness” and responsibility, an increased sense of
pride and connectedness and therefore caring, or a way of channeling guilt and anger
over mistreatment and silencing around Indigenous knowledge. Introducing other
paradigms of knowing helped students develop critical mind; students became more
skeptical about the educational process and wondered what else they had not been told.
They gained skill in evaluating what paradigm a thought is coming from and in
extrapolating to other situations. By learning to recognize what cultural lens a person is
looking through, students came to see people’s behavior as consistent and predictable.
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Mainstream students began to identify and confront the exclusionary nature of their own
assumptions.
Finally, because Indigenous ways of knowing involve a holistic sense of
understanding (physical, emotional, and spiritual as well as intellectual), a sense of
relatedness, and an experiential way of learning, students began tapping into a broader
sense of who they are—beginning to use poetry and art and other creative expression in
their assignments, for example, or consciously relating their academic learning to their
personal, family, or community lives. Indigenous students with poor preparation for
science benefited from relating their traditional knowledge to the sciences; they came
more easily to the point of taking regular science courses in which Indigenous knowledge
did not play a role.
Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities and society at large also benefitted.
Albert Marshall expressed the hope that students would move from an exploitive frame
of mind to an appreciative mind that would engender caring for the Earth. Dr. Kimmerer
described just such a change when she taught her ethnobotany students from an
Indigenous perspective:
The students are much more willing to engage the world as something more than
object….Once they know the plants that they can eat, and medicines they can
make, and the way that that plant has a role in their lives, they become much more
curious. They become incredibly compassionate to plants in a way that I think
was unimaginable for them before.
Indigenous knowledge is simply too valuable to ignore. Dr. Kimmerer spoke
about the extensiveness of plant knowledge she had found among a small group of plant
Elders:
The knowledge that these people had so far exceeded my botany knowledge as a
PhD botanist—in substance, in ideas that I had never thought about before, of
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different kinds of plant relationships. It was a whole new world, but at the same
time familiar.
Dr. Longboat and Dr. Kassam pointed out the value of Indigenous knowledge around
human resilience and adaptation under stress. Dr. Longboat spoke of Indigenous
communities serving as the “canary in the coal mine” since these communities are among
the first impacted by climate change and have already been drastically affected by
exploitation of resources, pollution, and degradation. Through research in Indigenous
communities in widely different parts of the world, Dr. Kassam has documented and
brought into his teaching some of the unique, creative and effective ways of adapting and
surviving despite major stressors.
Bringing Indigenous knowledge into the university offers a way of correcting
misconceptions harmful to Indigenous communities. Dr. Kassam, for example, saw his
research on Indigenous communities as helping to reassess meta-narratives that inform
social policy and aid initiatives that affect those communities. Doing research (with
community participation) on topics such as food sovereignty, health sovereignty, and
livelihood sovereignty, and bringing those results into the training of future policymakers, can contribute to the survival of these communities. Similarly, as Dr. Kimmerer
pointed out, institutions such as hers, which trains many future environmental
professionals in the Northeast, can play a role in helping students understand these issues.
Many of the large-scale programs designed to increase Native American student
enrollment in sciences rely on outreach to potential applicants, scholarship support,
academic support, and the like. While such efforts were valuable, they also missed the
point by seeking to change the student, rather than changing the universities and the
teaching within the universities. Making Indigenous ways of knowing visible in
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environmental studies and science courses counters the turn-off of being taught in an
alien paradigm. For that matter, this kind of teaching also helped retain those mainstream
students who found themselves at odds with a reductionist, non-holistic approach.
Faculty and Elders expressed a strong sense of mission about their work, and
many expressed gratitude at the changes they saw in their students. They remarked on
how they themselves had changed as a result of this teaching. Several non-Indigenous
faculty felt the program had substantially changed their understanding of science and
given them a better sense of its cultural foundations, strengths, and weaknesses. In
general, faculty saw the work as very rewarding, despite administrative challenges. They
learned a great deal and had an opportunity to “decolonize” themselves, and to teach
more “authentically” or with more truthfulness to their own beliefs. Two faculty felt they
had become “better scientists,” better able to understand the assumptions and limitations
of science, and more aware that science is culturally based rather than “the truth.”
Several people simply felt they had an ethical responsibility to do this work,
because of a responsibility to pass on traditional teachings they had received, because the
teachings were valuable and needed at this time, or because the work should be done as a
matter of social justice. For Dr. Kassam,
It is an issue of social justice for an academic to be involved in these areas.
What’s the purpose of protection of tenure, what’s the purpose of students coming
to universities, if students cannot apply what they have learned to societies? What
is the purpose of a land grant university, or a university that is being funded by
the state, if you cannot contribute back? And so it’s an issue of social justice.
I came away from these interviews with a sense of purpose larger than I had
imagined and more “webbed” into interconnecting relationships. Bringing Indigenous
ways of knowing together with environmental studies and science relates to “restoring
relationships” on multiple scales. At the individual level, it helps make people whole
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again by validating spiritual, emotional, intellectual, and physical aspects of being;
giving people a sense of purpose through contributing back; and restoring direct
relationships with nature. At the community level, it helps restore relationships within
Indigenous communities and families and helps young people respect their traditional
culture while at the same time being part of the modern world. It helps people in policymaking roles and as citizens make better decisions affecting Indigenous communities and
perhaps make better decisions overall because of seeing with a wider lens. Finally, the
purpose of these programs was sometimes stated as engendering appreciation for nature,
which in turn leads to reconnection with, and caring for, the earth.
Power dynamics were mentioned frequently—dynamics that had broken or
damaged relationships, including the colonial experience of cultural erasure and teaching
Indigenous children in an alien paradigm; the dispossession from the land and the
generational suffering and ruptures because of the boarding school experience; and the
social problems and self-mockery that went with these losses. Frequent criticism came
for Western ideas that treat nature as an object and result in damage to the land. Positive
Western forces included the privileges of the academy (tenure, sabbaticals, conferences,
internships, courses, land-grant missions, and public support for universities) that
protected and supported controversial work and brought university resources to bear in
solving community problems. Another very strong force was the generosity and strength
of these faculty and the Elders and community members who mentored and collaborated
with them on this work; deep and profound gratitude was expressed for these Elders.
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Theme 2: Activating knowledges: making mainstream assumptions visible,
finding Indigenous voice
This theme too involves addressing the power dynamics—examining the
obstacles to Indigenous voice and, in turn, the assumptions that silence Indigenous voice.

Finding Indigenous voice, helping Indigenous knowledge emerge
Indigenous ways of knowing must be present and visible in the teaching. The
ideal is to have an Indigenous instructor or co-instructor. Indigenous voice may also
come from students (and may require the instructor’s encouragement, since “presence”
does not necessarily mean visibility). Indigenous voice may come from Elders and other
Indigenous guest speakers, class participation in Indigenous community events, visits to
homes of Indigenous people who have knowledge relevant to a particular topic,
assignments for Indigenous students to visit and talk with their own relatives or others in
the community, or collaborations with institutions that have Indigenous students. When
the Indigenous voice is geographically distant, or speaks from the past, it can still be
present through readings or through research reports brought back by those who have
taken the time to speak and listen directly to Indigenous people elsewhere. Students may
also go to distant Indigenous communities and speak directly with members of the
community, for example, in the context of research projects.
“Presence” and “visibility” of Indigenous ways of knowing are not identical
attributes. The knowledge may be present but dismissed if a teacher assumes that his or
her own world view is universal (thus dismissing other perspectives). The knowledge
may be present and perfectly visible to those who have it, but invisible to others because
the person does not feel safe in sharing it. Sometimes a person who has Indigenous
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knowledge has dismissed and forgotten about it him/herself. Furthermore, ethnicity does
not equate with having Indigenous ways of knowing. Thus, “presence” and “visibility”
are not substitutable terms, and politics plays a role in emergence of Indigenous voice.
The question, then, becomes not only whether Indigenous ways of knowing are
present but whether and to whom they are visible. Visibility depends in part on whether
and how this knowledge is honored. In other words, recruiting Indigenous students or
Indigenous faculty so as to have “presence” is not enough; “visibility” also requires
conditions of safety and honoring for Indigenous ways of knowing. Instructors help
Indigenous ways of knowing emerge by validating it and drawing attention to mainstream
or scientific assumptions that contribute to its silencing.
Assumptions of academic disciplines often function to dismiss Indigenous voice
or render it invisible, as discussed in Chapter II with reference to Adamson (2001) and
disciplinary assumptions in environmental literature that serve to exclude Native
American literature. Dr. Kassam enlarged and redefined social science frameworks to
make room for Indigenous views expressed by residents in Indigenous communities in
distant parts of the world, resulting in conclusions that ran counter to the meta-narratives
used in international development in such regions.
Several faculty linked the scarcity of Indigenous students and faculty in the
sciences to the unwillingness of science to acknowledge other ways of knowing as valid
or to acknowledge that science too is culturally based rather than absolute “truth.” One
person termed it “the arrogance of science.” Some people had been told that their courses
were “fluff” or “not Science!” This theme, one of the most strongly stated of all, arose
repeatedly across a number of different programs and identifies a major stumbling block.
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Privileges and protections of academia helped in some cases. One person moved
to a different academic department in order to find a more receptive context. Resistance
from colleagues and administration in at least one instance took the form of serious
roadblocks. On the positive side, several people reported support from their departments
and/or key individuals in the university’s administration.
The College of Menominee Nation illustrates the difference when Native voice
lies at the heart of the institution’s mission. Native voice is present and audible not only
through Native students, but also in the tribal jurisdiction over the college, and an
educational mission based on Menominee principles. Menominee College is chartered by
the Menominee tribe for the purpose of providing education suffused with Native culture.
Thus, when Dr. Van Lopik uses the Menominee framework for teaching sustainable
development, he has the full support and cooperation of the institution.
At Cape Breton University, Indigenous voice entered into syllabi and course
content through careful matching and framing between typical science topics and topics
of importance in Indigenous ways of knowing (see the description of the program in
Chapter IV). Examples to illustrate each course topic came from activities (eeling or
fishing, for example) that were familiar to Indigenous students. Input came from the
instructor (a Western scientist who contributed Western scientific knowledge),
Aboriginal students and their families, and Aboriginal guest speakers.
The scarcity of Indigenous faculty, especially in the sciences, poses a major
challenge to visibility of Indigenous ways of knowing. Given the low numbers of Native
students in the sciences (at least in the U.S.) this situation is likely to take a while to
change. Again, the low numbers were attributed not to failures of Indigenous students
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but to the universities and the difficulty of learning in an alien paradigm that makes
Indigenous knowledge invisible.

Making visible the assumptions of mainstream ways of knowing
While I began this study thinking that the issue was to make Indigenous ways of
knowing visible, I soon realized the importance of making the values and assumptions of
mainstream ways of knowing visible too, since these values and assumptions often bar
other ways of knowing. Because these values and assumption are often invisible to those
who hold them, they tend to remain in place unless challenged. The people I spoke with
had developed ways of helping mainstream students see their own paradigms, for
example by presenting case studies of environmental conflict involving a tribal
community as one party and inviting analysis of viewpoints articulated by each party.
Dr. Savoy’s method of helping predominantly mainstream students confront those
assumptions offers another strong model:
The students who come here, and the ones who take those courses are or want to
be politically active, and I mean “politically active” not so much in the sense of
working for a Congressperson, but more in making their lives a statement of what
they think is valuable in the world—living with integrity, living honestly, being
aware that what they do in the world influences everyone around them. So they
come with this sense of moral obligation.
On the other hand many of them, though not all, will say, “Well, when we do
this….” And I ask them who “we” are. Often the assumption is that “we” are
people who look like them and share their background. Often they’ve never
really thought about there being a larger “we.” Of course, they’re aware that
North America has many different cultures, has many different peoples, has such
ethnic and racial diversity. But they may not realize that their definition of “we”
is very exclusionary until they’re really asked to face it.
In her environmental history and literature classes, Dr. Savoy focuses students’ attention
on the process by which one knowledge comes to be privileged and another dismissed.
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In particular, she asks what happens to the stories that are not heard (“Do they just not
exist? Do they not count?”).
The key, even in science classes, was making values and assumptions explicit, a
process that reaches the level of epistemology—that is, examining what constitutes valid
knowledge, how knowledge is acquired, what the purpose of knowledge is, who benefits,
and so on. Bringing these big-picture understandings into science classes may not be
how science is usually taught, but it is a powerful way of examining cultural assumptions
in science.

Theme 3: Generating paradigms and protocols for border-crossing between
knowledges: relationships between knowledges, explicit models for bordercrossing
The relationship between knowledges
Given the history of cultural erasure and attempted assimilation through
education, the relationship between Western and Indigenous ways of knowing needs a
thoughtful paradigm. Dynamics of politics and history operate here. Dr. Longboat told
the Haudenosaunee prophecy that the four sacred colors of humans are to eventually
come back together again and that all knowledges will be needed at that time:
That’s why we are doing this work. It’s not just Indigenous knowledge and
science, it’s not just Native peoples and settler peoples. It’s really about all
peoples beginning to work together. What are all of the colors of people bringing,
how do we understand these things, what are the ancient traditions of peoples all
around the world that we can all begin to learn from?
Dr. Longboat explained that in the past, the paradigm was to bring the knowledges
together, seek common ground, and agree to disagree where differences arose. But “our
understanding now is that we need to keep the integrity of these diverse systems
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intact….Each system needs to work to intensify the integrity of the other knowledge
systems.” He described the relationship between knowledges as being like two canoes
traveling down the same river, both having a responsibility to care for the river. This
metaphor was physically embodied in the Two-Row wampum belt (see profile in Chapter
IV).
Similarly, the Two-Eyed Seeing approach employed at Cape Breton University
acknowledges the validity of both ways of knowing, and the necessity to keep them
separate but to use both at the same time, seeing from one eye with the strengths of
Western science and from the other eye with the strengths of Indigenous science. This
approach also recognizes that many other ways of knowing also exist throughout the
world. Both Two-Eyed Seeing and the Two-Row Wampum Belt paradigms bring the
knowledges together while maintaining the integrity of each.
In each of these paradigms, the knowledges come together at a deep level where
fundamental assumptions are noted and at times challenged. More superficial ways—
criticized in the study—include the “beads and feathers” approach, an “add and stir”
approach, or a “stories” approach in which instructors add Indigenous stories or external
attributes (beads, feathers, drumming, etc.) to a course without really changing the
fundamental relationship between knowledges or attending to the power dynamics that
led to invisibility of Native knowledge in the first place.

Providing explicit models for going back and forth between knowledges
The project of maintaining integrity of each knowledge when they come together
requires protocols for “border-crossing” between knowledges—ways of identifying
which territory one is in, and managing the transitions and crossing process. All of the
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people I interviewed were explicit with their students about the fact that different ways of
knowing exist (although Dr. Kassam attributed the differences not to whether one is
Indigenous or not, but rather to “knowing that” or “knowing how”). To varying degrees,
each person had developed methods to make clear to their students which paradigm was
in play at any given time. They modeled, discussed, and helped students with the process
of going back and forth between paradigms. These efforts help to maintain the integrity
of each way of knowing—to maintain distinctions while providing tools and protocols for
border-crossing.
Dr. Kimmerer explicitly called her students’ attention to the paradigm in which
they will be learning:
I’m straightforward with them. I tell them what’s happening: “You have spent
21 years in Western pedagogy, and that’s terrific. So have I. You’re not going to
get another chance any time soon to experience a different learning style. This is
what we’re going to do. So be mindful of the way that you’re learning.” I ask
them to really engage that process.
She chooses the paradigm according to the context, using a reductionist approach for
courses such as plant anatomy, but speaking from an Indigenous perspective in a course
that links plants with culture. At times, she teaches about (rather than “from”)
Indigenous perspectives, using straightforward discussion of differences between world
views, followed by examination of case studies from contemporary culture. In her field
Ethnobotany course, she teaches “from” an Indigenous way of knowing:
I tell the students that I'm going to teach that class to the best of my ability from
what I think of as Indigenous pedagogy. And so the way you’re going to learn
these things is different. We are going to start with a prayer. If I were being
taught in a community, that’s how it would be done. A lot of it is learning by
doing. I try to reinforce with the students, that the plants are their teachers, not
me. I’m the interpreter. But it’s really the plants who are their teachers. And I
have the luxury in a field setting of a course that lasts for two weeks, for that to
happen. I can introduce them to the plant, but they have to spend three or four
hours digging spruce roots in order to really understand what spruce roots are
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about. I don’t tell them about spruce roots, I just introduce them. In working
with them, and harvesting them, and using them, they come to understand them in
a really natural way, as opposed to my telling them how things are.
Dr. Bartlett uses the language of scientific methodology to help place Indigenous
knowledge and science on an equal footing, pointing out that “the whole of human
consciousness is based upon seeing something, seeing something else, seeing the
differences, seeing what’s common, and then learning what this is all about.” She then
turns to epistemology (“all the philosophical things you never take as a scientist”) and
talks about the structure of knowledge—that every culture has science (which she defines
using the value-free term “pattern-based knowledge”), and that how science is done
varies depending on the methodologies, structure, and epistemologies of the culture. She
uses value-free terms to describe each knowledge:
Science is pattern-based knowledge….And how we see, assemble, and then
transmit those patterns is really dependent upon what intelligences—or as I call
them, “pattern-smarts”—your knowledge system is willing to privilege. So if
you’re from Western science, if you’re only willing to privilege mathematical
smarts and linguistic smarts, you’ve got a certain constrained way of recognizing
and sharing your pattern stories. But if you’re willing to sanction and to use a lot
more of the multiple intelligences (drawing upon Howard Gardner’s theory)[9],
your pattern-based stories are going to have a lot more in them.
When Albert Marshall and Dr. Bartlett conduct workshops on Two-Eyed Seeing, they use
a process of “interweaving.” Dr. Bartlett speaks about a concept, then Albert Marshall
describes his version of it, and they go back and forth in that manner, keeping the two
approaches visibly separate yet using both to elucidate the topic. Similarly, when
Murdena Marshall collaborates with a non-Indigenous instructor in an outdoor lab
session on plants, the two go back and forth.

9

Gardner 1983.
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Dr. Van Lopik uses a “translation” technique to go back and forth between
knowledges. After explaining the concept of sustainable development, he asks the
students for words or phrases in their languages that capture this idea. Making the
linguistic connection helps them understand the scientific idea as well as validating their
own knowledge. Given that his students are well connected with their culture, Dr. Van
Lopik shares the science with them, whereas for some of the other faculty their role may
be more to share Indigenous knowledge with students. Several of the non-Native
instructors talked about being careful not to appropriate Indigenous knowledge by
speaking “for” Indigenous people, that is, to speak only from their own perspective or
things they had observed or read.
Small action research projects as part of a course also help with border-crossing,
giving students a chance to see the real-world consequences of the paradigm with which
they approach a task, and to learn firsthand about another paradigm, whether through
digging spruce roots, consulting an Elder for knowledge on eels or shellfish, or applying
social science skills to a community project.
In a similar vein, Brandt (2008) recommends the metaphor of crossing discourses
to concretize understanding of the process and help students better manage the crossing.
Gregory Cajete (2008) employs the border-crossing metaphor of “students as
anthropologists,” where the students act as anthropologists learning about the culture of
Western science; they are cultural tourists, and the teacher is a tour guide in bordercrossing.
Explicit discussion of border-crossing techniques, paradigms, and paradigm
differences helps in several ways: by maintaining the integrity of each knowledge, by
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reducing anxiety about taking part in an alien paradigm, and by strengthening sovereignty
over one’s knowledge. For mainstream students, border-crossing protocols drive home
the point that other paradigms do indeed exist. Implicit in the notion of border-crossing
is the idea of permission to cross over into someone else’s territory. It is a sovereigntystrengthening measure in the face of a history of abuse of knowledge-seeking by Western
educators and researchers. Smith (1999), for example, describes the rage resulting from
researchers’ use of Indigenous skulls to measure cranial capacity for evolution studies.
During the boarding school years, forced crossing into an alien paradigm meant loss of
the “home” culture and an inability to cross back over the border.
The metaphor of border-crossing saves a seat at the table, so to speak, for the
Indigenous paradigm when the class addresses a subject from a Western point of view. It
pushes back against the tendency for mainstream knowledge to ignore, devalue and
dismiss other knowledges. It provides a mental sanctuary for the student (of any culture)
who hesitates to take in an alien paradigm for fear of losing the “home” paradigm.
Explicit attention to border-crossing techniques helps reduce anxieties and increase
respect for the sovereignty of each side. At the same time, just as in crossing a border
between nations, a student or teacher needs to learn protocols, rules, courtesies—and may
experience discomfort in the face of one’s lack of sovereignty over the nation on the
other side.
To some extent, interdisciplinary academic homes (e.g., environmental studies,
sustainability studies, or collaborations between a Native Studies department and an
environmental department) facilitate border-crossing between knowledges. Such
academic homes already do border-crossing and so may have relevant skills or openness
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to doing more of it. Cross-cultural expertise inherent in Native Studies departments, as
well as (presumably) strong contacts with Native communities and students help.
Affiliation with a science discipline offers more challenges because of the greater
emphasis on scientific knowledge and knowledge-seeking as based on a set of
“universal” truths.

Are the knowledges really different?
Although I began this study with an assumption that Indigenous and mainstream
ways of knowing differ dramatically, the interviews both did and did not support that
binary opposition. One person noted that everyone is “reading from the same book,” i.e.
reading from the “book” of Nature, although bringing different values to the process and
therefore paying attention to different things and having different ways of arriving at
knowledge. At the same time, almost everyone spoke about differences between
Indigenous and Western ways of knowing, in terms such as:
•

Thinking holistically vs. fragmenting nature;

•

Seeing spirituality as inherent in understanding the world vs. seeing
spirituality as something that interferes with understanding;

•

Seeing all aspects of Nature (even rocks and rivers) as alive and animate
vs. defining humans and animals as animate and all other elements as
inanimate;

•

Considering humans as part of the “system” vs. excluding consideration of
human elements;

•

Believing that “Nature provides” (that is, that humans and Nature have a
reciprocal relationship of caring) vs. believing that humans are on their
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own (that is, that stewardship of the Earth only goes in one direction—
humans may take care of Earth, but Nature, being inanimate, does not
provide for humans);
•

Recognizing multiple knowledges as valid vs. maintaining that only one
way of knowing is valid;

•

Viewing knowledge as something given to humans vs. created by humans;
and

•

Viewing knowledge as a process or a spirit rather than a fact or object.

Dr. Kassam argued against a binary that divides Indigenous knowledge from nonIndigenous knowledge. He went on to propose “pluralism of knowledges” as a normative
concept describing not a “fact” of differences in knowledges, but rather an attitude of
receptivity toward multiple knowledges. The general pattern in the study, however, was
to assert differences and then to link the relationship between knowledges to
sovereignty—that is, to recognize that at the present time, Western knowledge generally
dominates and subsumes Indigenous knowledge (even though a strict binary between
knowledges is not completely accurate). For this reason, efforts to bring knowledges
together must do more than be receptive—they must entail protections and cautions to
maintain the integrity of each knowledge. Whether the notion of pluralism of
knowledges has sufficient power to mobilize such protections and cautions in the
politicized context of knowledge relationships remains to be seen.
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Theme 4: Revisioning the teaching/learning relationship: critical mind, colearning, direct experience, multiple facets of humans, and activism
As people spoke about their teaching styles, a general pattern across most
participants emerged, of developing “critical mind,” using a co-learning approach,
teaching through direct experience in addition to “book learning,” involving the whole
person (intellectual, physical, emotional, spiritual), and employing some kind of activism
or applied learning. While these practices may be characteristic of a wide range of
progressive teaching in academia, the difference here was how faculty and Elders framed
the reasons for using these techniques.

Critical mind and the teaching/learning relationship
Two points in Albert Marshall’s description of the teacher/student relationship
stand out in my mind: that the ash tree does its job of producing seeds but if the
conditions are not right, the seeds do not germinate; and that he serves as knowledge
navigator rather than teacher. That is, the teacher is not responsible for ensuring that the
student learns the teacher’s knowledge; rather the teacher’s role is to help students
recognize the value of what they have, and to provide opportunities for students to learn
directly from nature and experience. This view held sway in most of the interviews, as
faculty emphasized critical thinking—not telling students what to think, but offering
experiences and inviting them to respond thoughtfully. Applying book learning to reallife situations, for example, helped students develop critical thinking.
Developing critical mind requires instilling confidence in learners that they do
have knowledge and that that knowledge counts. The concept of the instructor as
“knowledge navigator” or “interpreter” rather than “teacher” captures the quality of this
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relationship with the students. The instructor teaches in a way that allows the student’s
knowledge to emerge. For most, this goal involved a co-learning approach (see below).
The instructor provides the opportunity to learn, and students come to their own
conclusions. It is not a matter of one belief system being “better” than another but of
understanding what each contributes.
As with any teaching, differences in student needs require different teaching
strategies. Some students need to learn to value what they know, while others need to
question what they thought they knew. Ethnicity alone does not determine how a student
feels—or what he or she kn0ows—about his or her own culture (Indigenous, mainstream
or other). Indigenous students may mock or ignore their own culture and prefer to obtain
knowledge about nature from CNN rather than from their relatives—or, on the contrary,
they may go bear hunting on the way to class and offer tobacco before cutting down a
tree for firewood.

Co-learning
Several people talked about co-learning, meaning that students and instructor all
brought in their own knowledge and shared it for joint learning, with the instructor
learning as much as the students. In the Cape Breton program, the course curriculum
itself (the topics, sequence, overall concepts) mirrored both Indigenous understandings
and science. Dr. Hatcher chose curriculum topics (such as the eeling example noted
earlier) for which the Mi’kmaq students likely had personal experience to share, and at
the same time she contributed her own science knowledge. Dr. Bartlett and Dr. Hatcher
both observed changes in their own ways of sharing their science knowledge; they
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became more conscious of providing “big-picture” understandings inherent in Indigenous
ways of knowing but not always part of science courses.
In his sustainable development class at Menominee College, Dr. Van Lopik began
with the sustainable development framework (based on Menominee principles) and asked
students both to translate the concept into their own languages and to present (through
small group activities and a term paper) what the concept meant to them in their own
lives. Dr. Longboat asked that students learn about their own heritage while they learned
Indigenous ways of knowing. Some instructors asked students to keep journals of their
learning process, which both continued the learning process and allowed the instructor to
learn of particular issues or concerns that could then be addressed in class.
Some people consciously avoided lectures as part of their co-learning
philosophy, but others did not. The intent and positioning of the participants in the
relationship are key, rather than the amount of verbal articulation that either party
engages in. In my experience Indigenous knowledge-sharing often occurs through
extended narrative. Unlike a Western-style lecture, however, the speaker intends for the
listeners to take from it what they find meaningful according to their own understanding.
That is, nothing is wrong per se with the instructor speaking at length in class; the
appropriateness and value depends more on what the instructor expects of the student in
response and whether the instructor’s contribution in some way helps the students to
contribute also. Those who described lectures as something to avoid seemed to associate
lectures (negatively) with the expectation that the student would give back to the
instructor exactly what had been imparted.
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Multiple facets of humans
In the Indigenous view, learning involves four aspects of the human being—
intellectual, emotional, spiritual and physical (though different groups have different
names for these ways of understanding)—in order to fully understand. Several people
engaged students in these multiple ways. Dr. Longboat encouraged a wide range of ways
to express and receive knowledge. While academic learning relies primarily on book
learning, experience and observation, and talking and listening, Indigenous ways of
knowing involve other ways to express and receive knowledge. Dancing, dreaming,
singing, drumming are all welcome in his classes. Other faculty welcomed—and
delighted in—art and poetry beginning to appear in their students’ work.

Activism and learning from direct experience
Direct experience is essential for developing critical mind, since critical mind
involves being able to respond to whatever life presents. Learning through experience is
the only way to learn from other beings (for example, from plants), who are the sources
of knowledge. Students in most of these courses and programs engage in some way with
direct or hands-on experience. Dr. Longboat expects that the knowledge will transform
students, moving from “head” knowledge to “heart” knowledge. Change may be visible
in many different ways—starting to pick up litter, changing a career, becoming better at
one’s career, re-establishing a relationship with a mother or friend, etc.—but the goal is
to become active. Dr. Kassam’s goal for student projects in local communities is not
only for students to contribute but also to help transform them “from those who know
about major challenges of the twenty-first century to those who know how to respond to
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such challenges in a particular socio-cultural and ecological context” (Kassam 2010a, p.
205). Dr. Kimmerer finds that as her ethnobotany students learn directly from plants
through activities such as digging spruce roots to make cordage, they become
compassionate toward plants in a way that she had not tried to teach them.

Theme 5: Becoming transformed
Participants spoke often about change—change in students, in faculty themselves,
in the institution, and in the community and beyond. Some change was described as
“transformative.” In many ways, “change” seemed to characterize best the nature of this
process. The degree to which institutions, departments and colleagues had changed varied
considerably, with evidence that institutional change was minimal in some sites but more
present in others. Where present, transformations involved significant levels of reshaping norms, values, beliefs, and behaviors.

Change among students
Faculty and Elders reported that students—Indigenous or mainstream—developed
greater self-esteem; moved from mockery of their culture to appreciation; re-connected
with family and community; engaged in activism; integrated emotional, spiritual and
physical perspectives as well as intellectual; and became more compassionate and caring
for the earth. Some faculty also spoke to the fact that not all of their students were
affected by the teaching.
While mainstream students were typically receptive and enthusiastic about the
new information and perspectives, they often lacked awareness of how their own
assumptions and habits of mind interfere with learning from other ways of knowing.
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Instructors had to be patient as these students moved from simpler to more nuanced
understandings. Faculty also needed realistic expectations for what could be
accomplished in a semester, given students’ many prior years of earlier education. Even
given these constraints, several people described the teaching as “transformative” for
mainstream students by helping them see another paradigm when they had not previously
realized other paradigms existed, or coming to realize the exclusionary nature of their
own way of thinking.

Change among faculty
This kind of experimental, innovative teaching involved extensive personal
learning and personal change for the faculty and Elders as they operated at the forefront
of something new where no blueprint exists. As with any new endeavor, criticism and
road blocks arose. Almost regardless of the degree of supportiveness encountered within
the institution or department, the learning curve was steep (“What was your learning
curve?” “I’d say it was a learning cliff!”). Several people with a science background
noted that nothing in their academic training had prepared them for the cross-cultural
aspects of the work; they had taken no courses in philosophy, Native history,
anthropology, social science, or the like. Practical cross-cultural experience prior to
developing a course or program helped with understanding protocols, relationships and
nuances of doing this kind of work. Like students, faculty too seemed to learn best from
applied or “lived” cross-cultural experience, whether it was experience in academia or in
a different setting. For Indigenous faculty who had been raised in a traditional way,
challenges included learning and working in the academic context, or if they had grown
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up without an extensive traditional upbringing, a challenge was to deepen their
Indigenous knowledge.
Faculty at various institutions had shifted their research pursuits, changed
departments, changed their course topics, and dealt with criticism from colleagues. Most
especially, they had engaged in their own learning process, confronting significant gaps
in their understanding, sometimes at points in their academic careers when it would have
been easy to stick to comfort zones where they already had considerable expertise and
recognition. Most had gone to great lengths to learn what they needed to learn and to
tolerate the discomfort of not feeling expert. Despite the discomfort, most people
appreciated the fact that they were learning a great deal and cited that as a personal
benefit and motivator.
The most crucial support for faculty learning seemed to have come from Native
American and First Nations people, who encouraged and mentored, opened doors to
aspects of Indigenous knowledge, and in some cases helped teach or participated on an
advisory council, and, when the teaching seemed right, sent their young people to
university. I heard expressions of profound gratitude for this support. Colleagues who
are doing this kind of work in other institutions provided crucial support to each other,
and a few gatherings had been held to share ideas. Some expressed interest in more of
this kind of sharing.
Academic privileges—especially tenure, but also sabbaticals, internships, research
opportunities, professional development funds, and the notion of “courses” themselves—
were much appreciated. Having tenure was an important consideration in the willingness
of some faculty to pursue this kind of work. Tenure not only granted some immunity in
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the face of criticism, but more importantly, gave faculty a certain credibility in
relationships with their professional colleagues.
The two faculty who worked in collaboration between a Native Studies
department and an environment-related department described receiving support from
colleagues in these departments. But most faculty described little uptake among their
colleagues beyond a level of polite interest, or, in one case, tacit support in the form of
being relieved of teaching standard required courses in order to teach these new courses.

Institutional change
Faculty acknowledged positives about academic culture, in the form of the
protections of tenure, the opportunity for a community of engagement with ideas, the
opportunity to develop ideas through their courses, and opportunities for sabbaticals and
research. At the same time, faculty also called for (and worked exhaustively toward)
change at the institutional level in three areas—the legacy of colonialism, the nature of
science, and academic culture. These changes are discussed further in the summary of
findings in Chapter VI.

Conceptual model
In the third analytic step, I drew on the five themes above to develop a conceptual
model depicting key elements common to most of the teaching approaches discussed in
this study. Clearly, each institutional setting, student body, disciplinary affiliation,
faculty personality and background, and so on shaped the teaching in a unique way.
Despite differences in context and outward form, however, several elements appeared
with repetition and insistence, as follows.
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Meaning and purpose
The heart of this work lies in a broad and encompassing sense of its meaning and
purpose: that it is “for everybody.” It is not just for Indigenous students, but for
mainstream students also. It is not just about retention, recruitment or graduation. It is
about health of the whole person, healing communities, healing earth. For Indigenous and
mainstream individuals and communities, students and faculty, the Earth. Bringing
together Indigenous ways of knowing with undergraduate environmental studies and
science serves to restore a broad and intricate web of relationships with self, family,
community, peoples, and Earth. It extends beyond academic success, pedagogy, or
cultural diversity to survival—making students feel whole again, restoring critical mind,
restoring relationships between generations, between communities, between Native and
non-Native peoples, between people and Earth.
I was struck by the reluctance to frame the meaning in terms such as achieving
diversity goals, increasing minority recruitment and graduation rates, creating a multicultural learning experience—terms common in university strategic plans. Instead, the
vision (for most people) was framed more as simply good for everyone and everything
involved—a process of healing. As Mi’kmaq Elder Albert Marshall advised, “I believe
once your vision is clearly defined, then it becomes much easier for you to walk or
formulate your mission, how you’re going to achieve.”

Guiding principle
All of the people I interviewed had a way of describing the principle that guided
them in implementing their vision. Dr. Longboat at Trent University’s Indigenous
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Environmental Studies Program spoke of the Haudenosaunee metaphor of two canoes
traveling down the same river, both caring for the river yet each maintaining its own path.
The Two-Row Wampum Belt depicts this metaphor (see Chapter IV). At Cape Breton
University, faculty and Elders spoke of their guiding principle as Two-Eyed Seeing, a
term offered by Albert Marshall. Both of these metaphors entail a sense of knowledges
coming together while maintaining the integrity of each. Dr. Kassam’s term was
“pluralism.” Other faculty described their process without using a particular term but
distinguishing between teaching from an Indigenous way of knowing versus teaching
from a Western, scientific, or mainstream way.

Four teaching elements
Four teaching elements, shaped by the central vision and guiding principle,
appeared repeatedly in the interviews, as follows:

1. Activating knowledges
“Activating knowledges” involves the complementary aspects of making the
(often exclusionary) assumptions underlying mainstream knowledge visible, and at the
same time, helping Indigenous voice to emerge. Indigenous voice must be present;
Indigenous faculty are the best; or Elders team-teaching, assignments to consult relatives
and community members, guest speakers; validating students’ voice, making
“knowledges” an explicit focus., either from Indigenous students, faculty, readings, or
outside guests. Both knowledges are needed, and the integrity of each needs to be
protected. Relationships with Indigenous communities are necessarily part of this
process.
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2. Generating paradigms and protocols for border-crossing
Explicit techniques for moving back and forth between knowledges play a key
role, allowing Indigenous students to feel safe learning in an alien paradigm without
losing or devaluing one’s core identity. For non-Indigenous students, border-crossing
techniques help reveal hidden mainstream assumptions and provide an opportunity to
learn a new paradigm.

3. Revisioning the teaching/learning relationship
The teaching/learning relationship centers on development of “critical mind,” or,
roughly, the ability to use all of one’s capacities not only to meet the demands of
survival, but also to enjoy the world’s beauty. Several teaching techniques facilitate
development of critical mind: a co-learning approach, learning from direct experience in
addition to “book learning,” calling upon the whole person as learner (including
intellectual, physical, emotional, and spiritual aspects), and involving activism or
application of ethics as the final demonstration of learning. Instilling confidence in the
learner. Teacher as knowledge-navigator.

4. Becoming transformed
The fourth element is that of becoming transformed. Faculty and Elders spoke of
transformations in students, faculty, institutions, between generations, in relationships
with the Earth. Transformation involves significant levels of re-shaping norms, values,
beliefs, and behaviors and goes well beyond the walls of the classroom.
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Figure 1 depicts in visual form this conceptual model for bringing together
Indigenous ways of knowing with environmental studies and science. In the center of
three concentric circles lies the vision, which is to restore relationships “for everybody.”
The principles of Two-Eyed Seeing or Two-Row Wampum Belt, occupying the next
circle, guide the process of bringing this vision into being. In the outer ring, four
teaching elements create the conditions in which the central vision germinates and comes
alive.
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Figure 1. Conceptual Model for Bringing Indigenous Ways of Knowing Together
with Environmental Studies and Science
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Curriculum content
While this study focused more at the level of conceptual relationships between
knowledges than at the curricular content level, interviews included many comments
regarding course content. Examples of links between environmental studies course topics
and Indigenous topics are summarized here in Table 7.

Table 7. Examples of Connections between Environmental Studies Course Topics
and Indigenous Ways of Knowing

Environmental
education

Conservation

General science
Geoscience,
meteorology

Resource
management
Environmental
health, impact
assessment
Ecology
Environmental
literature

Compare Western “sense of place” with Mi’kmaq “sense of place,
emergence and participation described in Cape Breton University
profile, Chapter IV. Compare Indigenous ways of teaching about
nature with a natural history approach (see Cajete 1994 and the
Cape Breton University profile in Chapter IV).
Impact of protected area policies on Indigenous peoples.
Ecological restoration efforts by tribes (Albert and Trimble 2000,
Cronin and Ostergren 2007). Protection of sacred sites (Welch et
al. 2009). Indigenous values vs. ecosystem services concept
(Parlee et al. 2005) .
See Cape Breton University profile (Chapter IV) for description of
curricula.
Integration of Indigenous knowledge in introductory earth systems
science course using Native America art as a vehicle of learning;
comparison of Kiowa and geoscience methods of weather
prediction (Palmer et al. 2009). Comparison of Yupik and
scientific ways of predicting weather (Krupnik 2002).
Subsistence fishing and hunting rights—what they are, how they
work, their derivation from treaty rights, their importance to
cultural survival (Perry and Robyn 2005)
Impact of environmental hazards regulatory policy on subsistence
lifestyles (Harris 2000, Harris and Harper 2001)
Traditional ecological knowledge, including threats to knowledge
from habitat loss, climate change, prohibitions on plant gathering
(Nadasdy 1999, Berkes 1999)
Writings by Native authors about relationship with earth (see
Adamson 2001)
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Environmental
history
Climate change
Botany,
ethnobotany
Foundational course
in “ways of
knowing”
Sustainable
development
Environmental
advocacy,
environmental
justice
Ornithology,
wildlife biology,
plant conservation

Update the mention of Native Americans beyond the pre-colonial
period or removal period (see “Literature Cited” for examples of
role in contemporary environmental issues). Update the “myth of
the ecological Indian” (Krech 1999, Harkin and Lewis 2007).
Impacts of climate change on Arctic peoples (Krupnik and Jolly
2002)
See profile in Chapter IV for Dr. Kimmerer (SUNY-ESF) .
See profile in Chapter IV for Cape Breton University and the firstyear course on “Ways of Knowing”
Compare Indigenous framework of interaction with environment
and sustainable development framework (see profile in Chapter IV
for College of Menominee Nation)
Case examples in Indian Country. Query why tribes often do not
identify with environmentalist positions.
Focus on culturally significant species; query the reasons why
western science focuses on certain species and Native American
science focuses on other species.
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Trustworthiness of the data
The sample, the interview approach and analytic method proved adequate to the
exploratory purposes of the study, which was to suggest the range of dynamics at work,
key patterns, and topics for future exploration. While small, the sample was sufficiently
varied to provide rich, insightful, descriptive material for the analysis. In a sense, each
participant acted as a commenter on the others, even as they spoke very much from their
own programs and experience. The combination of presenting individual program
profiles (Chapter IV) and a composite model (Chapter V) helped correct for errors of my
interpretation as well as providing a trail of evidence for the reader.
As the interviews confirmed, issues of power underlie and dominate this site of
inquiry. Using a critical approach based on Grande’s Red Pedagogy (2008) with its
mindfulness of Indigenous sovereignty issues helped reveal these issues and point to
avenues for institutional and individual change.
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Chapter VI
Discussion and Recommendations
Summary of findings
This study confirmed my sense of Indigenous ways of knowing as valuable. It
also deepened my appreciation of the relevance of Indigenous ways of knowing to
university education and specifically to environmental studies and science programs,
though at the same time, I came to realize that some courses are better suited than others.
The study contributed to an answer as to whether this approach is applicable to other
knowledges. Finally, the results suggest key elements that should be part of a program
that brings these knowledges together, and key areas where institutional and individual
changes are needed.

Relevance to the university’s mission
Based on this study, bringing together Indigenous ways of knowing and
environmental studies and science is both relevant and beneficial for the university’s
mission. The tangle of history, values, and assumptions at this intersection of
knowledges poses appropriately challenging material for teaching critical mind, a basic
mission of higher education. At the same time, academic rights and privileges such as
tenure, land-grant missions, public support, and tax exemptions create an obligation for
universities to address the social justice issues at this intersection of knowledges. As
universities have become the primary knowledge keepers of the day, they can play an
important role for Indigenous communities, since some Elders must now look to
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universities as places where they (the Elders) can pass on their knowledge to their
children, thereby validating it.
Universities stand to benefit by better addressing the needs of all students—not
only Indigenous students, but also mainstream students who need a more accurate
understanding of environmental issues, and students in general who are moved by
Indigenous science or Two-Eyed Seeing more than by “straight” science. By providing
environmental studies and science education that teaches complex thinking and critical
mind, a university better prepares graduates to meet the demands of an increasingly
diverse and challenging world. Universities also position themselves as forward-thinking
and innovative as they become involved in this way of teaching.

Relevance to environmental studies and science programs
At the program or department level, Native American and First Nations ways of
knowing are particularly relevant to study of North America because of the thousands of
years of experience with this environment. Indigenous ways of knowing are also relevant
to students interested in international conservation issues, since many of those issues
involve Indigenous peoples (for example, issues around conversion of rain forests from
being Indigenous homelands to having protected area status that excludes Indigenous
ways of life) and the dynamics of colonialism past and present.
A quick look at websites of environmental studies programs suggests that many
see their core identity as bound up with questions of identifying and reconciling
“different perspectives” of humans toward nature. Also, as an interdisciplinary field,
environmental studies programs wrestle with multi-disciplinarity, interdisciplinarity, and
trans-disciplinarity. Guiding principles of Two-Eyed Seeing or the Two-Row Wampum
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Belt provide a seemingly simple yet actually sophisticated model of how different
knowledges or perspectives might relate to one another, especially in the complicating
circumstances of one knowledge or perspective having far more political powerful than
the other.

Applicability to other knowledges
Guiding principles such as Two-Eyed Seeing and the Two-Row Wampum Belt,
that bring knowledges together while protecting the integrity of each, provide an avenue
for respectful inquiry regarding other knowledges. The knowledges may, for example, be
those of longtime urban residents versus longtime rural residents, or of the many peoples
who arrived in North America from other places, whether as slaves or voluntary
immigrants. Each brought an intimate knowledge of their homeland and contributed that
knowledge and longstanding values and beliefs about the human/nature interface to the
shaping of the North American landscape (Chiang [forthcoming], Peña 2005, K. Smith
2007).
As I prepared this study, the question came up a number of times as to whether
teaching about Indigenous ways of knowing creates an obligation to then teach about all
knowledges (the implication being that that would pose undue and impossible burden).
Based on this study, I conclude, first of all, that Indigenous ways of knowing have special
relevance to teaching about the North American environment because of the history of
relationship over thousands of years of Indigenous experience with this environment. No
other peoples have this relationship with North America. The ontology and epistemology
that grow out of this relationship are uniquely suited to this environment and therefore
highly relevant to North American environmental issues. The high level of articulateness
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that has now developed around communicating these ways of knowing to outsiders
makes it possible to glimpse and better appreciate these ways of knowing.
Clearly, a selection process always occurs about what to include or exclude in a
course or program. What I believe is important, based on this study, is to reveal and
reframe that selection process, which, to date, has been almost exclusively oriented
toward Western knowledge. As I see it, the first obligation is to raise the question about
whose knowledge is heard, to raise awareness that many knowledges exist and have
something to offer, and to model the ways of border-crossing between knowledges to
protect each knowledge while making it visible.

Key dynamics affecting the process of bringing these knowledges together
Faculty and Elders spoke extensively about the impacts of three dynamics—
colonialism (although they rarely used the term), the nature of science, and academic
culture—on the process of bringing Indigenous and Western knowledges together in
environmental studies and science. Below, I discuss each of these dynamics and then
summarize recommendations for practice in light of these issues.
Although the word “colonialism” was rarely used in the interviews, the
dynamics that define this term permeated the conversations. In particular, people spoke
of how mainstream privilege and power have led to invisibility and dismissal of
Indigenous ways of knowing in academia, which in turn have led to low numbers of
Indigenous students and faculty. As discussed in Chapter II, the low number of
Indigenous faculty is likely to change only slowly, given the low enrollment of Native
American and First Nations graduate students in the sciences (see Table 2). Lack of
attention to Indigenous knowledge in formal education over the course of many decades
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has perpetuated a lack of understanding about exclusionary mainstream assumptions and
an even more regrettable lack of awareness that other ways of knowing even exist.
Several faculty reported that courses addressing Indigenous and other ways of knowing
are considered “fringe” or “not core” or “not science.” These are outcomes of
colonialism.
The culturally-based assumptions of science came in for the most frequent and
intense criticism as factors that needed to change. Faculty and Elders had a clear sense of
where the problems lay (i.e. at a level of foundational assumptions and power structures),
and their teaching was, in a sense, their best answer as to how to change the situation.
The role of institutions as agents of change in this area was not touched on as much.
Since even interdisciplinary environmental studies programs are often steeped in a
positivist science model, these critiques of science are highly relevant to environmental
studies as well as science programs. Frequently-cited issues included:
•

The belief that science is culture-free and that its truths are universal,
thereby superior to all other knowledges. Results in the dismissal of
Indigenous ways of knowing as “not science” despite their demonstrated
value, relevance to North America, and longevity;

•

The narrow focus of science: science students have little opportunity to
take philosophy of science, anthropology, sociology or other courses that
would help them understand different knowledges; faculty with science
degrees have received little preparation for doing cross-cultural teaching.
Science teaching lacks “big-picture” understandings, and science faculty
have little training for providing the big picture;
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•

The nature-culture split, the view of nature as “an object,” the failure to
see that Earth Mother is alive and needs to be taken care of, the
fragmentation of nature into different pieces (chemistry, biology, etc.), —
all of which treat nature in a way that is alien to Indigenous people. By
eliminating humans from the concept of “nature,” and focusing attention
primarily on this human-less “nature,” science deletes consideration of
environmental stewardship, which requires human participation; science in
effect removes itself from having a voice on ethics in the human/nature
relationship;

•

The dismissal of spirituality; and

•

The failure to take future generations into account.

Aspects of academic culture that have an impact—negative or positive—on the
process of bringing knowledges together include the following.
Interdiscplinarity. Because Indigenous ways of knowing push the boundaries of
a single discipline, an administratively nimble institution with an interdisciplinary habit
offered more hospitality for bringing knowledges together than one with rigid
disciplinary “silos.” Dr. Longboat credited Trent University’s tradition of
interdisciplinarity and innovation as instrumental in establishing the first Indigenous
environmental studies program in North America. Collaborations between an
environment-related department and an Indigenous studies department drew reports of
support and collegiality more than did single-department endeavors.
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Institutional flexibility, attitudes toward innovation and risk-taking. Several
faculty expressed appreciation for individual administrators who had supported
institutional changes or helped secure approval for an academic program. Others,
however, felt their institution should be willing to take more of a risk on an innovative
new program—by allowing longer lead times for program development (in light of the
need for relationship-building with Indigenous communities), or by taking the leap of
faith necessary for “learning by doing” in this new direction.
Heavily standardized curricula and courses posed more challenges than flexible
curricula. In this study, Menominee College, as a tribal college, constituted a unique
example of an institution with a tribally-developed mission, though the college
nevertheless faced the pressure of balancing its offerings with outside calls for
standardization in the form of accreditation standards and credit transfer agreements with
four-year institutions.
Institutional commitment to long-term faculty appointments. Long-term
faculty appointments were seen as essential and had not always been forthcoming. One
person felt the program had suffered from lack of a long-term appointment to provide
continuity and help shape the program over time. Cornell, on the contrary, had
established a joint professorship across two departments, and Trent had instituted tenure
procedures that spoke strongly in support of longevity for Indigenous scholars at the
university.
Institutional commitment to diversity. Notably, no one in the study called for
an institutional mandate for diversity. Dr. Kassam, for example, argued against such a
mandate, citing instead the value of an “enabling” environment that includes
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opportunities for faculty to explore, learn from each other, and collaborate. Institutional
commitment to diversity could and did take many pragmatic forms—an Indigenous
advisory council, a public lecture series featuring Indigenous speakers and others, a
summer program for Indigenous youth, close ties with an Indigenous studies department
at a neighboring institution through cross-registered courses or faculty exchange or
faculty participation on advisory boards. Each of these links—as well as the kind of
teaching offered—contributed to an overall perception of institutional commitment and
affected whether an Indigenous parent or Elder might encourage a young person to attend
the university.
An important ingredient in Indigenous perception of institutional support for
diversity was how much the university listened to what the community actually wanted,
as opposed to doing what the university felt was best. Dr. Kimmerer’s involvement in a
summer camp for Indigenous youth grew out of a community request and helped
strengthen the university’s relationship with the community.
Academic recognition for other ways of knowing. The large and complex
apparatus of hiring, tenure and promotion decisions, grant funding, and the like,
privileges Western knowledge especially with its reliance on written forms of knowledge
and conventional academic training. Trent has done pioneering work in overcoming this
obstacle, establishing an alternative tenure route for Elders as well as a Dual Scholars
tenure path for individuals with both academic and Indigenous accomplishment.
Need for remedial science. The issue came up of whether the university should
be responsible for remedial science for Indigenous students whose backgrounds had
poorly prepared them for college-level science. This responsibility was not necessarily
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eagerly embraced. A solution being developed at Trent University is collaboration
between the university and two-year or Reserve-based institutions through which
Indigenous students would receive part of their four-year education from each institution,
resulting in a uniquely qualified environmental technician with both technical skills and a
broad, interdisciplinary vision. Cape Breton University is also exploring various
solutions to the need for remedial-level science education.
Academic relationship with spirituality. Several people mentioned the uneasy
relationship between spirituality and academia, noting that spirituality is a key aspect of
Indigenous ways of knowing.

Recommendations for practice
In many ways, addressing the dynamics involved in bringing knowledges together
requires (at least in part) an educational solution. Lack of attention to Indigenous
knowledge in formal education over the course of many decades has perpetuated a lack of
understanding about exclusionary mainstream assumptions and an even more regrettable
lack of awareness that other ways of knowing even exist. But none of the people I
interviewed was under any illusion that change could happen without substantial shifting
of power nor that power shifting was likely to happen easily. Some changes can be
addressed (and are being addressed) in the classroom, the zone where faculty have
influence; others require personal change on the part of the individual faculty member,
which again is happening. Other changes require sustained support from other sources,
including administrative levels of the institution or beyond.
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At the institutional level
At the institutional level, recommendations for change include:
•

Encouraging re-examination of Western and scientific assumptions of
universality or superiority of Western and scientific ways of knowing.
Includes raising basic questions of where knowledge comes from, whose
knowledge is heard and not heard, and what happens to the knowledge
that is not heard.

•

Providing an “enabling” atmosphere for dialogue around these issues
(preferable to a “mandate” for diversity). Can be done in the classroom,
campuswide talks or conferences, or faculty development (faculty
seminars, research grants, sabbaticals, consultation with outside experts,
etc.).

•

Support for on-campus Indigenous voices in teaching. Includes long-term
faculty appointments; tenure provisions that acknowledge high
accomplishment in Indigenous ways of knowing (for example, as at Trent
University); funding and support for Indigenous guest speakers, visiting
scholars or co-instructors, student visits or research in Indigenous
communities, an Indigenous advisory council.

•

Administrative nimbleness and interdisciplinarity. Flexibility and
tolerance for risk-taking and innovation with regard to program
development; longer timeframes for building relationships with
Indigenous communities.
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•

Examination of the relationship between Indigenous spirituality and
academia.

•

Administrative sanction for learning by experience, activism as the final
step of demonstrating learning, and modalities of learning beyond the
written and the intellectual.

At the program development level
Recommendations for developing a course or program include the following. The
conceptual model given in Chapter V and depicted in Figure 1 provides guidance for
teaching.
•

Programs should be for both mainstream and Indigenous students and
should focus on fixing the universities more than on fixing the students.
Programs are needed even in largely white institutions.

•

Indigenous voice must be present, through Indigenous faculty, guest
speakers, co-instructors, Indigenous students, relationships with
Indigenous community. Collaboration between an environment-related
department and Indigenous studies department helps, either at the same or
a different institution.

•

Both Indigenous and non-Indigenous faculty can do this work (though
Indigenous voice must be present in some manner).

•

The integrity of each knowledge must be maintained (Two-Eyed Seeing,
Two-Row Wampum Belt, or similar guiding principle).
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First steps
For new courses or programs, the interview results suggested that a first step is to
build relationships with Indigenous communities, both as a practical matter and as a
matter of protocol between two peoples with a difficult history that involves considerable
distrust. Relationship-building takes time, and institutions often underestimate the
amount of time needed to build these relationships and establish trust. Relationshipbuilding includes inviting Elders as speakers, conducting listening sessions, asking
advice, setting up an advisory council of Elders, and inviting Elders to do ceremony.
While student outreach and recruitment are often thought of as first steps for a new
program, such a strategy should come later. An Indigenous studies department (at one’s
own university or elsewhere) can be helpful in beginning such relationship-building.
Most faculty began slowly, starting by adapting their own courses, thereby
building capacity, developing a track record, forming relationships and support networks,
and expanding their own expertise. A dedicated long-term faculty appointment line was
a critical step. Later steps might involve establishment of a program or a minor or major.
Bringing Indigenous ways of knowing into the academy, especially in science-related
disciplines, touches deep levels of response in Western-trained academics, and starting on
a small scale that allows for relationship-building over time may be helpful.
Table 8 suggests that even before any of the above steps are taken, individual
faculty can help by opening up discussion around the concept of different knowledges
and the fact that scientific approaches are not culture-free or universal.
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Table 8. Starting Points for Teaching

•

Discussing the concept of different knowledges—where does knowledge come
from, from what knowledge does one speak, whose knowledge is heard/not heard,
who benefits from the kinds of questions being asked (or not asked) in science
and environmental studies.

•

Comparing discourses in case studies of environmental conflicts involving
Indigenous and other perspectives.

•

Providing factual information on subsistence hunting and fishing rights (Pevar
2004, Perry and Robyn 2005).

•

When a student comes with a question or an interest emerging from a different
paradigm, responding by acknowledging the validity even if personally unable to
guide the student’s inquiry.

•

Providing conceptual tools—even to students in the sciences—for understanding
colonialism in environmental matters.

•

Encouraging students to demonstrate their learning in a wider range of modalities
besides the intellectual and the written.

•

Providing opportunities to learn from direct experience (e.g. using a natural
history approach or field studies).

•

Emphasizing “big-picture” understandings in science.

Consideration of findings in the light of existing research and theory
The study findings confirmed that this intersection of knowledges is fraught with
issues related to conceptual differences, as suggested by Brandt (2008), Kawagley and
Barnhardt (1999), and Cajete (1994); with the impact of power disparities (Grande 2004),
and with the need to render mainstream assumptions visible at the same time as
encouraging Indigenous voice (Adamson 2001). Faculty and Elder practices of modeling
and teaching “border-crossing” techniques confirmed Cajete’s (1999, 2008) and Brandt’s
(2008) conclusions that such techniques can help.
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The Two-Eyed Seeing and Two-Row Wampum Belt principles support Kuokkanen’s
(2003) call for academic hospitality as “a continuous, never-ending process of negotiation,” an
effort toward “a new way of thinking and ultimately a new relationship in which the academy is
compelled to recognize and accept its responsibility toward the other.” By maintaining the
integrity of both knowledges, these two principles both avoid what Kuokkanen describes as “the
arrogance of knowing ‘the other.’” They also confirm the need for critical examination of
assumptions and presuppositions.
Teaching based on either of these principles goes beyond the concept of cultural
competence, although cultural competence contributes. As Drevdahl et al. (2008) argue in their
critique of cultural competence, culture is not a “thing” or a checklist; people need to talk more
with each other and engage both with each other and with the knowledge that underpins their
experience. People also need to address the institutional power structures that maintain
disparities in health, education, or other areas of life. In higher education, disparities are
perpetuated by standard disciplinary assumptions that act as exclusionary forces, course content
that dismisses Indigenous ways of knowing, conventional teaching styles, and lack of
relationships with Indigenous communities. Teaching based on Two-Eyed Seeing or the TwoRow Wampum Belt principle addresses these issues, encompasses the notion of sovereignty, or
the right to self-determination. Recognizing power disparities between knowledges, it seeks to
maintain the integrity of each knowledge. This kind of teaching therefore goes well beyond the
notion of cultural competence, which focuses primarily on changing the attitudes of the teacher
or service provider rather than the institutional power structures.
The educational model based on Two-Eyed Seeing or the Two-Row Wampum
Belt also goes beyond Morey and Intili’s (1997) vision of multicultural course
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transformation. Besides course content, classroom dynamics, assessment strategies, and
instructional strategies—the arenas that Morey and Intili feature, with many useful
perspectives—it is necessary to address relationships beyond the classroom, between
students and their families, students and their communities, the university and Indigenous
communities, humans with Earth.
More than an “add-on” of new content for a curriculum, the work involves
changing the approach to the learning experience and a re-definition of the purpose of the
learning. Rather than being one person’s academic specialty, this model could transform
teaching in many specialties. Conventional Western approaches will also remain more
appropriate for some academic areas.
The Two-Eyed Seeing or Two-Row Wampum Belt principles for bringing
Indigenous and Western environmental knowledge together answers Paul Nadasdy’s
(1999) criticism of efforts to “integrate” traditional ecological knowledge into resource
management and environmental impact assessment. Nadasdy notes that such efforts
typically
take for granted existing power relations between aboriginal people and the state
by assuming that traditional knowledge is simply a new form of “data” to be
incorporated into existing management bureaucracies and acted upon by scientists
and resource managers. As a result, aboriginal people have been forced to express
themselves in ways that conform to the institutions and practices of state
management rather than to their own beliefs, values, and practices. And, since it
is scientists and resource managers, rather than aboriginal hunters and trappers,
who will be using this new “integrated” knowledge, the project of integration
actually serves to concentrate power in administrative centers rather than in the
hands of aboriginal people (p. 1).
Finally, the intrinsic connection between the principles of Two-Eyed Seeing or
the Two-Row Wampum Belt and the belief in Earth as a spirit, not an object, addresses
the relationship between humans and nature in a complex and profound way that goes to
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the heart of topics and goals of environmental studies and science programs. These
connections provide the values that Grande (2004) calls for in Red Pedagogy—the need
to avoid the consumeristic and exploitative view of human relationships with Earth that
underlie critical education theory.

Recommendations for further research
I begin with my appreciation for the researchers and scholars who have brought
the subject to this point by speaking about paradigms for the relationship of knowledges,
connecting “knowledges” with sovereignty, articulating Indigenous ways of knowing,
identifying the cultural bases of science. Further research is needed in a number of areas.
Border-crossing. More research is needed on “border-crossing” techniques.
Brandt’s (2008) ethnographic study of an Indigenous student’s effort to cross the
knowledge borders in a microbiology class provides exceptional detail on this process.
More study would be useful, both about the perspective of Indigenous students and also
about perspectives of scientists who learn to see from a different paradigm.
International Indigenous issues. Many undergraduate students are interested in
international environmental conservation. Coursework should provide at least an
introductory conceptual framework for a sovereignty-based analysis of how conservation
efforts affect rights of Indigenous peoples. Do the Two-Eyed Seeing or Two-Row
Wampum Belt principles described in this study work for teaching on international
conservation issues? How does this conceptual framework apply to the learning
experience of international students in the U.S. who are Indigenous from another
continent, or are the issues significantly different?
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Articulation of the value of scientific ways of knowing. In the interviews I did
not ask what the participants saw as the value of teaching science, nor did they talk about
it much on their own, perhaps because it is “so huge.” But if bringing different
knowledges together involves seeing or paddling with the strength of each, then
articulation of these strengths is a necessity.
Re-examining and revising disciplinary and academic assumptions. Basic
assumptions of Western disciplines have acted as obstacles to bringing Indigenous
perspectives into undergraduate environmental studies and science courses or to study of
Indigenous perspectives relating to the environment. Joni Adamson’s (2001) critique of
the literary genre of “nature writing” or “environmental writing” illustrates how an
exclusionary assumption of this type in the field of literature nature can be identified and
changed. Marshall Sahlins’ Stone Age Economics (1981) counters the fundamental
assumption of some anthropologists that subsistence peoples do not have economies. Are
there definitions and assumptions in the field of environmental history, for example, that
have led to the tendency to exclude Native American topics from all but the first chapter
of most such histories? How do the myth of the ecological Indian, the notion of
“essentializing” in anthropology, or the desire to avoid romanticizing Indians serve to
discourage legitimate exploration of connections between Indigenous ways of knowing
and environmental issues?
Role of this conceptual model in environmental studies programs. Finally,
how can the conceptual model provided in this study contribute usefully to the ongoing
evolution of the interdisciplinary field of environmental studies? Can it (1) help
environmental studies programs have a more theorized sense of mission, (2) theorize the
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relationships between disciplines (which are often more multi-disciplinary than interdisciplinary), and (3) re-examine the relationship between humans and environment?

Getting started
Bringing Indigenous ways of knowing together with environmental studies and
science is neither simple, nor quick, nor necessarily comfortable. While this study and
others provide guiding principles, the differences in each institutional context mean that
each program requires unique problem-solving without a blueprint. Being accustomed to
teaching from one’s expertise and strengths, some faculty may find this an intolerable
challenge. As a graduate student, I can vouch for the affronts to self-esteem that came
from recognizing my learning gaps. But I can say too that continuing to “show up” and
keep pushing ahead garnered a spirit of generosity from Indigenous and other mentors
that I had not anticipated. Some faculty may respond to a learning gap by setting out to
address it. Others may choose to see the learning as the responsibility of a specialist
rather than something to which they themselves should attend. Others may argue that
they do not wish to “speak for” Indigenous peoples—an important principle that
nevertheless also runs the risk of being used as a way of avoiding responsibility.
Non-Indigenous faculty (in concert with Indigenous voice from another source)
have a critical role to play in bringing Indigenous ways of knowing into the classroom.
Kuokkanen (2003, p. 280) refers to Spivak’s (1999) argument that dominant-society
individuals should not “disavow responsibility by simplistic breast-beating (‘OK, sorry,
we are just very good white people, therefore we do not speak for the blacks’), which
allows business to go on as usual.” On the contrary, Spivak says, mindchanging should
take place on both sides. My interpretation is that non-Indigenous people too need to
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participate in learning an alien paradigm—however uncomfortable the process may be—
and that this is part of the necessary process of giving up some of the protections of white
privilege.
Faculty and Elders in this study had many comments and suggestions about the
difficulties of institutional change when there is a lack of willingness to consider another
paradigm of knowledge as valid. Science is a field particularly given to dismissing other
forms of knowledge as not valid (“That’s not science!”). As Pamela Courtenay-Hall, a
non-Indigenous faculty member, said,
when Indigenous perspectives are genuinely included in the curriculum and the
classroom, the epistemic and pedagogical changes involved are huge. I believe
that is why so many otherwise forward-looking faculty resist it or don’t manage to
‘get around’ to it—because of implicit recognition that their epistemic and
pedagogical power will be eroded [Pamela Courtenay-Hall, personal
communication, quoted in Kuokkanen 2003, p. 272].
Faculty seminars, conferences, outside speakers, research such as Norton (2002)
and Krupnik (2002), and simply interacting with Indigenous people help open up this
conversation. It is a conversation that will take a long time. The generosity of
Indigenous collaborators is probably the best avenue toward relaxing this defensiveness.
It was for me. I return here to Gregory Cajete’s advice to the Cape Breton program to get
started, have courage, and learn by doing. Western academic culture has long tended to
distance learning from doing. Cajete’s advice, so seemingly simple, penetrates to this
core.
Recent developments suggest that the timing is right for bringing Indigenous and
Western ways of knowing together in an academic environment. First, a relevant body of
literature now exists, as well as teaching models. In addition, increased appreciation in
academia for interdisciplinary approaches, inclusion of ethics and social dimensions in
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science, and acknowledgement of the cultural bases of science provide a more hospitable
environment for this work. In the U.S. some major funding organizations (e.g., the
National Science Foundation) are encouraging inclusion of diversity components in
funding proposals. Many universities have diversity budgets that can be used for the
changes recommended here. The conceptual model provided in this study and in writings
and practice by the individuals mentioned in this study provide guidance for setting out
on the road.
Barnhardt and Kawagley (2008) note the urgency of learning from Indigenous
societies:
Many of the problems that are manifested under conditions of marginalization
have gravitated from the periphery to the center of industrial societies, so the new
(but old) insights that are emerging from Indigenous societies may be of equal
benefit to the broader educational community (p. 225).
Similarly, Dr. Longboat referred to Indigenous peoples as the canary in the coal
mine, being the first to experience environmental problems that then go on to engulf
mainstream societies. Dr. Longboat’s vision from Haudenosaunee teachings was that the
time would come when the four sacred colors of people would return from their different
corners of the earth and get together to see if the world would continue or not. Perhaps
the time is now.

Concluding remarks
This study contributes to contemporary teaching practices that help to shift power
relationships in academia, strengthen sovereignty of Indigenous peoples, and give
Indigenous and mainstream peoples hope for bringing their minds together to take care of
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the earth. The study provided comparative data on current practices, a listing of relevant
literature, a conceptual model, and suggestions for next steps for research and practice.
While Indigenous peoples certainly have reason to be protective of their
knowledge, I believe mainstream people too fear what will happen to their knowledge if
they allow it to be examined and compared with another way of knowing. I can only say
that the graciousness I experienced in the course of the interviews contributed to
lessening my own fearfulness. Based on my experience, the intersection of these
knowledges provides powerful teaching and learning. Allies do exist, and the learning I
experienced was profound. Change is possible—change on a personal level as well as
change at the level of colleagues, students, the institution, and beyond. Change must be
done by love, respect, and reciprocity. Finally, as Albert Marshall reminded me, one is
not responsible for immediate impact: the task is to put the vision out there and it will
germinate when the conditions are right.

***

At the end of our interview, Murdena Marshall gave me the basket pictured
below, made by Caroline Gould of Whycocomagh in Nova Scotia. Caroline Gould, now
in her 90s, is a Mi’kmaq Elder and a master basketmaker whose work is treasured and
used as well as shown in museums.
Maybe there was a metaphor here. A basket needs two fibers, warp and weft, and
then it can form a vessel. Here, ash and sweetgrass each lend its own capacities—the ash
its flatness and ability to curl without breaking, its strength in narrow, even strips for the
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base. The slender sweetgrass fibers bend easily into fine braiding, and when many are
used together, they have the strength of wood for the basket’s rim and handle.
Dampening the sweetgrass brings out its fragrance, even though it has been away from
the living soil for a long time.
As anyone knows who has tried to make a basket without much experience, the
trickiest part is getting started. With thanks to the people who have led the way, and with
hopes that this project helps others start.

Figure 2. Basket by Caroline Gould (Mi’kmaq), 2010
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Appendix 1: Project Description and Consent Form

Project Description
Nancy Rich, PhD Candidate
Antioch University New England
Spring 2010
This research project, “A Study of Innovative Undergraduate Programs that Link
Indigenous North American Issues and Environmental Issues,” is part of my dissertation
in environmental studies at Antioch University New England in Keene, NH. The purpose
is to explore the benefits, challenges, and pathways for bringing together Indigenous
North American* issues and environmental issues in undergraduate teaching. This
research is designed to help faculty and administrators better prepare students to work
across cultures on environmental issues. The study will also help faculty justify these
programs to administrators and establish communication among faculty with similar
interests. This research may help reduce institutional barriers in higher education that
negatively affect some students because of cultural background, and may help faculty to
aid students in better understanding their own culture and biases.
I will interview 8-10 faculty who are teaching in innovative courses or programs that
bring together Indigenous North American issues and environmental issues. As an
interviewee, you will not receive financial compensation, but you will receive a summary
of project results and will have a chance to comment on this summary before it is
finalized.
The first interview will take place in person at a location convenient for you. It will last
about 1 ½ to two hours and will be recorded. I will ask about your experience with
bringing Indigenous North American issues and environmental issues together in your
teaching, and what you see as the challenges, benefits, and pathways of doing this kind of
teaching. You will receive a transcript of this interview.
In a second conversation (by telephone), I will ask you for any additional comments,
corrections on the transcript, and feedback on my tentative conclusions. After this, I will
send you a summary of the project results and invite you to review it before I finalize it.
When my dissertation is completed, it will be available online, and I will send you the
website for accessing it.

Including Native American, American Indian, Aboriginal, First Nations, and other
Indigenous cultures of North America.
*
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Members of my doctoral committee are: Dr. Tania Schusler (AUNE), advisor and chair;
Dr. Heidi Watts (AUNE); and Dr. Darren Ranco (member of the Penobscot Nation;
University of Maine at Orono).
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Voluntary Consent to a Study
Nancy Rich, PhD Candidate
Antioch University New England
Spring 2010
Please sign and return this consent statement before your interview (details below).
Thank you.
What is the study about?
I am a doctoral student in the Environmental Studies Department at Antioch University
New England. I am asking you to participate in my research about innovative
undergraduate courses and programs that bring together Indigenous North American*
issues and environmental issues. You have been invited because of your experience with
this kind of teaching.
What is the purpose of the study?
Recently, several innovative undergraduate courses and programs have linked
environmental issues with Indigenous issues in North America. My research explores
why these courses and programs are starting up, what challenges they are trying to
address, and what approaches they are using. My goal is to understand how different
knowledges, world views, and cultures can work together to prepare students for working
on environmental issues in a multicultural world.
What is my role if I agree to participate?
If you agree to take part, I will interview you in person. I would like to know about your
experience with this kind of teaching. I would also like to know what you see as the
benefits, challenges, and pathways for bringing together Indigenous North American
issues and environmental issues in undergraduate teaching. The interview will take about
1 ½ to 2 hours and ideally will take place in March. With your permission, I will audio
record this interview.
I will send you a transcript of the interview and call you to ask for corrections on the
transcript or additional comments.
By June, you will receive a draft summary of the project results. You will be invited to
review and comment on it before it is finalized.
What compensation will I receive?
You will not receive financial compensation, but you will receive a summary of the
project results by September. You may give that summary to others without charge as

Including Native American, American Indian, Aboriginal, First Nations, and other
Indigenous cultures of North America.
*
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long as my name appears as primary author. I will list you as a contributor unless you
prefer to remain anonymous.
Taking part is voluntary.
You do not have to participate. You may withdraw at any time, and you do not have to
answer any questions you do not want to.
Confidentiality and credit/acknowledgement
I will keep your responses confidential unless you ask me to give you credit for particular
statements or ideas. When you get the transcript of the interview, you may tell me what
statements to keep confidential or to give you credit for.
Benefits and risks of participating
By participating in this study, you will help faculty and administrators better prepare
students for working on environmental issues in a multicultural world. The study may
help faculty justify their programs to their institutions and/or to connect with other
faculty with similar interests. It may help reduce institutional barriers for Indigenous and
other students in higher education.
One possible risk is that you might tell me something that would have a negative effect
on your job, your students or your program if it became public. Another risk is that I
might report a comment or idea of yours and not give you proper credit. The
confidentiality and credit procedures above will help protect you from these risks.
Another risk is a breach of security in my computer files or a loss of data. To prevent this
risk, my computer is password-protected, and there is a backup copy at a separate
location.
Publication rights and research materials
Recordings and transcripts of the interviews will be the property of the researcher. You
will receive a project summary. You may copy and distribute the summary as long as
you list my name as primary author. In the summary, I will give credit to you for
participating, unless you tell me you wish to remain anonymous.
If you have any questions about the study:
You may contact me (Nancy Rich), at (413) 296-4323 or by email at nrich@antioch.edu.
If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant, you may contact Dr.
Kevin P. Lyness, Chair of the Antioch University New England Human Research
Committee, (603) 283-2149, or Dr. Katherine Clarke, ANE Vice President for Academic
Affairs, (603) 283-2450.
****
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Consent Statement
If responding by mail, please sign and return one copy of this Consent Statement to
Nancy Rich, 72 South Street, Chesterfield, MA 01012, USA.
I have read and understood the information above. The researcher has answered all
the questions I had to my satisfaction. She gave me a copy of this form. I consent to
take part in this study.
Signature: ________________________________Date: ___________
Witness: _________________________________ Date: ___________

Or, if responding by email, please email Nancy Rich at nrich@antioch.edu with a
statement that:
“I have read and understand the consent form for this “Study of Innovative
Undergraduate Programs that Link Indigenous North American Issues and
Environmental Issues” conducted by Antioch University New England doctoral
student Nancy Rich. I agree to participate in this study.”
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